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P*ICE

HN CENTS

George Zuverink Named

Real Cool Kids

Council Allows

BALTIMORE

Erection of

Some Days That

New

Is
Service Station

Children Receive

„

Fluoride (or Teeth
At Area Schools

Not many people go swimming
[in Lake Michigan when its temperature is only 59 degrees, but
John Winter and Dave MilanowsW,
lifeguards at the Holland State
Park, wade the length of the bathing area every momihg, regard-

Tornado Alert

'Most Valuable Player’

-

(Special
George Zuverink of Holland, the

To Check Zeeland

Baltimore Orioles’ righthander, has

added another honor to the list
of laurels passed to him for his
exceUent relief pitching this sea'

Disaster Fitness

son.

A group of six railroads, serv
ing the Baltimore area had a special night recently, and the railOrdered Constructed
roaders picked Zuverink as the
Here Ibis
"most valuable Baltimore player.”
After considerablediscussion, Zuverink has appeared In 36
City Council Wednesday night vot
games for the Orioles,more than
ed 4 to 3 to allow erection of a
relief pitcher In the
fUling station at 28th St. and Mich- 1
igan Ave. by the Clark Oil Co.
18
Casting dissenting votes were

Many Sidewalks Are

Summer

by

less of the water's coolness.

153

About 10 a.m., after they have

cleaned the debris frortithe beach,
ZEEIA^ JSpecian-Aftergivirg Wm[eTi a Holland youth and Miltopicol flouride treatments to
fQ.Q
children at MontellowPark school ailovvski’ trom Grand Rapids* take
in Holland during the latter part a special, tube - shaped thermo-

™

Eerden.

A

petition protestinganother
service station in the vicinity
signed by several f operty owners
also was read, and a few person!
were present at the meeting. Only
two spoke . Louis Robbert who was
in favor of the station and Harold
Essenburgwho opposed the move.
The city manager's report revealed that the application had
been reviewedby the building in-

of June, operators have moved to meter and wander out about 100
Zeeland Lincoln elementaryschool feet from shore. They carry the
where 290 youngsterswill have thermometer well beneath the surI

I

r^rcireth,^nthpreve"i'-^
of the temperaturefor the entire
'»

The treatments,sponsored by

depth. It may be warmer or coolthe Michigan State Department,
er at the surface or at the bottom,
are being given by Jack A. Lewis,
dependingon the current.
a senior dental student, at the While they’re browsing around
University of Michigan, and his
— sometimes it’s a pleasure and
assistant,and Joy Hietbrink,a
sometimes it’s ’torture
they
senior at Holland Christian High
check the deptlrof the water at
School.
the safety buoys and look for placJack is one of about 40 dental es where the waves have washed
and dental hygiene students from out deep holes.

—

First Aid

Ready

10 Minutes July

in

20

ZEELAND (Special)— The City
of Zeeland will be barricaded for
about a half an hour between* 7
and 8 p.m. next week Friday evening when a tornado test alert will
take place.
Civil Defense Director Peter
Wolthuis said today that police and
police auxiliary units will block
all entrances to the city while rescue and first aid workers see how
fast they can assemble for duty.
Wolthuis said that the barricade
will be used In event of any real
disaster to prevent sight - seers
and willing, but untrained person- '
nel from flooding the area and
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff toInterruptingrescue operations.
day joined police and *afety offi- The alert coincides with the Nacials all over the state In bUitlng tional Air Raid Alert all over the

^ m

Councilmen Raymond Holwerda,
Stanley Curtis and John Van

I

Plan City Barricade;

New Scooter Law
May Be Repealed
By Legislature

spector, city engineer, fire chief
,
and police chief and after some a recently enacted law permitting
It is hoped, he said, that the
revisions,
the
plans
met
all
reBrouwer,
Wallace
Bratt,
Benjamin
Bouwman;
minors
14
and
15
yean
old
to
obLEAVE FOR INDUCTION
Fifteen young
quirements except for some reser- tain restricted operator permits police will set up the blockades
middle row, Julius Martinie, Kenneth Zeinstra,
men from Ottawa county gathered in Grand
and that the First Aid Corps — 40
vation from the police chief regard for motor scooters and bikes.
Melvin Steenwyk, Pierson Roon, Gordon MarHaven Armory Wednesday afternoon before
privately owned station wagons
the Universityof Michigan and When they find a hole deep
ing the Michigan Ave. location on
The act may be changed or tak- equipped with stretchers .and
tinie; top row, Dale Bekker, Francis Klein, Vinleaving for induction into the armed forces in
the University of Detroit who are enough to endanger the safety of
US-31, stating that any .driveway
en off the books during the special blankets — will complete their inicent Brown and Ronald West.
Detroit. Kneeling in front, left to right, are
of any kind especially on trunk
giving treatmentsall over Michi- batherS[
bu0yS
adjusted to
legislative sessions when lawmaktial assignments within 10 minutes.
(Sentinelphoto)
lines is bound to interfere to some
Dale Schreur, John Vender Kolk, Jr., Gordon
gan this
keep swimmers away. That acers reconveneIn Lansing July 17.
Twenty of the station wagons
extent with the safe movement of
The home of Mr. and Mrs. John counts f0r the sometimes irregular
Chief Van Hoff was one of the will report to each of the city’s
with many gifts.
vehicular
traffic.
boundary line beyond which swimfirst to protest the law which en- two funeralhomes to await assignDiscussion brought out that a
Several New Boats
Treatments in- Zeeland will con- mers aren't supposedto go.
forcement officials feel was ment
service station with proper curb
tinue until the end of the month, The undertow is another factor
“sneaked In” and already in efAt Easter Marine
About 150 members of the regucute for drives and proper setbacks
when Jack and Joy will move to the guards have to gauge. They
fect before police were aware of lar civil defense staffs — heavy
was
perhaps
no
greater
hazzard
Beechwood school in Holland to| don’t have any specialinstruments
The facilities of the Easter Maequipment transportation,and fire
to safety than a food drive-in or
treat 302 more boys and girls dur- to measure the backwash of the
rine Service at Jenison Park have
Van Hoff said he had a great — wiU report to the City Hall.
to
a
store.
A
motion
to
table
the
aping August.
waves, but if it can be felt at all,
been used by several owners of
deal of sympathy for youngsters
Meanwhile,a police officer will
plicationuntil next meeting lost
The children taking treatments it’s time to keep an eye on it.
who would like to operate mechan- remain with the department’s short
new boats recently.
4
to
3.
were contactedand reservations Generally, the undertow is check
Harry Foote, from Texas, who
With no discussion of any kind, ical scooters.“It would be nice to wave radio while another checks
were made during the school year, ed several times a day.
At
of
is a summer resorter here, has In City
Council granted a gas station li- give the kids whet they went, but the coordination of activity in a
Treatmentswere recommended for Of course, Winter and Milanowpurchased a new 19-foot Century
cense to the Speed-E Car Wash at in the busy trsffic todey It just police cruiser.
children seven, 10, and 13 years ski are getting paid for their chilly
Viking. Charles Sligh, Jr., also is
There will be lots of Republican River and Pine. Both these appli- Isn't safe to have 14 • year • old
Two new portable communicaMrs.
C.
C.
Wood,
53,
active
old — about the second, fifth and dips, and it's all part of their jobs,
the owner pf a new Century. M. activity in Holland Saturdaymorn- cations had been tabled from the youngsters operating such scooters tions systems recently purchased
eighth
but it’s still pretty nice for the rest civic affairs,died Tuesday eveJ. Caryle, from Pittsburgh, had
..... . .........
on busy streets and highways.If by the city wiU be in operation.
previous
meeting.
ing.
The cost for the four treatmentsof us to know how cold the lake Is ning in Holland Hospital after an
his new 54-foot Chrls-CraftdeliverIn other business, Mayor Robert
were content to cruise The $-ir.eter systems were bought
is three dollars.At the first visit without having to find out the hard
Both Republicancandidates for
extended illness.
ed from Algpnac, Mich.
at
Visscher
Donald
‘ 20 miles an hour, the danger for the use of Civil Defense and
the teeth are cleaned and first [way.
Cynthia, a 35 foot sailboat, own- governor. Mayor Albert E. Cobo rtiomas, local bank official, as a wouldn't be so great, but some of the Red Cross to relieve the jamMrs. Wood, the former Helen
flouride aplicationsare given.
ed
by Jim La Vigne of Chicago, and former State Police Commis- member of the Library Board to those bikes are capable of going med police radio in case of emerEaton, had lived in this communThe remaining visits are all for
was here for several days. La sioner Donald S. Leonard of De- succeed Mrs. Edward Donivan, 50 or 60 miles an hour.”
gency.
furthertreatments, and usually are
ity since 1928 when her family
Vigne’s crew consistedof Peter La troit, will be in the city for sep- long-time member and present
In the current situation,Chief Wolthuis said that he hopes his
completed within a week.
Fish,
came here from Chicago. Around Vigne and Ted Fitzgerald.
arate coffee kletzes.
presidentwho had preferred retire- Van Hoff had warm praise for plan of separating police activities
Jack, who attended a two-week
Leonard Is scheduledto arrive ment after several years of serv- many parents who have been most from other operations will enable
that time she was married to Mr.
orientation course at the state
shortly before 9 a.m. and will be
Wood, local realtor who also serves
ice on the board. Council concur- cooperative in not allowing eager his staff to work more effectively
health department in Lansing bea*, the Mary Jane Restaurant until
youngster! to buy scooters. He alio within the city.
red in the appointment.
as
justice
of
the
peace
for
Park
fore starting the program, said
11 a.m. to greet residents.
The oath of office of Clarence J. pointed to two grim fatalities a
Following the alert, Paul Johntownship.
that this type of precaution is best
Cobo is scheduledto arrive at Becker as a member of the Hos- few weeks ago In which a bicy- son, Grand Rapids meteorologist
She was a member of Hope
The annual Holland Fish and
in places where the drinking water
9:45 a.m. and will greet residents pital Board was filed.
clist and a mow scooter operator will speak and show pictures on
Game club basket picnic will be Church, the Elizabeth Schuyler
is not treated.
at a coffee kletz in Holland Ar- Council passed a resolution or- were killed in aeparateaccidents
municipal safety at the City Hall
Equipment and the flouride is- held Saturday,at 2 p.m. at the Hamilton chapter of the Daughters
mory until 10:45 a.m. Cobo will dering that sidewalks be laid with- five minutes apart
self are furnished jointly by the club grounds, located on M-21, of the American Revolution, a forhave
breakfast in Grand Haven at in 30 days at the following
.“Altar that happened, one father
mer member of Holland chapter
state and county health depart- 1 three miles east of Holland.
The Rev. Paul E. Hinkamp on 8:15 a.m., then come to Holland. tions :
came to me and said his 14-year-old
No.
429,
Order
of
Eastern
Star,
About
350
members
and
their
ments, he said.
Afterwardshe will make stops in
East side Van Raalte, 24th to son no longer wanted a scooter,”
Since • children had opportunity families are expected to attend the and was particularlyactive in Red Thursday received a citation from Zeeland,Hudsonville and Grand30tJi; west side Washington,23rd the chief said. So far, 50 to 60
to mak^ appointmentsduring the annual event Dinner will be served Cross work, serving with the Gray the Lane Bryant Annual Award for ville en route to Grand Rapids for
to 25th; west side Washington, 28th restricted licenses have been IsLadies, Nurses Aides and in the
school year, the schedule is fil- at 6 p.m.
volunteer service to the commun- a luncheon.
to 30th; west side Maple, 20th to sued out of Holland police headblood
bank
program.
Glenn Brower, general chairled, and no more appointments
Both candidates plan to attend 22nd; west side Pine, 29th to 31st; quarters.
ity.
For
the
past
year,
she
had
man,
reported
that
all
arrangecan be made.
“Whatever we do, we must reThis award was established to a fifth districtpotluck picnic at east side Central, 28th to 32nd;
ments have been completed. The worked with residentsof RestKetchel's resort near Little Pine west side Elmdale Ct., 24th to 26th; member safety comes first,” the
GRAND
(Spedial)
haven
arranging
entertainment
picnic was originally scheduled for
encourage voluntary participationLake in Kent county in the afterwest side State, 22nd to 23rd; north chief said.
John Van Coevering, 65, » wellJune 23 but was postponed.A and functions of interest Her par- in efforts that benefit the American noon.
side 25th, Columbia to Lincoln;
In Grand Rapids, members of known shoe merchant, died unexwork bee will be held Friday ticular hobby was weaving and she
Harry F. Wetter is in charge of north side 26th, Michigan to Elm- the Grand Rapids Safety Council pectedly of a heart attack at 9:30
home and community life. The letnight for members to get the had several looms in her home.
the Cobo affair in Holland. He said dale; north side 27th, Central to
a.m. Monday in his h>me at 1048
grounds in tip-topshape, Brower In recent years she also engaged ter accompanying the citation Mayor Robert Visscher, State Sen- College; north side 28th, Central attackedthe new law and went
in reweavingand occupied a small
Pennoyer
.
on
record
as
“greatly
disturbed”
said.
says, "Please accept this citation
ator Clyde Geerlings, Rep. George to College; north side 28th, Mich- by the law.
office in her husband's place of
He was bom in Groningen,the
Contests for children and adults
as tangible evidence of the pride Van Peursem and others would igan to Pine, south side 29th, Van
on West Eighth St.
The Alpena Municipal Council Netherlands, Jan. 28, 1891, and
GRAND HAVEN (Special)—Ro- will be staged with prizes donated business
in your be at the Armory event. Wetter JUaite to Wildwo^ Dr.; south side recently Mked (&,. G. Mennen came to this country with his
Surviving are the husband; a of your
bert S. Hewitt, 51, of 221 Allegan by Holland businessmen.Awards
appeared before a meeting of the 30th, Maple to Pine; both sides Williams to amend or repeal the parents at the age of 12. The fathson, William L. Wood; a daugh- achievements in its behalf."
St., Lansing, pleaded guilty in Cir- are now on displa/ in the James
Among services volunteered by Young RepublicanClub at Mary 31st, Mapel to Pine, both sides act during the special session, and er startedin the shoe business and
ter, Mrs. Virginia W. Gregory;
ciut court Monday to a charge A. Brower Co. window on River
three grandchildren, Diana Lee, Rev. Hinkamp are nine years as Jane Restaurant Monday night on Michigan, 28th to 32nd.
Williams’ office said it had receiv- ater operated it with a son, Arie.
of drunk driving, second offense, Ave.
The resolution providesthat if ed similar requests from several Later the father sold his interests
William Scott and Richard Eaton secretary of the Holland Exchange Cobo’s behalf.
and will return July 20 for sentence. The Holland Archery Club will
Wood; her mother, Mrs. W. L. C 1 u b’ s GoodfellowsFoundatki Cobo is serving his sixth year walks are not constructed within other Michigan cities requesting to John and the brothers operated
Hewitt was ’ arrested by sheriff’s put on a special marksmanship exEaton of Waukazoo, and a broth- which has sponsored more than as mayor of Detroit. He was first 30 days that the city engineeris the law be amended or repealed.
the business together until Arie’s
officers July 1 in Polkton town hibiUofl. This always has proved
er, John G. Eaton of Phoenix. 500 free toasillectomies.For four elected in 1949 by a majorityof authorized to construct same with
Laasing police officials said they death in 1949. The business is
ship. His operator’s license had one of the picnic highlights.
costs
to
be
charged
the
owner
or
Ariz., and* Waukazoo.
years he was general Red Cross more than 100,000 votes. He is marintend to abide by the law and known as Van Coevering Shoes,
been previously suspended.
Free pony rides for the children Funeral services will be held
campaign chairman for the south- ried and has two married daugh- occupant in a manner provided by issue licensesto all who pass the 215 Washington Si
Charles Benes, 20, and Merton and movies, a casting contest
city charter. Persons living on
Friday at 2 p.m. from Nibbelink- ern half of Ottawa County. He has ters.
Van Coevering was an active
Goldbert,18, both of route 1, Grand and music are other picnic featest, but said the act is a “bad
Notier funeral chapel with Dr. been secretary of Resthaven PaOther Republican activityin the these streets received courtesy nomember of First ChristianReformrule
and
far
from
practical.”
Haven, who were found guilty at tures.
Marion de Velder of Hope Church
near future includesa women’s pic- tices early this year stating that
Lee C. Richardson,director of ed Church which he served as
a non-jury trial June 29 of a rape
Members must show member and the Very Rev. William C. trons, Inc., since its beginning in nic July 26 at the R. E. Kearns such action probably would be tak
1945
and
chairman
of
the
Building
charge, both were severely repri- ship cards at the entrance to be
the
secretary of state’s driver and elder and deacon.
Warner of Grace Episcopal Church Fund campaign since 1950. , The summer home on Lake Michigan en this summer.
Surviving are the wife, the formmanded by Judge Raymond L. eligible for the prizes.
vehicle services division, said the
Council
approved
a
reccomend
officiating.Burial will be in new Resthaven is considered one at 5407 Lakeshore Dr. The home
Smith when they appeared for
traffic safety code exam is the er Angie Hoffman; four daughters,
ation
of
the
park
superintendent
Pilgrim Home cemetery.
of the best homes for the aged in is located several miles north of
sentence this morning. “You will
to purchase 114,000 tulip bulbs s*m® Riven to persons seeking au- Mrs. Clarence Johnson and Mrs.
Lakewood Farm. The potluck lunch
western Michigan.
Martin Start of Spring Lake, Mrs.
be faced with this for the rest Ottawa Republicans
from
Doombosch Brothers, Inc., tomobile drivers licenses. He said
will start at 1 p.m. Women are
the restrictedpermits do not al- Jack Rosema of Nunica and Mrs.
of your lives," the judge told them. I Invited to GOP Picnic
the
second
lowest
bidder.
The
bid
asked to bring a dish for the table
He put both on probationfor
low “underage" minors to drive Arthur Tierman of Grand Haven;
Grand Rapids
and their own table service. Cof- was some $50 higher but was fa
two sons, John, Jr., of Edmore
two years. In additionBenes must | Carl C. Andreasen, Ottawa counvored due to special services rend- automobiles.
fee will be furnished by the hosHurt in US-16 Crash
pay $200 costs and serve the next Uy Republican chairman, t oday
Since the law became effective and Donald J. at home; the
ered in the certificationof bulbs
tess.
60 days in jail. The sheriff was issued an invitationto all county
furnished in the past and advice April 12, a total of 1,417 permits mother, Mrs. Janet Van Coevering

^

summer.

country.

—

^

Death

GOP Gubernatorial

Qaims

Mrs. C.C.

Age

Wood

Candidates

Be

Saturday

53

.. |

grades.

appointed

Game

Gub

Plans Big Picnic

Rev.Hinkainp
Given

Award

Grand Haven Shoe

Merchant Dies
HAVEN

Man

-

Pleads Guilty

Ave.

As 2nd Offender

community

Woman

29 Applications

June

A Grand Rapids woman was
seriouslyinjured early Sunday
Twenty - nine applications for morning when a car in which she
building permits were received for was a passenger rolled over on
lake in Kent
the month of June, 1956.
US-16 near Marne.
In addition there were two other
Margaret Carter, 40, Grand RapGeerlings and
permits issued, one for a heating ids, was* taken to St. Mary's Hospermit and one for erection of a pital in Grand Rapids with a brok-

Received

on bulb purchases. The have been issued to motor scooter of Grand Haven; two sisters,
Doornbosch
bid, one of nine enter- 1 operators, according to the secre- Angie Van Coevering and Mrs.
Mrs. Jane Koppenaal
Mrs. Russell Peterson of Grand
ed. called for an outlay of $3,550. | tary of state’soffice.
Dies at Age of 92
jail sentencehe must observe a yttle
Haven; two brothers,Jack of
Council okayed purchase of two
Pontiac, well-known outdoor sports
midnight
County
trucks for city departments,one
Mrs. Jane Koppenaal.92. of 44
Court Officials Oppose
writer,and Gerrit of Lansing; also
Goldberg'sprobation also lists
lists) state Sen.
for a dump truck with body and
East 19th St., died early this
eight grandchildren.
hoist for the street department New Motor Scooter Law
morning at Mulder Home for the
from Muller Equipment Co. at a
sign.
out permissionof the court.
en collarbone and possible frac- Aged, where she had been for the net price of $3,300, and the other Juvenile agent Avery Baker tobe on the reception committee for
The total proposed building un- tured ribs.
Fennville Resident
last four years. Born in the Nethfor the cemetery departmentfrom day said the Michigan Juvenile
the picnic.State and national can- der the permits amounted to $62,The driver, Reginald Cartez. 47, erlands in 1864, she was the daugh- De Nooyer Chevrolet, Inc., at a Court officials went on record last Dies in Hospital at 67
didates also will be present includ- 160.
Three Persons Injured
Grand Rapids, escaped injury.Ot- ter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Peter net price of $3,057.
month opposing the law which
ing the two gubernatorial candi- The analysis of the building pertawa County deputies said Cartez Standard. She came to this coun- Council received a communica- allows 14 and 15 year olds to oper- FENNVILLE (Special) Nels O..
In Two-Car Collision
dates, Mayor Albert E. Cobo of mits is as follows: 3 permits for
try in 1891 and lived in Roseland,
control of his car as it roundHalseth, 67. route 2. died Thursday
tion from Elks lodge No. 1315 re- ate motor scooters.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) [Detroit and Donald S. Leonard, new houses and garages, $37,700; lost
III, until 1912. when they came to
ed a curve and it rolled over sevBaker said the group, which met in Allegan Health Center where he
questing that the fire escape at
Three persons were Injured Satur- former state police commissioner, 2 permits for new garages, $1,300;
Holland. She was the .widow of
eral times.
the rear of the Elks building at in Jackson, sent Gov. G. Mennen had been a patient for four days.
day afternoon in a two-car collision Both Cobo and Leonard will be 18 permits for residentialremodelArie Koppenaal. who died in 1946.
Williams a lengthy telegram out He had been ill of a heart condion M-50 and 168th St., midway in Holland Saturday morning for ings, $12,000;one permit for new Reckless Driver Leads
Mrs. Koppenaal was a member 210 Central Ave. be restored at its
lining their position but the wire tion.
between US-31 and the Lake Shore separate coffee kletzes,Leonard’s gasoline station (Commercial),
of Trinity Reformed Church, the former location. Pete Boteis and
William
Wood
spoke for the Elks was never acknowledged.
Surviving are the wife, Ida; a
Zeeland
Police
2
Miles
$12,000
;
3
permits
for
commercial
group meeting in Mary Jane restLadies Aid, Indies Mission Society
The Ottawa County court agent daughter, Mrs. Stuart Cameron of
and asked that the fire escape be
injured were Mrs. Cornelia Bol- aprant from 9 to 11 a.m. and the remodeling, $750 ; 2 permits for
and the WCTU.
ZEELAND (Special)—Frank Byl- Surviving are five daughters, allowed to reach the ground. This said that traffic violations involving Jackson; three grandchildren, his
denweek, 62, Grand Rapids, driver “Coffee With Cobo” in Holland industrialremodeling, $1,600.
sma,
51, of 505 Crpfton St, S.W.,
of one car, a passenger, Gretchen Armory from 9:45 to 10:45 a.m.
Mrs. John (Jennie)Helder and overhangingfire escape had been minors have nearly doubled since mother, Mrs. Tomina Olsen of
Grand Rapids, was issued a sum- Mrs. Arie (Aubra) Vuurens of ordered down by the city mana- the law was passed and the bulk Lansing; a brother, Alfred of
Boldenweck, 26, and Harry Pel- To reach Ketchel’s Resort, An- Mrs. John Merkins, 76,
mons for reckless driving last Holland, Mrs. Adam (Nellie) ger after it interfered somewhat of the increase dealt with minors Northport; three sisters, Mrs.
grim, 71, route 2, Grand Haven, dreasen said the route is M-50 to
The Holland Auxiliary Police also William Haile of California,Mrs,
night after leading Zeeland police Westmas of Detroit, Mrs. Henry with functions of the newly dedriver of the second
m-37 and north to West River Dr. Of Nunica Succumbs
on a two-mile chase.
(Anna) Van Lierop of Cincinnati veloped city parking lot, besides has passed a resolutionasking re- Clare Harvey of Lansing and Mrs.
All received cuts and bruises, through Comstock park. Just north
Police said that ByLsma came and Mrs. Martin (Martha) Hoek- appearing,to be unsafe. Details will peal of the law. Copies will be Joseph Marsh of Detroit
HAVEN (Special)
Pelgrim also received a possible 0f Comstock park take Pine Isinto town on M-21 at about 60 miles sema of East Williamson, N. Y.; be worked out with the city attor- sent to Williams and to State Sen
Mrs.
John
Merkins,
76,
of
Nunica,
neck injury. The three were taken ian(j. Dr. which leads to the lake
an hour, skidded through a red three sons, Peter Koppenaal of ney and Peter Boter whom the Clyde Geerlings and Rep. George
to Municipal
Special maricers will guide the died unexpectedly of heart attack
Eldtriy Local Couple
Ottawa County deputies said picnickers in the immediate area. in Municipal Hospital Tuesday light after slamming on his brakes, Milwaukee, Bert and I^eonard of lodge retained in the matter. The Van Peursem.
Elks
made
it clear that they do
night
She
had
been
in
ill
heatlh
and
continued
on
at
about
50
miles
Mrs. Boldenwecks '55 model car
Holland;a daughter-in-law, Mrs.
In Grand Haven Crash
for past five months but had exhour. He was towing a boat Elizabeth Thompson Koppenaal of not want to claim the property by South Olive Ckurck
and Pelgrim’s ’50 model car
.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-An
pected to return home from hos- trailer which bounced four feet in Elmhurst,111.; 25 grandchildren, adverse possession although the
total
I Ntenhuis
80 year old Holland couple wag
fire escape has encroachedneigh- Has Annual Picnic
pital
today
or
tomorrow.
She
was
the
air
when
it
hit
ruts
In
the
The collision occurred at an open if ij •
I
and 35 great grandchildren.
involved in an automobile accident
bom Jessie Sherwood in Crockery road, police said.
intersection. Deputies conti"" ^ nctll III UVCTISCI
Funeral services will be held boring property for 27 years.
at the comer of Sixth and Fulton
township Aug. 13, 1879, and had
When he finally stopped, near Saturday at 1:30 p,m. at Dykstra Letters from the Interstate South Olive Christian Reformed St in Grand Haven at 10:45 a.m.
their investigation.
Overisel Community Hall was lived in the Nunica area her en- Sneller Hardware store, he told
Commerce
Commission,
Senators
Church
held
its annual church and
Funeral Chapel with the Rev. John
the scene of the/ Nienhuisfamily tire life where she was married arresting officer Larry Veldheer
Sunday school picnic at Zeeland Wednesday.A car driven by Bram
Hains officiating. Burial will be at Potter and McNamara and Rep.
Breaks Leg in Fall
reunion Monday evening, July 9. Nov. 30, 1895. She was a former that he hadn’t heard the siren and
Ford
were
presented
in
answer
to Park Friday evening.
large Witteveen, 80, route 4. Holland,
Pilgrim Home Cemetery. Friends
Following a basket supper, member of Nunica Lutheran thought the flashing red light meant may call at the funeral chapel Council’s communications on the crowd attended the event, which was struck by a car driven by
Paul Nienhuis, 11-year-oldson of
Howard Teasley, 23, 419 Lafayette
MK and Mrs. James Nienhuis of games ancj|f ports were enjoyed by church.
only that the officer wanted to Friday from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m. subject of free time allowed for was sponsored this year by the
St, a filling station operator who
Ifreight cars in lake ports. The Sunday school.
177 Fairbanks Ave., fractured his the group. The business meeting Besides the husband she is sur- pass him.
communicationsaid the regulation After supper, sports were con- was deliveringa serviced car
right leg when he fell from a boat featured electionof officers for the vived by five sons, John, Jr.,
No Sprinkling Yet
which allows more time in ocean ducted including a softballgame to its owner, Reginald Anderson.
Wednesday while fishing near the coming year. Newly-elected offic- Chdrles and Walter of Nunica and
Council Meets v
ZEELAND (Special)- City Sup- ports is intended to be in effect for the men and boys and contests Minnie Witteveen, also 80, was
railroad bridge near Fairbanks ers are as follows: president, Clarence and Floyd of Marne
taken by ambulance to
Traffic schedules which were to erintendentLee A. Sears’ office only so long as the car shortage for all ages.
Ave. He was taken to Holland Hosrw Abel P. Nienhuis;vice president, four grandchildren and five great
Group singing and songs by Hospital for X-rays and was
be considered Wednesday at the reported today that the inch and exists.
Earl Nienhuis; secretary,Mrs. Jay* grandchildren.
ital and returned home today.
Funeral services will be held special City Council meeting were a half rainfallthis morning will Mayor Visscher presided at the childrenof the Sunday School open- leased. It Is reported she sus
Nienhuis and treasurer, Miss
have no effect on th? city’s lawn meeting which lasted an hour and ed the evening program. A film no serious injuries.
from Van Zantwick Funeral adjourned indefinitely.It was
The MUses Minnie, Johanna, Connie Nienhuis.
City police
Anna and Sue Van Otter loo reWes Auger, evangelist,delivered Chapel Friday at 2 p.m. with the short meeting In terms of official sprinkling ban. The office said 10 minutes. CouncilmenJohn program, presentedby Rus Sakwith
failure to
Beltman
and
Bernice
Bishop
were
kers,
included
a
special
film
that
water
usage
i*'
still
too
far
record
but
councilmen
informally
Rev.
E.
B.
Hilst
of
St
John’s
turned home Wednesday evening a message and the reunion closed
and also with
and “This
from Hancock. Minn. where they with grou]p singing of “God Be Lutheran Church officiating. Bur- discussed other matters for a con- above normal to permit lifting the absent. Councilman Robert Kouw
gave the invocation.
regulation.
time.
brathett.With .You Till We Meet Again.' ial will be in Nunica Cemetery.
a week with

instructed that he may only be Republicans to attend a 5th district
visited by members of his family Republican potluck picnic Saturday
and not by his friends.After the afternoon at Ketchel’s Resort at
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curfew.
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ManyPayFmes

New Arrivals Spur Resort

Court

Activity at Waukazoolnn.

In Justice

hand to take

following:

Schulte family, the William Melias,

Among

Donald Vander Laan, Hud-

M-21

in

Georgetown township, 59.30.
Frank Phillips, Saugatuck, assured clear distance,M-21 in
Holland township, 514.30;Peter N.
Gillingham. New Haven, Conn.,
red light, US-31 and M-21, Holland
township. 59 30; Louis J. Feil.
Hamilton, speeding65 in allowed

55 nighttime,US-31 in Grand
Haver, township. 514.30.

Cora E.

There’s about 90 Holland area

Van Frank, Grand

§r

township, 59130.
Jay A. Boes, route 4, speeding
45 in 35-mile zone, Ottawa Beach
Rd., 59.30; Richard F. Bierman,
Grand Haven, red light, US-31 and

this

ALLEGAN MIDSHIPMAN

—

new

through July 20.

arrivals al the

The Walters Marionettesgave
their children’s show, “Richa/d
Brown and the Dragon.” to a large
group of delighted children Saturday night. Lots of parents were
present, too, and were as thrilled
with the production as the youngsters. Mr. and Mrs. Walters are
producing “The Wonderful Wizard
of Oz,” to be used next season,
and will give its premiere at the

the past year. W’inter received

Inn in August.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Stockham
of Birmingham, Ala., were guests
of the Willis Diekemas for the
weekend. Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Potts of Evanston were entertained last week by Fred Hack of

his appointment from

Waukazoo.

Annapolis. A 1955 Allegan
high school graduate, he attended Hope College, during
Rep.
Clare E. Hoffman as a result
of his standing in competitive
examinations held earlierthis
year.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gorr and their
son Fred brought the Silver Dawn
over from Chicago lact weekend
and spent several days visiting old
friends- at the Inn.

The first square dance of the
season will be held Thursday
night July 12. Square dancers from
Holland will be welcome. A buffet
dinner will precede the dancing.
Bob Caskey of Grand Rapids will
do the teaching and the calling.
Edwin Daly of Marshall, 111.,
whose first book, “Some Must
Of
Watch,” will be published by
Scribners for an early winter reCastle Park furnishes a charm- lease, has established his summer
ing backgroundfor resorters seek- studio at Waukazoo. Daly, now a
ing relaxationand fun on the junior at Kenyon College in Gamshores of Lake Michigan. The bier, Ohio, began his book while
Castle offers sunning, swimming, still in Marshall High School. He

Many Resorters
Enjoy

Engaged

part.

These tyk« range from third,
there’s a few second grtulers,

y
at it every afternoon under the

to the seventh grade, and th

watchful eyes of several Holland
coaches.

ThS program, now in

Charm

The Castle

its fourth

year, hasn’t begun to yield results

but

it

won’t be long befote these

lads should#form the nucleus for
most of the local prep athletic

Inn.

Jurrien H. Winter, 18, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hartger E.
Winter, of Allegan, was sworn
in as a midshipman at the U.S.
Naval Academy June 25, at

on future athletic careers
summer in the HoHahd Sports

Start

all of
Cincinnati,Ohio.
Tina Proctor, Chicago Tribune
fashion artist and fashion writer
for the Chicago Magazine, spent
the Fourth and the weekend at the

Rapids, red light. 59.30; Peter J.

Rycenga, Grand Haven, improper
left turn, US-31 and M-21, Holland
township, 59.30; John R. Parsons,
Royal Oak, red light, M-21 and
US-31, Holland township, 59.30;
Warren M. Briggs, Ecorse, Michred light, US-31 and M-21, Holland

small fry who are getting a bead

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crone,

m

Eugene Allen Koetje, Grand
Rapids, speeding 64 in 40-mile
zone^M-21 in Georgetowntownship,
$24.30; Frank Story, Spring Lake,
passing on yellow line, Ottawa
Beach Rd., 514.30;Gerrit Meeuwenberg, Fremont, red light, US-31
and M-21 in Holland township,

the

Summer Sports School

I In

Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Gerde and

K

40-mile zone, Hudson ville, 59.30.

flaps,

Kids Learn Varied Sports

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Klein, the Paul

ship, 59.30; Clarence John Van
Ltpn, Watervliet, speeding 50 in

no mud

1»54

Inn are Mr. and Mrs. J L.. Dinkel,

John Cook, of 256 West 16th St,
defective brakes, Eighth and River,
$9.30; Robert J. Barber, no address
listed, speeding 45 in 35-mile zone.
96th Ave. and Borculo in Zeeland
township, 59.30; Alan Wayne Bus
sing, Fruitport,speeding 50 in 45mile zone. M-21 in Holland town-

ville,

12,

School, operated each afte'moon

The crackdown by state police
and sheriff’s officers continues to
send many traffic offendersto
court Appearingbefore Justice C.
C. Wood the past week were the

aoo

THURSDAY, JULY

Wauktzoo Inn, its guest season
now in full swing, is the scene of
varied resort acUvity this week,
with a number of new arrivalson

OfC.C.Wood

59.30;

NEWS,

•••

teams. '
’

,

: *' ,«#

*«
Ir

,

Bob Connell,Holland High crosscountry and assistant basketball
coach, has outlineda program that

•'I

m:

should have every youngster
breathing pretty hard at the em
of each afternoon.
Activity starts at 1 p.m. and
the fellows this week have been
Miss Sonjb Lee Bouwman
getting in a fast softball game
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Bouwman
for an hour or so. Then comes of 160 East 31st St. announce the
the first of two activity periods. engagement of their daughter,
The boys were broken up into Sonja Lee, to Ronald E. Boeve,
groups at the start of the pro* son of Mrs. Richard Boeve, 805
gram, June 25, as to age, size and Lincoln Ave.
ability,and now continue to fol- . Mr. Boeve, serving with the
Signal Corps, 3rd Army, at Fort
low that pattern.
The activity periods are 45 minu- Gordon. Ga., is now home on furtes each and ineiude a taste
lough. He is a graduate of Holland
baseball, football, golf, basket- High School,attended Hope College
ball, tennis and track. This is fol- where he was a member of Phi
lowed by a shower in Holland High Kappa Alpha, and attended Michigan State University.
gym.
Miss Bouwman, a Holland High
Fundamentals of each of the
School graduate, also attended
sports highlightsthe sessions.
The lads are attired in shorts Michigan State University and is
and T-shirt and all wear either now attending La Parent Beauty
a red or green baseball cap, School in Grand Rapids.
furnished by the Holland Recrea’

WORK WELL ON SCHEDULE —

Randall C.

Bosch, president of Ihe Board of Public Works,
lends a hand in laying brick at the filtration
>lant for Holland
Holland's
plant
s new water supply system.
Work is going accordingto scheduleand the
filtration plant, one of the largest contracts of
the three-million-dollarprogram, is scheduled

.

to be completed early
/dent at left; J.

W.

superinten-

Bosch; Harold J. Karsten, assistantBPW superintendent,

and John Murphy,

superintendent

with the C and C Construction Co.

Holland Pleased

Maxwell

Made

the filtration plant of

Holland's mew 3-milliondollar

BPW

Harries, consulting engineer

for Black and Veatch standing directlybehind

Work on New Filtration
Plant Well on Schedule
Work on

in November. Shown

Guy
with Bosch are Guv

at

Least

tion

All-Stars

:

Department.

Some

of the classes are held in

Holland High gym and most of
them are staged out on the Hol-

Grand Haven Man Dies

water supply system is progressIn Veterans Hospital
ing according to schedule, Guy E.
Bell, superintendent of the Board
GRAND HAVEN (Special)

ll#

Ole Smokey Maxwell didn’t stir
land High Athletic fields at 22nd St.
from the American League dugout
and Pine Ave.
M-21, Holland township, 59.30;
in the All-Star game Tuesday but
The groups of lads, with instrucAndrew Koeman, of 199 East 35th
of Public Works, said today.
John Wolovlek, 69, of 101 Franklin at least he was on the 25-man tors, are becoming familiar sights
St., red light, US-31 and M-21,
The board of appeals Tuesday
Steel frameworkis all pretty St., died Monday night in Veterans roster representing the best of the to Pine Ave., residents as they
Holland township, 59.30; Russell
night turned down a request to
march
daily to workouts.
well in place and workman have Hospital at Fort Wayne, Ind. He American League talent.
Dale Kruithoff, route 1, Zeeland,
This week Friday the plans call build a county branch office buildhas been interested in writing
All of Southwestern Michigan
defective equipment (straight tennis and other summer activities.
begun the brickWork.It is into was a mason contractor by trade
for
an outing,including swimming ing at 53 and 57 West 12th St.
since
he
was
a
child
and
was
stihas been booming, the guns for and boating in Saugatuck.The
pipe), US-31, Holland township, There are several families stayActually, the board voted 3 to
mulated to try his hand seriously this large building, some 60 by 100 and retiredlast September.
ing
at
The
Castle
who
hail
from
Maxwell all season as the left group went for a fishing excur- 2 in favor of rezoning the property
59.30.
by
the
great
success
of
Jimmie
feet,
that
the
raw
water
is
pumped
He
was
bom
in
Austria
Dec.
25,
Roger C. Bartels, route 2, red the “Blue Grass” state of Kenhanded hitter continuesto pace the
to allow the construction,but a
sion to Kollen Park on June 29.
Jones (From Here to Eternity)of from the low service pumping sta- 1886, and came to this country at
light, US-31 and M-21, 59.30; Wil- tucky. They include Charles Allen
Detroit Tiggers in hittingwith a
The final Week, beginning July two-thirds majority is necessary
nearby
Robinson,
111. Daly spent
and
his
family
from
Middleton,
liam Kolean, of 156 129th Ave.,
tion on the shore of Lake Mich- the age of 16. He came to Grand .361 average, second best in the K. will be for special sports for passing. Tuesday's meeting
considerabletime at the same writdefective brakes, M-21 in Holland Mr. and Mrs. John H. Stites, Jr.,
igan near Tunnel Park. The water Haven from Port Washington, American League.
school tournamentsin the various was 3 to 1 in favor, but still lacktownship, 59.30; Charles Dykstra, and their sons, Johnny and Winnie, ing colony Jones did near MarHolland fans go along with the
ing the necessary majority of the
sports and in Individualskills.
shall,
and
it
was
here
that
the
atWis.,
in
1918.
He
was'
a
sergeant
is
given
primary
treatment
and
Jr., Hudson ville,stop sign, railroad from Louisville.Also from Louisplaudits and were pleased with his
Aiding Connell in the program five members.
in the Army in World War I and All Star selection. The only thing
crossing in Spring Lake township, ville is Henry R. Heyburn.
are Bill Hinga, assistant football
Casting dissenting votes were
37.30; Clinton Lavem Lowsberry, Ohio also is well represented at
coming publication of his first directlynorth of the filtration was a member of the American local fans didn’t like was the and track coach; Bill Noyd. as- Jacob Zuidema and John Van
route 1, Richland, stop sign, US-31 Castle Park with the William H.
plant. Then the water is returned Legion and VFW. His wife, the home run Maxwell hit off Hol- sistant football and basketball Eerden.
and railroad tracks (with inflam Price family v 1 s i t i’n g from novel.
to filter beds in the filtration former Helen Windberg, died in land’s George Zuverink to break coach, Russ Hornbaker.head golf
The meeting recessed for a half
Daly
is
now
working
on
his
secmable liquid),Holland township, Maumee, Ohio, and the Walter S.
up a ball game last month.
coach, and Harold Streeter, for- hour at one point to allow time for
57.30.
Farmer family from Cincinnati. ond book, which he hopes to get building before it goes into the 1936.
Maxwell has appeared in Hol- mer elementaryschool consultant.
the building architect to bring
David H. Tyink, of 14 South Dr. and Mrs. Sellers and daugh- well on its way in his Waukazoo storage tank and subsequently inSurviving are a daughter, Mrs. land as a member of a Kalamazoo
to
the
pipeline
leading
to
Holland
All are members of the Holland plans from Grand Haven.
studio
this
summer.
An
outstandCentennial, Zeeland, improper ters, Margie and Kitty, are from
Robert Sprouserof Ashley, Ind., area independentteams while public school faculty. Jerry Victor,
ing young man, he was one of Mar- city.
Attending Tuesday’s meeting
passing at intersectionof US-31 Lakewood, Ohio.
three sons, William of Spring Lake playing for Western Michigan ColThe
filtration
plant,
settling
University of Michign student, is was a delegation of the Board of
shall
High
School’s
outstanding
athand M-21, Holland township, $14.30
The Stuart H. Smith family
and
Johrf and Francis of Grand lege.
also assisting.
Leo Kline, Burr Oak, Miph., disre- from Clayton, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. letes and found time to do writing basin and storage tank are located
Supervisors including Dick NieusHaven; a brother, Anton of Port
Smokey, who picked up his nickon a 20-acre site on the east side
gard emergency signal, US-31 in Harry B. Smart from Evanston, along with his homework.
ma, Henry Slaughter, Gcrritt BotWashington, and nine grandchil- name while burning ’em in for the
Holland township, 59.30; Ronald 111., and Mrs. Victor Lewis from
Another writer at the Inn is Ter- of Lakeshore Dr. oposite ’funnel
tema, Harry Harrington and
dren.
Broncos, started as a pitcher and
Bos, Jenison, speeding 45 in 35- Yakima, Wash., are also enjoying ry Dinkel of Cincinnati,Ohio, who Park The pumping station is on
Martin Boon. Prosecutor James
The
rosary will be recited at even entered the minors as a hurmile zone, Ottawa Beach Rd. the facilities at the resort.
has been writing poetry for maga- the lakeshore just north of Tunnel
Bussard also was present.
Kammeraad
Funeral Home at 8:30 ler but was switched to the out59.30; Ronald J. Woldring, of 15453
Mrs. Charles Sligh is here from zines and newspapers for a long Park, and the pipelineto Holland p.m. Wednesday and services will
fielder
because
of
his
hitting.
James, knowinglydriving without Grand Rapids. Mr. and Mrs. J. time. Her column of book reviews follows a route along Perry St.,
be held from St. Mary's Catholic Tiger rooters pretty well know
lights (scooter), Pine Crest Dr. R. Starns from G r o s s e Point and poetry have achieved consider- the Ottawa Beach Rd., Douglas
In
Church in Spring Lake at 9 a.m.
Holland township, 59-30.
Farms, the O. W. Pongrace fam- able praise from readers. Mrs. and Howard Aves. before it Thursday with Msgr. A. J. LaRoux his record.He pished for Roanoke
and Wellsville,a couple minor
ily, also from Grosse Point and Dinkel’s book of poetry, “Even- reaches River Ave.
officiating. Burial will be in Spring league clubs in 1946 and 1947.
Supt. Bell expects the filtration
the Richard S. Kelleys from Bir- tide,” has become a top seller in
Lake cemetery.
Then he played the outfieldfor In
mingham, Mich., are among the poetry field. When the Cincin- building will be completedaround
Picnic
Five
Roanoke, Scranton and Birmingnati
Times
Star
sealed
its
200th
the first part of November and the
others staying at Castle Park
ham
bringing
him
up
to
the
1950
anniversaryissue (to be read in new water system should be in
GRAND HAVEN (Special - City
Hotel.
season when he got in two games police were kept busy with three
ZEELAND (Special) — The an2040 A. D.) in its new cornerstone operation later that month.
First
for the Boston Red Sox.
in 1940, it selectedher poem, The distributionsystem in Holaccidentswhich occurred within nual farmer’s and community picHe totteredbetween Boston and 45 minutes Sunday night.
nic, a fixturehere for the past 15
“Cannon in the Sunset,” as part land has been completed. The
Five applications for building
Louisville in the Southern Assoof the historicalissue. Mr. and pipeline also is complete with the
The most serious accident oc- years, will be discontinued,Roger
permits totaUing 511.800 were filed
ciation for the next four years, curred at 9:26 p.m. at Sixth and Prince, president of the Zeeland
Admitted to Holland Hospital Mrs. Dinkel are spending three exception of the crossing at Black In
last week with Building Inspector Tuesday were Mrs. John Voss, 36 weeks at Waukazoo.
spending most of the time in the Monroe Sts. involving cars driven Chamber of Commerce said today.
River. Pipe for this part of the
Laverne Seme in the city engi- West 17th St.; Mrs. Elmer Pyle,
by Karol Schmelz, 19, Graad Rap- The chamber, picnic sponsor,
Beechwood remained in the top minors.
work is scheduled for deliverythis
neer’s office. Applications are:
He
got
into
74
ball
games
with
ids, and George Herlein, 23, of 401 reached the decision because of
route 1, Zeeland; Mrs. John
month and the job probablywill spot In the Cub Scout softball
William Dykman, of 358 West Fisher, 730 Washington Ave. ; Carl
be completedby the middle of league Monday night with a 23-14 Red Sox, filling in for the injured Howard St., Holland. The impact the many obstacles .involved in
21st St., erect new house and un- A. Hogmire, 318 First St.; Gladys Hilltop
Ted Williams in 1954 and has caused Herlein and his wife, Carol, getting the picnic ready for the
August if the delivery schedule is win over Waukazoo.
attached garage, house is 36 by Maatman, 285 East 12th St.; Mrs.
19, to be thrown from the car out mid-Augustdates.
Van Raalte stayed right behind stuck in the majors since.
met.
Prince pointed out that the loss
26 and garage is 14 by 22, $9,600, Donald Elenbaas, 388 Fourth
Sold to Baltimore in November, of the driver’s side, Herlein landThe low sendee pumping station with a 22-5 victory over Zeeland
of valuable revenue from dropping
William Bosma, contractor.
ing
on
the
sidewalk
and
his
wife
Ave.; William Ridley, 853 33rd Into First
1954,
he
was
obtained
on
waivers
is now up to ground level and and Hamilton kept in second with
the ticket method of financing and
Melvin Van Tatenhove, of 382 St, Grand Rapids.
the grass beyond him.
pumps will be installed there a 23-10 win over Jefferson.Lake- last May by the Tigers and played onBoth
Pine Ave., construct addition to
Mr. and Mrs. Herlein were constructionof Zeeland's new ComDischarged Tuesday were Mrs.
Hilltop Farm took over first
in 55 games.
view,
the
othet
second
place
club,
sometime after July 16. Settling
kitchen for half bathroom, 8 by 13, Ross Lamberts and baby, 156 West place in the Legion B baseball
One of the three Michigan na- admitted to Municipal Hospital. munity Hospitalwere the chief reabasins are close to completion and stopped Longfellow, 14-6.
51,200, A. J. Cook Lumber Co., con- 26th St; Mrs. Ted De Vries and league Monday night and handed
tives
or the Detroit roster at pre- Herlein received back injuries,a sons for discontinuing the picnic.
In
other
games
Maplewood
stopwill prpbably take another 30
The hospital, built near Lawtractor.
baby, 45^ East 18th St.; Mrs. R. E. Barber its first defeat of
sent,
Maxwell
was born in Lawton. gash on the right shoulderand
days. The storage tank is complete ped Washington,9-6; St. Fi'ancis
the
right side of his forehead. Mrs. rence Street Park picnic site,
Donald Zwier, of 375 West 20th Robert Knowles, 126 West 18th St.; the season, a 6-1 setback at the
defeated Lincoln, 22-19 and Lake- He also is one of the few to be
except for painting.
Herlein receivedinjuriesto both would pick up much of the noise
St., erect garage. 16 by 22, $850, Mrs. Jessie Stump, Park View 19th St. diamond.
The
Board
of Public Works an- wood and Montellowere rained named to an All-Star team.
and most of the available parking
Schutt and Ver Hoef, contractor, Home, Zeeland; Mrs. Pedro
The win gives Hilltop a 4-0 reCharley Gehringer and present- knees and the left hip. ShirleyHonticipates no complications because out.
seld, 11; Muskegon,a sister of Mrs. space was taken up in the construcNeal Jacobusse, of 50 East 15th Arenas, 53 West Second St; Mrs. cord and leaves the Barber nine
ly
Billy
Pierce
are
a
couple
of
Standings
through
July
9:
of the current steel strike since
Herlein, also was riding in the tion of the building.
St., remodel kitchen, $57, Henry Cameron Cranmer, 322 Pine Ave.; with a 4-1 mark.
L others.
the only thing yet to be delivered
The Chamber board of directors
front seat but was uninjured.
Mrs. Peter Michaely, 227 West 19th
Smeenge, contractor.
The winners scored two runs in
Beechwood..................
5 0 But if Maxwell’s hitting this Riding with Miss Schmelz were and the picnic steering committee
Bernard Van De/ Berg, of 302 St; Wesley Wenzel, route 1, East the fourth inning,three in the fifth is the pipe for the river crossing. Lakeview ....................
4
1 year is an indication, he may play
This pipe is a matter of fabricaSharon Sullivan,14, of Homewood. are studying the possibilityof
East 7th St., remove two windows Saugatuck.
and one in the seventh. Barber got
Van Raalte ...• ..............4 1 in several all-star games.
111. and Judith and Dianne Stan- another type of event.
and replace with large window, A daughter was bom in Holland its lone run in the seventh inning. tion rather than production.
Hamilton ....................
4 1
A community event, such as
ley, both of Grand Rapids. Sharon,
Hospital today to Mr. and Mrs.
$75, self, contractor.
Hilltop made eight hits off the
Washington ..................
3 2
a cousin of the Stanley girls whom homecoming which was staged In
Bernard Vanden Berg, 384 West slants of Dave Van Tubbergan Children Stage Doll
Jefferson .................... 3 2
she was visiting, received rib the downtown area several years,
WashingtonSt., Zeeland.
and Jack Hulst while the losers
Maplewood............. .*.... 3
Former Grand Haven
bruises and was treated in Muni- has been suggested. N
touched winning pitcher Wehrmey- Show at Jefferson
Zeeland ...........
2
cipal Hospital.
cr for only five safeties.
Woman Dies in Ferndale
Waukazoo ...................
2
Both cars, Miss Schmelz’ 1956
Gyde Gibson slammed a triple The playground at Jefferson Montello .....................
Installation Features
2
model and Herlein’s 1951 model,
School
this
summer
is
under
the
Out,
GRAND HAVEN (Special!
for Barbers in the seventh for the
St.
Francis
.................
1
waFe hauled away by wreckers. Rotary Club Meeting
directionof Don Rohlck, Miss CarFuneral services were held in
only extra base hit while Mulder
1
Miss Schmelz received a ticket for
ol Kuyper and Miss Nancy Hagans. Longfellow..................
New officers for Rotary Gub
Grand Haven Monday for Mrs.
picked up a double in the sixth
KALAMAZOO
(Special)
Hol0
failure to yield the right of way. were installed Thursday at the first
The
attendance during the first Lincoln ......................
Anna M. Haas, 81, former local
land’s tennis entry in the Michifor the winners.
Lakewood
...........
0
The first accident of the series meeting of the summer at Castle
week went from 71 to 105 children.
residentwho died at 1:30 a.m. Frigan Jaycee boys and junior comoccurred at 9:10 p.m. on Harbor Park.
The children participated in
day in her home in Ferndale where
petitionhere has a second place
Gen e 1 m a n Jim Hady and
Ave. just south of the state park Jack Smith became president for
games, sports, handicraft and speshe lived for the last 34 years.
tie pretty well cinched but all of
Johnny
(Dynamite)
Gates
will
entrance where a car driven by
cial
projects.
Surviving are four daughters,
the Holland players have been Dennis William Shermeta, Grand the ensuing year and was presentShuts
highlight the Big Pavilion wrestlOn Friday the children had a
Gene Brower paced the Holland
ed With the president’spin by reMrs. Robert
and Mrs.
eliminated from the meet
Haven, was struck in the rear by
ing show in Saugatuck Friday Archery Club with 376 score at the doU show and prizes were given
Frances Gritt of Ferndale, Mrs. L.
Jim
Vande Poel, HoUand’s hope a 1955 convertibledriven by Thoqr- tiring president Larry Wade. The
night.
weekly archery shoot at the Hol- to the following children: For the
P. Lamboume of Indianapolis,
in the junior play, was dropped as Edward Gregory, 28, Dearborn. new president,as his first official
Hady, billed a* the Midwest title land Fish and Game club grounds smallestdoll. Judy Gebben, Darin A
act, commended Wade for his exInd., and Mrs. N. J. Alldridge of
from the meeting Tuesday by Doug
Shermeta’4 parents who were ridholder, wiU battle the speedy on M-21, three miles east of lene Knapp; largest doll? Marilyn
Detroit;two sisters, a brother,two
Poort of Grand Haven, 6-2, 6-3. ing in the back seat of his 1952 cellent management of the club
Van Langevelde, Peggy Ham; pretgrandchildrenand five great Canadian grappler in a best two- Holland.
Padnos Iron and Metal buried Both were left in the field of 16 car were injured and were treat- during the past year, and presentout-of-threefalls match.
Gene Hiddingawas second high tiest doU, Debbie Van Putten, Dar- H. E. Morse deeper in the A players.
grandchildren.
ed in Municipal Hospital. Mrs. ed him with the past president's
A1 Warshawski, the former with . 369 and J. Ten Cate foUowed lene Knapp; best baby doll, SuHolland’s Ted Fik, who upset No. Shermeta received a wrenched pin.
league Legion baseballaction TuesPolish Army officer who makes with 309.
zan Zonnebelt, Gayle Mosher; best
Other officers are vice president,
day night with a 6-0 shutout win 5 seed Kim Gilpin of Bay Gty, back and neck and her husband,
Woman Bound Over
his home in Grand Rapids meets ' Other scorers included: M. doU family, Jim Grossman, Sue
6-i, 6-1, lost to Dave Hathaway of Peter, a wrenched neck. Gregory Jim'Lugers;'secretary, Bruce
at Rlverview Park.
Mr. Michigan, the physical culture Wabeke, 296; J. Urn, 294; C. Rowler; most unusual doll, Karen
In Negligence Case
Goodyke, hurlingfor the winners, Muskegon, the No. 2 seed in the who admitted to police he was not Mikula; treasurer,James Obentitle holder in the other two-out- Rozema, 286; L. York, 270; B. Bussies, Lynda Essenberg;largest
allowed just two hits, one in the boys tourney 6-1, W) in quarter- watching the road carefully receiv- chain; sergeant - at - arms, Walter
Mrs. Mabel Van Cura, 40, route of-threebout.
Brown, 254; P. Barkel, 246; B. stuffed animal, Mary Van Putten,
final play.
ed a ticket-forfailure to stop in
Joe Smith, former Battle. Creek Vanden J3erg, 232; J. De Vries, Paul Oyerbeek; most friendlyani- fourth and one in the fifth.
3, Grand Haven, waa bound over
The board of directors includes
Dennis Kuite of Holland after an assured clear distance ahead.
The
winners
made
one
in
the
St
Phillip
football
player,
will
mal,
Lynn
Maedel
and
Gary
Ferris.
to CircuitCourt at an examination
195; W. Dalman, 157; G. Jousma,
Wa<je,
Carl Cook, Mikula, Smith,
first inning as Johns scored on getting by Richard Buck of MidAt 9:45 p.m. a car driven by
This week Friday there will be
in Municipal Court Tuesday after- meet Jack (Bad Boy) Brown of 150, and J. Barkel, 145.
Dave
Klaver’i double. Klaver, Jim land, 2-6, 7-5, 6-1 lost to George Henry (Dennis) «• Gankema, 16, Charles Cooper, Donald Vink,
noon on a negligent homicide Muskegon in the first bout startL. Lemson, 136; D. Ferman, 123; a dress • up parade and prizes Kool and Bob Stoel combined sing- Andrews of Grand Rapids in the Spring Lake, backed out of a park- Obenchain, Lugers and R. H.
charge. She waa released on her ing at 8:45 p.m. )
(3. De Waard, 86; F. Van Duren, will also be given then.
les in the third to score two more quarter finals, 6-4, 6-1.
ing space at the oval into a car Nichols, life director.
own recognizance and will appear
84; M. Petroelje, 82: R. Brown,
Kalamazoo has sewed up the driven by Tom Holmes, also 16,
runs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Tubergan, 77; A. Petroelje. 77;' C. Klungle,
Oct. 8 in Circuit Court. * ‘ rr*’
Smeege walked in fhe fourth team victory. Grand Rapids and of Nunica. Both 'ears were hauled Five Juveniles Admit
Gets 30 Days
Mra. Van Cura was charged in Sr., Mr. rod Mrs. George Tuber- 69; J. Wabeke, 42 and M. Vanden
and
scored on an- error. Kool’s Holland are tied for second. A win away by wreckers.Gankema reJohn
Homeniuk
of
Detroit,
forconnection with an accident in gan, Jr., and children, Mike and Berg, 36.
double
in the seventh scored Jeff by Andrews of Grand Rapids in ceived a ticket for failure to yeild Damaging Local Home
merly of Holland, was found
which her car hit a bicycle result- Linda, Mr. and Mrs. Don EssenAltena and Goodyke with the final the semis would give the Furni- the right of way.'
Holland detectives have picked
guilty
of
a
charge
of
intent
to
deing in the death of 13-year-oldJohn burg and children, Ronnie, Larry
ture Gty second place outright.
two
runs.
up five juveniles ranging in age
fraud
at
a
trial
in
Municipal
Motorist
Given
Ticket
and
Lela,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Seme of 1605 Perry St last May
Dr. and Mrs. Renze Hoeksema frpm 8 to 12 years old who have
James Tharp, 29, of 175 East Court Tuesday afternoon and The winners made four hits off Mr. and Mrs. Jake Terpstra and and son, Ricky, of Arlington,Va.,
Tubergan left Tuesday evening on
28.
Weeqer.
admitted damaging a home at 14th
Judge
Cornelius
vander
Meulen
Mrs. Van Cura's husband, Emil, a trip to northern Michigan. They 15th SL, Monday afternoonwas
gave him five days to consider Padnos now has a 3-1 record and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ton have stopped in Holland Wednesday en St and FairbanksAve.
given
a
ticket
for
failure
to
keep
plan
to
visit
the
former’s
son-inwas kiUed in an automobileaccireturned home after a three-week route home after a vacation at
The five broke into the home
appeal. If he does not appeal, he K. E. Morse 0-4.
dent Oct. 9, 1951, in Grand Haven. law and daughter.Mr. and Mrs. an assured clear distance ahead
trip to Lynden, Wash., where they Torch Lake. Dr. Hoeksema attend- earlierin the week, smashed light
after his car and one driven by must serve 30 days in the county
BUI De Witt at Houghten, Mich.
The daughter' born at Holland visitedrelatives. Among places of ed Hope College.They visited Miss fixtures,ripped wallpaper'andin
Dean Hubbard, 22, Grand Rapids, jail. Homeniuk was charged with
A full-length movie “The Dude
Hospital Wednesday to Mr. and interest they visited were Coulee Harriet Cook, at whose home he general damaged the interior of the
selling
a
mortgaged
car
for
535
Carl Hogmire of 618 First St, collidedon South Shore Dr. near
West” and a cartoon wUl be
bouse.
without consent of Zeeland State Mrs. Bernard Vanden Berg, 38% Dam, Yellowstone National Park, roomed while he was a student
I after the weekly Family Fennville,was admitted to Holland GraafschapRd. Ottawa County deWest Washington, Zeeland, has Glacier National Park, the Black here, and called on Mr. and Mrs. All five have been cited to ProBank
which
had
a
chattel
mortat Macatawa Bay Hospit^) Tuesday for medical puties said damagt to the two cars
John Vander VUet and family.
bate Court* )
Hills, Badlands and others.
been named Debra Lynn.
gage on the car.
was estimated
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Den Uyl

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Den Uyl of
route 6, announce the engagement
of their daughter, Shirley,to Donald Van Huis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Louis L. Van Huis of route 1, Hol-
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Former All-American

in 1946

and 1947, played four years with

and made

professional Chicago Bears

his family are enjoying a month's vacation at

league twice. He coached the Irish backfield
in 1952-53 and is now an automobiledealer in

Macatawa Park.

Left to right are Mrs. Lujack
and the three children,Carolyn, 2, Mary Jane,
7 and Jeff, 3. Lujack, All-Americanat Notre

MX

Dame

football quarterbackJohnny Lujack (right) and

all pro

Davenport. Iowa.
(Sentinelphoto)

Mr. ond Mrs. Kenneth Richard De Pree
sleeves.They wore picture hats of
Mrs, Ronald Schermer
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ice blue illusion and carried bouHope Reformed Church of Lin- Miss Helen Herst of Denver,
A. Lubbers of Kenosha, Wis., be- quets of yellow daisies.Christine
At Holland Hospital
coln. Neb., was the scene of the Colo., attended the bride as maid
came the bride of Kenneth Richard Reid, flower girl, wore a long white
wedding on Friday, June 29, of of honor. Bridesmaidswere Miss
FENNVILLE (Special)—Louis
De Free of Holland on Saturday, crystalette dress and small picture
Miss Luetta Kats, daughter of Mr.
H. Uecker, 66, of route 2, died
June 30, at First Methodist Church hat and carried a tiny colonial
and Mrs. Cornelius Kats of Hick- Carolyn Sterk of Holland, Miss Saturday at Holland Hospital
of
Kenosha. The groom li the son bouquet of white and yellow
Marlene
Kats
of
Firth,
Neb.,
Miss
man, Neb., and Ronald Schermer,
after a long illness.
St
of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth V. De daisies.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Shirley Schermer and Miss Ellen Survivingare the wife, Della;
Thomas De Free attendedhi*
Pree of 74 West 12th St.
Johnny Lujack, two-time All- and was really dependable. He alSchermer of Zeeland. All wore
Schermer of Zeeland.
three daughters, Mrs. Mildred Mol- American football quarterback ways came through. If Terry has
The
double
ring
cerfemony
waa
brother
as best man and Fred M.
pink
ballerina
length
gowns.
• A reception in the church basedenhausen, Mrs. Ruth Johnson and
performed by the Rev. Lee D. Reid was groomsman. Robert
ment followed the ceremony.After Rosann* Kats of Firth and Rachel Mrs. Viola Schausten, all of Chi- while at Notre Dame University as much success coaching as he
Smith, assisted by the Rev. An- Bertling of Kenosha served as
and winner of football’shighest did as a player he’ll have no
a honeymoon trip to the Black Hills Doeschotof Hickman were flower
cago; a son, Elmer at home; three
thony Haverkamp of Pella. Iowa. usher and Michael IL Reid and
award, the Heisman trophy in 1947, trouble being a great coach,” Luand Badlands of South Dakota, the girls and Billy Kats of Lincoln was
Miss
Glodys
Sylvia
Hassevoort
grandchildren, and a sister, Mrs.
is vacationing with his family this jack said.
Robert Gould was soloist and Mrs. James De Pree were junior ushnewlyweds plan, to make their ring bearer.
Mrs. Sarah Hassevoort of route
Thelma Krull of Shawona, Wis. month at Macatawa Park.
Lujack ran the straight T for
Frank Wehner was organist.
ers.
home at 95% West 18th St. for the Allen Vender Poppen of Zeeland
2, Holland, announcesthe engageattended the groom as best man.
The former All-American,his Coach Frank Leahy at Notre Dame ment of her daughter, Gladys Syl- The church was decorated with After a reception in the church
remainder of the summer.
vases of white gladloU, daisiesand parlors, the newlyweds left on a
for her wedding, the bride wore Serving as ushers were Harold
wife Pat, and three children,Mary ai a player and coached both
via, to Jay Junior Kooiker,son
a gown of white nylon tulle and Kats of Lincoln and Ivan Kats of
Jane 7. Jeff 3 and Carolyn, 2, ar- straight and split-Tfor the Irish. of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kooiker peonies, with palms and candela- honeymoon trip to Chicago and
chantilly lace over satin with a Hickman. Candles were lit by
rived here earlier this week and Brennan also used both systems.
bra. Clusters of daisies, ivy and Michigan. For going away, the
route 2.
fingertip veil. She carried a cas- Doris Sterk of Holland and Ruth
Asked about Jimmy Morse, the
huckleberrydecorated the alslea. bride wore a brown and white
plan to stay until Aug. 2.
Ann Schermer of Zeeland.
cade bouquet of pink roses.
Lujack, who coached the Notre North Muskegon speedster, who
For her wedding, the bride choae polka dot shantung sheath dreaa
Station
gown of white imported Italian with matching duster and white
Dame backfield in 1952-53 after will captain the Irish next year,
four years in professionalfootball Lujack predicted that Jim should
silk combined with Italian lace. accessories.
Grand Haven Man
The lace bodice featured a boat The couple will live in Holland
ALLEGAN (Special)
Two with the Chicago .Bears, is now have another great year. "He's
neckline, short sleeves and pearl for the summer and will move to
to
Dies at Kalamazoo
young Egyptian electrical engi- a successful automobiledealer in another boy that made first string
as a sophomore."
Lansing in the fall, when the groom
Davenport,Iowa.
trim. The full skirt was waltz
neers who will help direct the
Lujack hasn't met Morse, but
length.A fitted cap of Illusion held will continue his studies at MichiAs far as football goes, he plans
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
her fingertip veil. She carried a gan State University.He is a
John Blunck, 73, of 1595 South construction,operation and main- to see Notre Dame a few times when told Morse was working as
graduate of Holland High School
bouquet of white daisies.
Ferry St., died in Kalamazoo Fri- tenence of their country’s all new this year. "We usually see about a life guard at Grand Haven State
Mrs. Fred M. Reid of Los An- and attended Hope College where
day night. He was bom in Ger- communications system, visited three or four a year." the person- Park, said he hoped that the two
Miss Beth E. Marcus, formerly many July 20, 1882, and came here
get together during his stay here.
able Lujack said.
geles, Calif., sister - in • law of he was a member of Fraternal Sothe Federal CommunicationsComthe bride, as matron of honor, ciety. The bride, a graduate of
of Holland,will be one of 700 from Chicago in 1916. His wife,
Looking trim, Lujack reported "Morse was a freshman when
mission’s monitoringstation near
he is 198 pounds now, eight pounds I was coaching but we didn’t know
and Miss Suzanne De Pree. sister Hope Cpllege, has been employed
United States citizens who wiU Anna, died May 25, 1953. He was
attend the eighth InternationalCon- a farmer and for a number of here Thursday and Friday.
over his professional playing too many of those boys," Lujack
of the groom, as bridesmaid, wore as an elementary teacher In Grand
Galal Mohamed, 26, and Mo- weight. He’s keeping in shape said.
ference of Social Work in Munich, years was employed as a piano
identical gowns of Ice blue crys- Rapids and will teach In Lansing
Germany, Aug. 5 to 10, it was finisher at the Storey and Clark hamed Hassan, 25, are members with a frequent round of golf and As for the future. Lujack said
talette. The waltz-lengthgowns In the fall. She was a member ol
announced today by Lester B. Piano Co. and retired about five of a group of six engineers being Friday broke 80 for the first time "I'm doing okay in the automobile
featured drop waist lines and short Sorosis society at Hope.
groomed to take over all Egyption with a 79 at the American Legion business and like it a lot. This
Granger, chairman of the dele- years ago.
gation.
Surviving are a brother, Julius, radio, telephone and telegraph in- Country Club.
is going to be my life."
MLss Marcus, executivesecre- of Oconomowoc, Wis., and several stallationswhen the British Mar- Lujack quickly jumped on the Glancing over at little three-yearconi Company leaves their coun- bandwagon for Terry Brennan, now
tary of the Board of Domestic nieces and nephews.
old Jeff, busy filling a pail with
try within the next year.
Missions, Reformed Church in
Irish coach.
The six are all touring the Unit- "I was a junior when Terry was sand, "He's got the build for a
America, is former executive seced States under the Internationalan 18-year-oldsophomore starting football player and I hope he can
retary of the Ottawa county chapCooperation AdministrationproIn Local
ter of the American Red Cross.
halfback and he knew football then play for Notre Dame."
gram, formerly known as "Point
She will leave New York City
Miss GraceonneHoffa
Four."
July 9 and will spend four weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Hoffa
Holland Hitch remained unbeatSeveral persons paid fines the
Mr. and Mrs. Cleon Plummer of
They have been in the United
studying and observing church-reKalamazoo announce the engage- en in the A League Legion base- last few days In municipal court
Play
to
8-8
Tie
Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa,
are
visiting
States for 10 months, most of which
lated institutions in nine European
ment of their daughter. Graceanne, ball play Friday night with a 3-2 They were:
in the homes of Ganges relatives.
time was spent in the New York
countries before proceeding to MuSherwin Boersma, of route 3.
The Young People of the Ganges Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton Miller and to Jacob Siebesma,204 East Sev- win over Padnos Iron and Metal.
Holland
and
Kalamazoo
tennis
area.
There
next
stop
will
be
in
nich for the conference. Instituenth St. Mr. Siebesma is the son of
The winners pushed across all of Zeeland, speeding, $27; Floyd
Baptist
church
were
in
charge
of
others.
tions to be visited include hosp- players ti^d 8-8 in an inter-city Chicago where they will inspect
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Smith Mr. and Mrs. Hilbrand Siebesma, their runs in the first inning and Heerspink, of 514 WashingtonAve.,
that city's various communicationsthe church services Sunday. James
itals, schools,orphanages, old peo- match Friday in Kalamazoo.
pushed their season’s mark. to 4-0. speeding, $12; Audrey H. EmelonNye
announced
the order of ser- of Douglas called on Ganges rela- Winsum, the Netherlands.
Ken
Van
Wieren,
in
charge
of
firms.
Within
a
month
they
will
ples' homes and community cenPadnos made single runs in the da, of Hudsonville, speeding, $20;
Miss
Hoffa
was
graduated
from
vice,
the
prelude
was
played
on
tives on Thursday.
the summer tennis program here be returning to Egypt to start work
ters.
first
and third frames.
high
school
in
Kalamazoo
and
atFelipa Rios, of 175 West Eighth
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Merhle of
on the monumental task of setting the organ by Mrs. Graydon ChapThe Munich conference will bring coached the team.
Highlighting the Hitch first inn- St., disobeyed stop sign, $7; Daniel
tended Western Michigan College.
man.
The
Innvocation
was
given
Singles
results
include:
Lauran
Michigan
City.
Ind.,
and
Mr.
lisup
a
completely
new
1-adio,
teletogether representatives
from
Mr. Siebesma was graduated ing was a double by Bill Tomo* J. Wiseley, 570 Sunset Dr. speedabout 40 countriesin all continents Campbell (K)' def. Ted Fik (H), phone and telegraph system which by Billy Nye and the responsive ter Merhle were guests over the
from a school in the Netherlands. vish. Tom Aye and Bill Tomo- ing, $15.
to discuss the theme "Industrial-6-0, 6-1; Brad Hodgman (K) def. will be operated by the govern- reading by Marjorie Sargent. The weekend in the home of Mr. and
vish pitched for the winners and
Charles Edward Groover,route
morning
prayer
was
read
by
Jack
Damson
(H),
6-3,
6-3:
George
ment.
Mrs. Alec Boyle.
ization and Its Effects on Social
Merle Dykema was the loser.
3, Grandville, speeding, $12; Dick
Work for Family and Community Bailey (K) def. Dennis Kuite (H), Mohamed and Hassan both use Charles Chapman. Offertory music Mr. and Mrs. Willard Cooley of
Padnos made three hits and the Kuipers, route 2, Hudsonville,care6-3, 6-2; Dick Colby (K) def. Bob the same word "wonderful" in des- was a piano and organ duet by Kalamazoo were weekend guests
Welfare."
Hitch team four.
less driving, $17; Margeret Tii>Teall
(H),
6-0,
6-3;
Arlyn
Lanting
Mrs.
Chapman
at
the
piano
and
cribing their experiencesin the
The United States delegates rein the home of the latter’s mother,
Judy Ensing was taken to St.
A League standings through July pett, of 577 South Shore Dr. expresent all areas of American life (H) def. Bob Hartman (K), 6-1, United States, but both have the Jerry Nye at the organ. Special Mrs. Emma Miller,coming to at6;
pired operator's license,$5; Wal6-0; Wayne Overway (H) def. Bill same, single reservation about the musical numbers was a solo "He" tend the Glenn pancake festival. Mary's Hospital for treatment for
and the field of social work.
L lace E. Monetza, of 592 Lawn Ave.,
Whibeck (K), 6-2, 6-2 and Jim De weather. But they got no argu- sung by Miss Jana Flores of Chi- Miss Myrth Gooding of Ruth, an eye injury which she received
Holland
0
Vries (H) def. Bob Hart (K), 6-0, ments from Michigan residents cago and several songs by the Nev„ is here for the summer vaca- in an auto accident.
speeding, $22.70;Roger Beverwyk,
Padnos
2
6-1.
of 1422 South Shore Dr. making
when they complainedthat it was primary children. Speakers for tion among Ganges relatives.
Elizabeth Nyka.np has moved In2
Bern Evink (H) def. Tom Brad- "too cold."
excessive noise, $3.
4
Cited
the service were Jerry Nye who
3
to the home she recently purchas- H. E.
field (K), 6-3, 6-2; Bob Gill (K)
Welma Feme Veldheer, of 451
spoke on Christian Witness; Bardef. Doug Windemuller (H), 6-3,
ed from Mrs. Charles Bosch.
Beach St„ speeding, $20; and Benbara Voss wtio spoke on "Christ6-4; Gary Teall (H) def. Brian
jamin Cooper, Jr., route L 1126
ian Faith," and Carolyn Plum- Five
Ushers for this month for the
Liquor
Spalding (K), 6-1. 7-7; Dale OverArdmore Ave., speeding, $15, had
mer who spoke on "Christian
church
services
are
Harvey
Van
way (H) def. Tom Wierman (K),
been referred to the traffic school
Citizenship."The benediction was
Rhee, Kenneth Graveling. Donald
Two cases involving four per- 7-5, 6-2 and Kurt Spaulding (K)
and fines were suspended.
given by Miss Linda Sisson.
Hoppen
and
Howard
Kamps.
Scout
sons charged with furnishingliquor def. Cal Dykstra (H), 6-4, 6-2.
The Lakeshore Farm Bureau
Sailors
Mrs. Jacob Heyboer has return- Smitty’s
In doubles: Campbell and Colby
to minors have been presented to
discussiongroup met Friday even(K) def. Kuite and Fik (H) 6-2, 6-3;
Municipal Court
Frisky Fourth of July breezes ing at the peachbeltschool. Dis- •Five teams are tied for the lead ed to her home from St. Mary’s
Jeff Cox. 21. of 1746 West 32nd Damson and Overway (H) def. kept Junior Macatawa Bay Yacht cussion topic was "Making Citizen- in the Cub Scout softballleague. Hospital.
Smitty’s Beverage broke into
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur McLean of
St., was sentenced Tuesday to pay Hodgman and Bailey (K) 6-2, 6-4; club skippers busy trying to keep ship Work at Home.”
Hamilton. Van Raalte. I^kethe win column in B League LeCalifornia
were
visitors
at
the
fine and costs of $62.90 for Bob Teall and Lanting (H) def. afloui and the wind didn't give
Guest speaker Sunday at the view, Washingtonand Jefferson all
home of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard gion baseball Thursday night with
furnishingliquor to a person under Lascala and Ripleis (K>, 6-1, 6-0; contestantsmuch time to think Ganges Methodist church was Dr. have identical3-1 records.
a narrow 12-11 win over Bowman's
Spaulding
and
Gill
4K)
def.
Gary
21.
about places in the three-race George H. Mennenga. Dr. Men- The 14-tearnleague, made up of VanEss recently.
Miss June Eileen Moeller and
Feed at the 19th St. diamond.
Louis Earl Dunn, 21, of route Teall and Doug Windemuller (H), series. >
nenga is dean of the Western Cub ScouLs eight to 11 years old. Sharon Easing and Aria Zwiers A home run by Fredricks, Smitty John Damber were united in marattended
a
birthday
party
for
Al1, Fennville also was charged with 6-4, 5-7, 8-6.
Joey Good didn’t let the wind Theological Seminary and also play each Monday night at various
pitcher in the bottom of the fifth riage by the Rev. O. Hagins in a
furnishing alcoholic beverages to
bother him and came home first professor of English Bible and diamonds in the area with games nora Gay Aukeman of Jenison.
broke up the contest.
simple ceremony at the bride’s
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Visser and
minors on a public highway. Carl Mrs. Arie Van Toll
in the Nipper class ahead of Jim Mission. Rev. Henry C. Alexander starting at 6:45 p.m.
Prior to that both teams had home on June 30. Parents of the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Visser
attendEugene Kendrick, 25, of New
Games will be played throughSpencer, Tommy Baker and Betsy w'ho has been spending the month
kept about even-steven in the run couple are Mr. and Mrs. John
ed the wedding of their nephew in
Richmond,and Albert Maynard, Found Dead in Home
Bark well.
of June in Boston where he has out the summer as each team
derby.
Moeller. 564 South Shore Dr, and
Forest
Grove
church
recently.
Jr, 17, route 3, Fennville Were
Paul Harms was first place win- been studying at the University plays each other team once.
Bowman's opened the scoring Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Damber of
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Miss Julia Ensink of Rehoboth
charged with aiding and abetting
ner in the Lightnings, with Jane will return to his pulpit on Sunday So far the games have been
with five tallies in the first in- Allegan.
in giving and furnishingthe beer. Mrs. Arie Van Toll, 77, was found Boyd second and the Marsiljes
marked by the high scores with is visiting her parents. Mr. and ning while Smitty's made two. The bride chose a street-length
July 8.
dead
in
a
chair
in
her
living
room
All three entered pleas of not
third.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Collum en- almost every game ending in dou- Mrs. Fred Ensink and relatives.
But Smitty's came on and pushed
guilty and the case was adjoumfd at 1008 Columbus St. at 2:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Zwiers, across six in the second inning to dress of white nylon tulle. She
Jim
Field provided the biggest tertained the boys and girls of ble figures.
wore a short veil with a flower
until July 17. Bond of $200 each Thursday. The last contact had
Ronald
and
Aria
Kae
made
a
trip
League standings through July 2:
thrill in the Wednesday racing as the South Haven Civil Air Patrol
take a one-run lead as Bowman's trimmed headpieceand carried a
been
at
II
a.m.
Wednesday
in
was not furnished.
W L to Detroit recently.
bis Yellow Peril won the third race with their officers and were at
made only two runs.
white prayer book with a white
Kendrick (s also charged with telephone conversation with
relativesget-togetherwas
3
1
in the InternationalHC’s and cop- the lakeshore home Saturday after- Van Raalte
Bowman’s tied it up in the third gardenia. She also wore a single
neighbor.
The
body
was
found
by
having no operator’s license on
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
3
1
ped the series in a closely - con- noon. The affair was in the form Lakeview
with a single run and both clubs strand of pearls which were a
another neighbor. Medical Examhis person.
William Aukeman of Jension last made three more scores in the
3
1
tested series. Jim Boyd finished of a beach party beginningat 3 Washington
gift of the groom.
Frank Ferdidnand Rade, 42, of iner E. H. Beemink said death second and John Beeman, third.
3
Jefferson
1 week Wednesday evening.Those fourth frame.
p.m. and lasting until 8.
Kathryn Moeller, sister of the
was
caused
by
a
heart
attack.
264 Lincoln Ave., waa sentenced
3
1 present were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pierce have Hamilton
Races slated for last Sunday
Fredricks was the winning pitch- bride, assisted as the bridesmaid,
Her husband, Arie, died in 1936.
to pay a fine and costs of $29.70,
McLean
of
California,
Mr.
and
2
2
were called off but the Saturday returnedto their hoa£ at Cam- Maplewood
er and Prins and King worked for and Jack Moeller, brother of the
or serve 20 days in the county He was active in Democratic cir- tune-up events were held.
2
bridge Mass., having spent the Zeeland
2 Mrs. Peter Van Ess, Mr. and Mrs. the losers with King catching the bride, was the best man.
cles
and
at
the
time
of
his
death
jail when he pleaded guilty to
2
2 Henry Ludwick. Mr. and Mrs. loss.
Jim Spencer placed first In the past two months at their farm Montello Park
The bridesmaidwore a streetuttering vile and obscene language was in line for the appointment
2
2 Frank Chuseki of Grand Rapids,
Waukazoo
Nipper
with Leslie Verdier, Betsy home here.
Smitty'a now has a 1-2 record length dress of blue nylon and a
of postmaster in Grand Haven.
in a downtown drug store.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Aukman,
3
1
Barkwell and Timmy Walker fin- Mr. and Mrs. John Westveld, Longfellow
and Bowman’s a 1-3 mark.
corsage of white carnations. The
He was a clothing merchant.
1
Mrs. Alva Hoover and daughter, Beechwood
3 Alnora, Jolaine and Daryl, Mr.
ishing in that order.
groom's mother wore a gray
Mrs. Van Toll was a member of
Regular
Meeting
Held
0
4 and Mrs. Marvin Zwiers. Ronald
John Beeman took the Interna- Esther, accompaniedMrs. John Lincoln
Downtown Service Wins
shantung suit dress and the bride’s
St. Patrick’s Catholic Church and
and
Aria
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leon0
4
tional 110 class with Jim Boyd Bast of Fennville m Ionia Wednes- St Francis
By Local Emblem Club
the Altar Society.
mother chose a tan and browp
Replay of Softball Game
0
4 ard Van Ess. Mr. and Mrs. Raycoming in second and Karen day where they visited in the home LakeWood
summer print Each wore a carnaSurviving is a sister, Mrs. Mary
mond
Van
Haitsma
of
Zeeland
of Mr. and Mrs. Longfield,former
Andreasen third.
The Mesdames Dorothy Lowry, tion corsage.
Downtown Service edged Graaf- Thom of Chicago.
were unable to attend. A pot luck Helen Childress, Elian Houston
The first regularly scheduled neighbors of the Westveldsin Royal Neighbors
Mr. Damber is employedat Hash
schap, 7-6 in a replay of a tie
supper was served.
races of the season will be held Florida.
and Mary Hardenberg were hos- Motor Sales and Mrs. Damber will
game in Recreation B League soft- Wiersema Baby Diet
At the Sunday morning service tesses at a regular meeting of the
Mr. and Mrs. Norton Beisner of Celebrate Birthdays
Saturday-.
be a senior at Holland High School
ball Thursday night and moved inconfession of faith was made by Emblem Club No. 211 Thursday
Chicago were guests Friday and
in the fall.
to a three-way tie for first place. One Day After Birth
George
Vander
Kolk
and
Steven
Saturday in the home of their Royal Neighbors met Thursday
night at the Elks Club.
The Service nine is now tied The infant daughter of Mr. and Injured Waterskiing
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- evening in their club rooms for a Roelofs.
A social hour followed a successwith Berean Church and Holland Mrs. Leroy Wiersema, 1216 East- A 23-year-old man was injured liam Broadway. They were en route regular meeting followed by a
Pvt. Donald Kamer of Detroit ful baked goods sale put on by the Marriage Licenses
Furnace. All have 4-0 records.
ern, S.E., Grand Rapids, died Fri- Thursday afternoon when he slam- home from Medina N. Y., where birthday party.
spent a few days at the home of members. Prizes were won by Mrs.
Ottawa County
, In an earlier game, Downtown day morning at Grand Rapids Ost- med into « piling in Lake Macathey had gone to attend the Cards were played and prizes his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Eunice De Vries. Mrs. Roberta Robert P. Bolte, 22, and Sara-Jo
and Graafschap had played to a eopathic Hospital, where she was tawa near the former Macatawa graduation of a niece, Miss Wini- won by Mrs. Stella Do re, Mrs. Kamer.
Bouwman, Mrs. Fern Volkers and Kleinheksel, 21, both of Holland;
7-7 tie that was halted in the born Thursday.
Hotel aite while waterskiing. Bert fred Eaton.
Mr. and Mrs. Lick Langemaat Mrs. Gertrude Conklin. Plans were Robert Arendsen, 23. Holland, and
Linnie Sly and Mrs. Jennie Keller.
tenth inning because of darkness.
Survivingbesides the parents Keister. 23, of 233 HiUwood Rd.,
Recent guests in the home of Mrs. Minnie Seder won the sur- and family have moved to Zeeland. made for » spaghetti supper to be Shirley Goorman, 22.
are two slaters, Laura Ann and Nashville, Tenn., suffered a frac- Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nye were Mr. prise package.
Harm Ensing, Mrs. Harry Lank- held July 28 at the club rodms. Nicky Earl Goodin, 24,
Great Britain claims the Rose Ellen, and the grandparents, tured right leg. He was taken to and Mrs. Fred Clark and Mrs. Lunch was served with the Mes- heet and Mrs. Alveme Hop of
Mrs. Marie Botsis will be dele- Grand Haven, and
world's densest railroad traffic Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Snow of Holland Hospital where the leg Virgie Mann of Allegan and Mr. dames Jane Vanden Berg, Stella South Olive were visitorsat the
gate to the convention in Califor- 24, Grand Haven;
One junction outside London sees Zeeland and Mr. and Mrs. Jacob was put in a walking cast and then and Mrs. Harvey Cronkhite of Kay, Edith Moomey and Lena Ack- home of Mr. and Mrs. George En- nia in September.Mrs. Volkers is 54, and Sara Finney
passage of 2,500 trains a day.
Wiersema of route 3, Zeeland.
released.
Tampa, Fik.
of Grand Haven.
ley in charge.
sing recently.
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By Raymond E. Weias

Boday, July 15
by C. P. Dame
Jesufl Is the Saviour of

David, Who Trusted God,
and Later Davids
I Samuel 17:32-51
To the leader: This is a third
in a series of topics. See the
articlefor last week or the preceding week for help in the ways
these topics may be developed and
presented. Beyond all else a sincere and true trust in Himself is
what the Lord desires.In examin
ing the life of David and others
who trusted God pray that God
may lead all those at your meet-

Mea

Harmi,

Field,

Spencer

Cop Weekend Boat Races

47 Donate Blood

Paul Harms, Jim Field and Jim
Clinic
Spencer establishedthemselves4s At
the men to beat in the weekend
sailing races on Lake Macatawa Forty • seven persons donated
as the trio won both Saturdayand blood at the Red Cross blood clinic

Regular

Sunday’s series of races.
last Monday, July 2.
Harms took firsts both days in Donors were: Jay Bos, Clarence
Hebrews 5:7-9.
the lightningclass while Field E. Perkins, Jr., Mrs. J. G. Es(Based on copyrightedoutlines
was first in the lUTs and Spencer senbiug, R. Grossnickle. Jerome
produced by the Division of Chrisfirst in the Nippers.
Vander Silk, Henry Brink, AngeSaturday’s results : Lightnings. llne Me Cord, Nancy Boer, Henry
tian Education, National Council of
Harms, the Marsiljes; llO’s, Field, J.
the Churches of Christ in the
oe, Donald J. Crawford,
Jim Boyd, John Beeman; Nippers Donald Terpstra, Howard Phillips,
U.S.A. and used by permission.)
—Spencer, Mary Lynn Wood, Les- Ivan Me Call urn, Charles Francis,
There are two ideas about Jesus.
The
the
lie Verdier, Ricky Prins.
Some people think Jesus was an
Holland City News
Myron Bolks, Carl Johnson. Jay
Sunday’s results: Lightnings, Vander West, John Gruppen, GorPublishedevery Thurs- inspiring example, a wonderful
Harms. Jane Boyd, the Marsiljes; don J. De Jonge, George Huizen,
teacher, and the greatest of men.
110’s. Jim Field, John Beeman, Preston J. Vander Silk, Joe VaarWest HKbth strMt* Uol‘ Many people believe that Jesus is
Judy Duffy and Kathy Cavanaugh; berg, Marjorie Boer and Louis
the Son of God, the Saviour of the
M'^coedcU^ matter at
world and this is the belief of the
ing to a more real faith in Him Nippers. Spencer. Mary Lynn Boer.
ta* poet olflce »1 Holland, MUt.
and that any who have not yet Wood, Richard Bradford and War
under the Act of Congress,March 3. historic Christian Church.
Also Mrs. Edna Fairbanks, VirI. Jesus is the sufferingSaviour.
trusted Christ as their Saviour ren
. :
um
_
ginia Crawford, Mrs. Gerrit BerThe early church proclaimed the
may do so. For background study
ens, Robert Van Wieren, John R.
W. A. BUTLER. Editor and Publisher
truth that JesUs is the Saviour of
read I Sam. 16-1 Kings 2. •
Stephens, Alvin Brummel, Donald
Telephone — News Items 3193
mankind. We have inherited this
Possible outline for Leader’s Use:
C. Reek, Louis Altena, Jr„ JerAdvertisingand Subscription*
3191
truth from the early church, but
nL Reasons David might have
ome Schipper, Harvey Loedeman,
The publishershall not be ll*t>le the members of the early church
given for not trusting God.
Jerold Hulst, Dale Bouwman, C.
for any error or errors in prlntlng did not inherit this truth but
a. “I am a great warrior and
aay advertising unless a pi^f ot
P. Berry, Joseph Miliusis, Lena
reached it under the guidance of
am sufficient in my own strength."
Boer, Julius S c h i p p pe r, Henry
Ridbard Machlele,
God's Spirit They took the facts
Some people think that if they are
Stroop, Chester Machiela, Keith
by him in time for corrections with of his life— his miraculousbirth,
Count}
AgriculturalAgent •
big, strong, rich, beautifulor powsuch errors or correctionsnoted
Houting, Robert Stille, Dell Koop,
We
have
heard
that
there
are
erful they do not need God and
ptalnly thereon; *rid In weh ense If his miracles, his teaching, his
Gerald Looman and Eugene C.
mv error to ooted t® not corrected death and resurrectionand ascenthat only the weaklings and sissies many outbreaks of poultry bron. T
SuSllshS liabilityshall not exceed sion and believed that God had
chitis
in
the
county.
The
best
pretrust in God. David could have
such a proportion of the entire space
The
doctors
in
attendance
were
thought this for he was a greatly ventive for this disease is proper
occupied by the error heart to the sent him into, the world to save
Dr. Van Appledom and Dr. H. W.
vaccination
at
the
proper
age.
prewho& epsce occupiedby auch adver mankind from sin.
and
special
competitive
events.
Here,
youngsters
feared warrior, but he knew better.
SUMMER PLAY SCHOOL activities are in fpll
Tenpas.
The Son of God who was from
at Lincoln School work on a handicraft project
He knew God. He realized iliat ferably before the hens start lay- Ella Boer, Mrs. , Earl Vander
swing at Holland public elementaryschools.The
all eternity became less than anunder supervision of adult and junior leaders.
all that he had came from Him. ing. between the age of 8 to 16
morning sessionseach day, Monday through FriKolk and Mrs. J. Masselink were
gels in order that he “by the grace
He knew that not to acknowledge weeks. Freedom from many diseas- the nurses.
day, feature games, crafts, story hours, sports
of God should taste death for
and trust God would be foolish. es on a farm for a period of years
The Nur&es, Aides were Mrs.
will be promptly discontinuedIf not every man.” It was due to the
b. "God has promised me the does not mean vaccination can be
Harold Niles; Mrs. Larry Geuder
begun
construction
of
a
new
home,
eliminated.
The
outbreaks
quite
grace of God that Christ died for
kingdom and yet here I have to
^SubsCTlbers will confer a favor by
and Mrs. Dale Shearer. Lena E.
just off M-40 near the south side
flee for my life all of the time. often occur when everything is goreportingpromptly any Irregularity our sins. God made Jesus who is
Brummel. Sophia Doornewerd and
business
district.
Their
present
3191.
• delivery.
- **- - y. Write or Phone
P
called in the text "the captain of
In
ing
along
pretty
well
and
vaccinaSome people turn from trusting
Patricia Gebraad were the assistThe
Meiste
family
reunion was
residence
has
been
purchased
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Van
their salvation” perfect, that is
God when things do not go the tion does not seem necessary. ing Gray Ladies.
held
in
the
community
grove
last
the
Hamilton
Farm
Bureau
Coopcomplete, through suffering.Jesus Doornik and children, Steven and
way they think they* should. David Don't get caught short — vaccinCYPRUS
Serving at the canteen were Ruth
week Friday evening, with 67 preis the pioneer whom we can follow Freddy, have moved in their re- erative.
SELF-DETERMINATION
trusted God so completely that he ate.
Harmsen and Edna Slag. The
sent.
This
also
was
a
farewell
Miss
Gladys
Bultman,
who
has
cently
purchased
home
occupied
believed Him when he had hardThose Americans who want our safely. Believersare called the
Junior Red Cross Aide was Robeen ill for several months, was gatheringin honor of Mrs. LorWe have seen more good stands chelle De Vries. Mrs. Alice Fortgovernment to mix In the Cyprus Lord’s brethren. This word "breth- formerly by the late Mrs. William
ships and trials.
at Mayo Clinic in Rochester. raine Meist who will again le 2. David’s Trust in God.
ren”
suggests
that Christ and those Roelofs.
of birdsfoottrefoil.Gerrit Meekrof ney and Mrs. Gertrude Douwstra
dispute on the score of “self *
The annual outdoor picnic of the Minn., for a checkup during the leaving for her Missionary work
a. Incidents that show his ’rust. of Jamestown has part of his pas- were the historians.
determination’’ might profitably who believe in him are members
in
Africa
in
September
A
proof the same household. Christ is local Christian Reformed Church past week and is reported to be
(1) As a youth he believes God ture seeded to trefoil. Ed Kribley
carry their argument to its logical
gram of group singing and other enough to trust Him to conquer
not ashamed to call us his breth- was scheduled to be neld this week recovering satisfactorily.
of Coopersville has an excellent
conclusion.They want Washington
musical
numbers
were
enjoyed.
Attending the Camp G e n e va
ren— he shows this by declaring Thursday, July 12 at the Hamilton
the giant. (I Sam. 17:32-51). Read stand on wliich he is routing his
to pressure England to get out of
Auditorium and Bible Conferencefrom the Hamil- Mrs. Meiste also showed pictures this passage and notice how sure dairy herd. Both say the cows
Cyprus because four millionCypri- God’s name to the brethrenand
by trusting in God just as a help- grounds. A cooperative supper and ton Reformed Church from July and told about her work in Africa. of God David was. True faith Is seem to like this legume better
ans want to unite with Greece.
less sinner does. Jesus Christ games are featured under direction 9-16 are Robert Kaper, \ernon A gift was presented to her. Re- a faith that acts on what it knows
The Rev. G. A. Aalberts and Miss
than any other pasture grass or
But what about the one million
became like unto us in all things of Stanley Klein, Sunday School Wr^sink, Steven Orr. Palmer Veen, freshmentswere served.
(Jambs 2:17-23). David did not legume and seem to pick if out if CorneliaZwyghuize/t are serving
Cyprians who want to stay under
Evelyn Dykhuis and Faye de fear to go against Goliath because
sin excepted.
Paul Veldhoff,Melvin S t e r ke r,
British rule or unite with Turkey?
growing with others. It is also a as counsellors this week at Camp
n. Jesus is our Great High Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hall and David Lugten, Norman Veldhoff, W’.u were the leaders in .the Chris- he trusted God. (2) David trusted
Geneva.
If self • determination works for a
goo<l milk maker according to these
Priest. Our Lord holds three, of- children.Bruce and Mary, of Ben- Delwin Redder. Paul Do u m a, tian Endeavor in the Reformed God to work out what He had
The Rev. L. J. Borst of Grand
majority, why not for a minority?
two men. Birdsfoottrefoil will
fices— he is our prophet, our priest
Ten Church last week Tuesday evening. promised (1 Sam. 24:1-15, 26:1-25). grow on areas too wet and low for Rapids, a former pastor will ocOr suppose those American ad- and our king. The two functions ton Harbor were visitors in the Harvey dipping.
home <Jf Mrs. Hall’s parents. Mr. Brink. Sally Kaper, Joanne Ten- They discussed the topic "Abra- Twice David had it in his power to alfalfa. It can be started ln August, cupy th'* pulpit here next Sunday.
vocates of Injectingthe American
of the priest are to make atone- and Mrs.. Harry J. Umpen for a pas. Marsha Kaper. Sally Haakma ham. God’s friend, and Later Abra- seemingly"help God along" in
The Nies family reunion was
government into a dispute that is ment for sin and to make interseeded with a bushel of oats. The
ham's”.
what He had promised, but he in- oats can be pastured or cut for held at the Roy La Huis home July
none of America’sbusiness should cession for sinners. On the cross couple of days last week. Mr. Hall and Donna Ter Haar. The Rev. N.
Mrs. Edward Bosma was gu^st sisted in waiting for God's way
is taking a study course at Western Van Heukelom is also attending as
4. There were 100 present, repreturn the situation around. We here Jesus made atonement for sin.
hay or silage, when headed out and
speaker in the Young Peoples
Michigan
College
in
Kalamazoo
a counsellorand teacher,
senting 14 families of the 17 desand God's time.
in America have a minority that That priestly function Jesus acin the dough stage.
during the summer
The Women's Church League meeting in the Christian Reformed
cendants. All 0.' the 12 brothers
b. Words that show his trust
is being given far worse treatment complishedonce and for all. ToThe rite of Holy Baptism was July meeting was scheduled for Church last week Tuesay evening. (Psalm 23. Psalm 27, II Sam. 22).
and sisters were present except
than either minority or majority day Jesus is interceding for us.
Ha-vey
Bolt
of
Vriesland
has
a
She told about the work at the You should read over these psalms
in Cyprus — our sixteen million Seeing that Jesus became like un- administered to three infants at this week Tuesday evening in the
new hay drier installation. Harvey Mrs. Shearer from Oregon who h#d
Childrens Retreat in Cutlerville.
Negroes. Suppose England should to us all and was tempted in all the Sunday morning service of the Reformed Church parlors. , with On' Saturday a group of the society of David and others and make says he can now hay when others undergone surgery. Those present
note of the conficence he had in
try to tell Washington what it points in which we are tempted, he Hamilton Reformed Church. Carl Mrs. Ivan Deckert as guest speakhave to wait for the weather to do came from New York, Los Angewent with the Alliance Excursion
should do about that problem, understandsour needs and weak- Ailan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon er about her work in Africa. Mr. for young people on a sightseeing God accordingto his own testi- the drying. Not only does it control les. Me Millan,Michiganand varimony. Challenge the young people
ous cities in lower Michigan.
what would the people who advise nesses and can help us in all of Bolks. Karen Joy. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Deckert have been with
and Mrs. James Lugten and relativesin this area and- in the trip to Chicago. They also attend- to consider if God is so real to the drying but also the quality. The Mr. and Mrs. John Poskey atgetting into the Cyprus dispute life’s situations. Because we have
ed a ' big league ball game.
them that expressionsof faith such hay in the Bolt barn has an exe- tended the funeral’ senice for their
say? Their language would probab- a compassionateHigh Priest we Judith Gayle, daughter of the Rev. state of Kansas with Mr. Deckert's
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Schierbeek as these are natural to their think- ceilent green color and without a cousin, Mr. John MarcusseMonday
and Mrs. Norman Van Heukelom.I relativesfor several weeks.
ly be unprintable.
should "come boldly unto the
doubt will have a greatly increased
became the parents of a daughter ing.
afternoon at the De Vries Funeral
Cyprus is England's problem and throne of grace, that we may ob- Received into church membership
feeding value.
Marlene Kay, born July 3.
3. David falls,but he came back
upon
confession
of
faith,
was
Home in Grand Rapids.
the problem of Cyprus. It is just tain mercy and find grace to help
Mr. and Ms. James Dykhuis be- in faith.
The children, grandchildren and
none of our business. American in time of need.” A sinner may Judith Nykamp. At the evening
Ottawa
County
has
two
demonstrcame
the
parents
of
a
daughter
(a) He falls in faith (I Sam.
great - grandchildren of the late
Greeks may hold mass meetings obtain mercy at the throne of service “Moments of Music” was
ation
farms
set
up
in
cooperation
Jean Louis born July 4.
27:1).
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Vrugginkheld
and parades in which 25,000 take grace— and it is mercy that he presented by a women’s trio, Mrs.
The pastor elect, the Rev. Clar(b) He falls in life (IlSam. 11- with Marvin Heft, farm service
Clinton Klingenberg, Mrs. Elwyn
needs.
We
blunder
when
we
nereunion on the 4th at the Alward
part advocating the union of Cypdirector
for
the
Consumers
Power
ence Greving of the Niewkerk Re- 12:14). The Bible presents the
Sbhool grounds.
rus and Greece. That is their pri- glect going to the throne of grace. Maatman and Miss Lois Lugten, By Willis S. Boss, 4 H Club Agent
company. Heft metered all the
m. Jesus is- our example in all who sang several selections.The Thirty 4-H Club members at- formed Church of Niewkerk, Io- whole life of a person, the good electricalequipment on the farm The annual Stegeman family revilege, but the moment they try
wa was. guest preacherin the Re- and the evil. David fell miserably
Sunday
noon
"Bread
of
Life”
protended
camp
July
5
through
7
at
things.
Surely
the
Lord
set
a
fine
to pressure our government into
union was held July 4 at the Blenformed Church Sunday. In the just as we do in greater or lesser and this includes the home. Each
dictatingEngland’s policy they are example for us by his prayer life. gram originatedin the local church Camp Pottawattomie.Joan Kopdon Township Hall.
pot-luck
montli
these
meters
are
read
and
degrees.
If
we
do
we
must
come
morning
Dr.
Henry
Ten
Pas
of
out of American political bounds. Jesus prayed much during his and was conducted by the Rev. N. penol of Coopersville and Laverne
dinner was served at noon to 50
the
cost
of
operating
each
piece
of
back,
confessing
our
sin
and
God
Hamilton as guest soloistsang "I
If self • determination is to be earthly life. In the garden he Van Heukelom, with a women's Bronkema acted as camp counpeople.
prayed "with strong crying and trio and a young people’sband selors. The volunteer leaders cook- Walked Today Where Jesus Walk- will forgive those who trust in equipment is calculated.Here are
the criterion in Cyprus,
Mr. and Mrs. William Ziel and
Him
(II
Sam.
12:13.
I
Jn.
1:9). some typical costs for the month
ed”.
He
was
accompanied
by
Mrs.
shouldn’t the one million Turks in tears,” that the cup might pass contributingseveral musical num- ing for the closing session were
Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Walters and
We
must
remember
also
however
of April and May: For the house
Ten Pas. In the evening two inMi* s. L. Sichterman and Mrs. A.
the island demand that they have from him but it did not The writ- bers.
that others are given opportunity during the month of April the range children while enjoying a motor
strumental
numbers
were
played
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing at- Davis of Coopersvilleand Mrs.
the right to set aside one fifth of er to the Hebrews says that Jesus
by Edward Butler, Edward Mast to reproach our God when we who cost 89 cents to operate and the trip through Northern . Michigan.
the island for their own use, while was heard for his godly fear. The tended funeral services for their I q Lowing and Mrs. W. Bosworth
profess his name sin (II Sam. 12: freezer cost 51.81. For the month Last Thursday they called on Mr.
Lord
received strength to endure aunt, Mrs. Jennie Decker last of Georgetown.A total of 157 4-H and Glenn Gittchel from Forest
four fifths should go to the Greek
and Mrs. Richard Vander Molen
14).
Grove.
They
played
"Can
the
Lord
of May the range cost 51.10 and the
Cyprians? That U. if the present the suffering in the garden and on Thursday afternoon at Dykstra | ciub members were in attendance
For others who trusted God, con- freezer 52.15. For the barn, during and boys at Traverse City.
the
cross and through it learned Funeral Home in Holland. She had durjng the three-week camping per- Depend on You" and "A Mansion
agitation should lead to separa
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Brower of
sider: David Brainard, missionary the month of April the bulk milk
obedience. Suffering does some- attained the age of 93 years and iod Some of the highlightsof this on the Hilltop.’'
tion?
Hudsonville
were the guest singers
to
the
American
Indians,
Andrew
Student Leverne Tanis was guest
cooler cost 52.90; milker. .51; venthing to all of us and it did some- was a sister of the late Rev. A. summer’s camp were swimming, a
But if that should be proposed,
at the Sunday evening church serthing to Christ. As a man Jesus H. Strabbing, a Hamilton resident | conservation tour and camp fire preacherin the Christian Reform- Murray, Reformed Church minister tilaton, 52.70; water pump. 5106.
the Greek Cyprians would yell
vice. The members of the local
in South Africa, the five missionlearned through his ministry of for many
| ceremonial. Everyone
seemed to ed Church Sunday while the pas- aries who were recently killed in For the month of- May the bulk church choir are taking a vacation
murder and injustice. Also,
tpr the Rev. J. C. Medendorp filled
suffering.
milk cooler cost 55.31; milker .56;
The
annual
meeting
of
the
Ham1 enj0y their stay and many memwould of course not be yery L Jesus the Son of God became
Ecuador.
ventilation,52.50; water pump, during the months of July and
ilton school was scheduled for hers are making plans to return a classical appointment at First
practical.A small island so dividAugust.
a man for our sakes.
Christian Reformed at Hudsonville.
51.10.
Monday
evening
of
this
week,
to again next year.
ed would be in hot wster political- 2. Jesus became a man in order
The all church picnic will be held
The
annual
school
meeting
of
Installations
are
on
the
Wm.
and
conduct the usual business includly, economically and in every othat
Hughes Park near Hudsonville
that he might die for man.
Sandy
View
school
was
held
MonKern Hansen farm of Allendale and
ing election of officers and also This week - July 10-13, 26 memer way. That land of thing has
Tuesday afternoon and evening,
3. Through his death Jesus ob- to discuss expansion plans for the
day
evening.
Frank
Assink
of
Olive.
bers and two volunteer 4-H leaders
Dale Schreur will leave for the
been tried in the larger island of tained our salvation.
July 17 with a "carry-in” supper
Leona Harmsen daughter of Mr. armed forces today.
Ireland
with rather unhappy 4. It is encouraging to know that rural area. Local students for are attending annual 4-H Club
and Mrs. Edward Harmsen of Hessel Bouma, Jr., occupied the Will it pay to store wheat this at 6:30 p.m.
many
years
have
attended
Holland
\veek
at
Michigan
State
University
results. But logicallythere seems Jesus prays for us now.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vruggink
Overisel and Ronald Kalmink son
no reason why a fifth of the 5. Jesus is the Captain of our High School , after eighth grade |jn Last Lansing. While attending of Mr. and Mrs. John Kalmink of pulpit at the Christian Reformed year instead of selling it at har- and children were among the emvest
time?
graduation,
but
with
the
fast grow- this event, they will be organized
Church
last
Sunday.
His
morning
island's population should be put salvationand also our Elder
ing census in that school, it has into 12 tribes, each tribe consisting Hamilton were united in marriage subject was. "God's Warning Storage of wheat in most years ployes of Henhy Boclens of Wyomunder the thumb of the other four Brother.
become necessary to face recon- of two or more counties. The in the local Reformed Church June About Sin” and for the afternoon is profitable,points out Richard ing Park who were entertainedon
..
6. We do not go to the throne
an evening recentlyat the Boelens
struction of that system, as they week's program includes a tour of 26, the Rev. A. Tellinghuisen per- sendee his subject was "Paul’s Machiele, county agricultural
In any event. Cypni* is not our 0f grace enough,
Cottage
at Idlewood Beach.
forming
the
ceremony.
may soon be unable to continue the Oldsmobilefactories in Lansgent, and this year should be
God-CenteredAim.”
“baby,” as the late President
Russell Aldebekking, son of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brink
Instead
of the regular classes exception.
attendance
there.
Hamilton
School
ing,
the
state
dress
review,
tour
Roosevelt might have phrased it.
was a ten grade school for sev- of campus and farms and selec- and Mrs. Oscar Aldebekkingand meeting in the Sunday School hour In fact, he says, the seasonal spent last Saturday afternoon with
We have troubles enought of our Fire Hazard Hearing
her niece, Mrs. Jacob Vruggink
eral years, starting about the mid tion of state achievement booth Roger Gunneman son of Mr. and in the Reformed Church last Sun- price increase — from July 1
own, and American Greeks who Postponed to July 23
Mrs. Lester Gunneman will leave day. Mrs. Lorraine Sikkema pre- March — has averaged32 cents a and boys at Jcnison.
1920's.
winners.
are unwillingto confine themselves
for militaryservice next week sented a message of their work in bushel for the past five years. The
Mr. and Mrs. John Poskey visit200 children were enrolled
to those troubles might better reGRAND HAVEN (Special) -A inAbout
Monday for two years of volun- Africa to the whole group.
ed Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander
the Vacation Ddy Bible School,
highest
priced
period
came
be
A
4-H
livestock
judging
trailing
turn to Greece.
hearing which was scheduled in
Molen at North Blendon Sunday
sponsoredby the local churches tour will be held July 17. The tour tary service with the armed forc- Christian Endeavor met Sunday tvv cn December and Mareh
*
Circuit Court Monday afternoon
evening.
afternoon. Miss Dorothy Vereeke those years.
for children of this area, under will include visiting the Enoch es.
concerning the Anderson property
Joella and Maxine Essink of led on the topic, "The Meaning of
Mrs. Effie Vruggink of Zeeland
direction of the Rev. Paul Veenstra Carlson farm and the Harold
That
is enough profit to warrant
at 13th St. and River Ave. in Holand the Rev. N. Van Heukelom. Yoder farm in Alto where mem- Overisel, Dena Broekhuis of Hol- Sin."
building,
of ebuying or repairing spent Tuesday afternoon with the
land city has been adjourned until
Mr. and Mrs. John Weenum and farm storages. Loans covering up famly of her sop, Harold Vruggink.
Superintendents for the four de- bers will practice judging beef, land. Mrs. Laura Vander Popptn
At a special meeting of the North
July 23 at 2 p.m.
of Bentheim returned from a few children from Holland were visiMrs. H. Vrugginkhas been confinHolland Home Economic Club held
The suit was brought by State partments were Mrs. M. Zoerhoff swine and sheep. The county lives- days trip to Niagara Falls and tors with Mr. and Mrs. Alfred to 80 percent of the cost are avail-pjed to her home the last two weeks
at the home of Mrs. Alta Houting
for the Beginners, who was assist- stock judging team will be selectable
through
county
agricultura
Police Commissioner Joseph A.
the annual electionwas held. The Childs against Walter E. Anderson ed by teachers and helpers. Mrs. ed from the members taking part places of interest Saturday eve- Bowman on Sunday.
stabilization and conservation com because of blood clots.
ning.
Mr. and Mrs. George Zuverink
following officers were installed of Muskegon after Anderson alleg- George Joostberns,Mrs. Harlan in this event.
mittee offices.
Mrs. Kooistra returned to her
and
Jackie of Zeeland spent Monfor the coming year: President, edly failed to comply with a Su- Scholten, Mrs. Wayne W o 1 e r s,
Many
types
of
grain
bins
will
be
Putters Stay in First
Mrs. Dorothy Siersma; vice- presi- preme Court ruling dated last Joyce Oetman, Beverly Boerman,
On Wednesday,July 18. the dairy home in Highland Ind. after spendsatisfactory.But they must meet day evening with Mr. and Mrs.
Manley Stegeman.
dent, Mrs. Emma Sas; secretary- March 5 in which the two dwellings Sharon Wassink, Dawn Groenheide tour will start at the Ken Willard ing a week in the Jacob Haan In G.E. Golf League
good sanitation requirementsif
treasurer, Mrs. Anne Van Til; on the site would not be designat- and Vivian Folkert. Primary group farm east of Eastmanville. A clip- home.
government loan is to be taken on
The Putters are leading in the the wheat. In order to maintain
Mr. and Mrs. George Swiers of
Goodwill, Mrs. Gertrude Bauman ed fire hazards provided the own- superintendent was Mrs. Bernard ping and blanket demonstration
Crockery Man Pleads
and the two leaders, Mrs. Marie er within 60 days board up windows Voorhorst, who was assisted by will be given by Rus Herchberger Grand Rapids were Friday even- G. E. Golf League with 14 points quality,the bin should:
while
the
Green
Tillers
and
Driving
supper
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mn.
teachers
and
helpers,
Mrs.
Julius
Nienhuis and Mrs. Kathryn Koop. and other openings.
along with some judging pointers.
Be under a tight roof. Have Guilty to Drunk Count
ers are tied for second with 12
A planned potluck picnic will be On July 28, 1954, Ottawa Circuit Folkert, Mrs. J. Haley. Mrs. The tour will start at 7 p.m. sharp. Gerrit J. Lampen;
damp-proof floors. Have protec
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Vander points.
GRAND HAVEN ' (Special)
held July 31 at Kollen Park. Mrs. Court issued a decree requiring Harvey Folkert, Mrs. Herman
tlon against rats and mice. Have
The 19th Holers and Divot DigRussell Svtanson, 46, Crockery
Alta Houting and Mrs. Emma Sas Anderson to raze the buildingi in Nyhoff, Mrs. John Spaman. Mardemonstration on packing Haar and family of Holland were
all openings screened except doors
township, pleaded guilty to a drunk
are on the refreshmentcommit- questionand remove all debris jorie Bergman, Karen Folkert, vegetable baskets and flower ar- Sunday evening guests of Mr. and gers are tied for fourth with 11 Have ventilationfor the bln.
points and the Duffers and Dubs
tee.
within 60 days. Anderson appealed Yvonne Douma, Edith Folkert rangementswill be held July 24 at Mrs. Henry Hoffman. _
The bin should be so constructed and disorderly charge in Justice
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Sas, Mrs. the case to Supreme Court which and Jean Kaper. Telling the mis- 7 p.m. in the old Allendale Public The Highland4-H summer club are sixth with seven each. Sorp that it will be easy to fumigate the F. J. Workman’s court Monday
held their last meeting at the home has oVt points, Grave Diggers, 6
and paid 525 fine and 54.90 costs.
Carol Nash and Miss Leslie Bosch modified the decree to the extent sionary story at the close of each School.
grain and easy to empty and fill.
of Keith' Rigterink with 17 mem- and tlie Apes, 3^ points.
of Holland returned hame last that openings must be boarded. day’s session for these two groups
Swanson was arrested by sheriff’s
Details on constructionof grain
week after spending a week in The new modificationspecified was Mrs. H. D. Strabbing. The An all-day meeting will be held bers present. Sharon Klein presid- R. Johnson eagled the eighth storages can be found in several officers after he was found in a
Washington D.C., Mount Vernon that if the orders were not com- Junior department superintendent in the old Public School in Allen- ed, Hag pledges were led by hole and had a two on the par four bulletins.Two of them are FBC drunken stupor Saturdaynight in
Va., and Gettysburg, Pa.
the yard of his home.
plied with that the decree of the was Rev. Van Heukelom, who was dale on July 26 starting at 9:30 Keith. The club is relling jello and hole. R. Tobias fired a 37 for the
720, “Construction of Farm Grain
The Rev. Jean Vis conducted lower could would then be final. assistedby Mrs. Addison lx>hman, a.m. Instructionsfor judging vege- greeting cards as special projects. individuallow gross and D. Reek Storages." and Farmers’ Bulletin The house in which his family
both services here last Sunday.
was living was on fire and was
Anderson wants to build a filling Mrs. Glenn Folkert, Mrs. Fred tables, poultry, food and clothing A tour was made of advanced had 30 for the low net.
2009, "Storages of Small Grain and
Special music tor the morning ser- station on the site, and also ap- Billet, Mrs. Harvey Sprlck and will be given. The clothing judg- gardens, poultry and swine pro- Thi Green Tilters, with 185. had
almost totally destroyed.SwanShelled Corn on the Farm.” Both
vices was a duet by Mrs. Ruth pealed to higher courts after the Mrs. Richard EJenbaas. The Rev. ing will be done in the morning jects. "Gardens viewed were those the team low gross and the Divot
son’s wife and four children had
are available at the County extenNonhof and Henr Rottschafer of Holland Board of Appeals denied a Veenstraconductedthe Junior de- and the food judging in the 'after- of Marilyn Harmsen, Bonnie Lu Diggers, Dubs and Drivers were
left the house a half hour earlier.
sion office at Grand Haven.
Holland. In the evening the Golden license.
partmentwith Mrs. Richard Brow- noon. Teams will be selected'to Rigterink, Carol Brink. Marilyn all tied with 144 for the low team
Swanson was taken to MuniciChain choir gave special numbers
er, Mrs. Harvey Klein and Mrs. participatein the district elimina- Essink, Barbara Dannenberg, net
pal Hospital to have his -stqmach
before the service and again during
Harry Jipping as assistants.The tion at East Lansing on Aug. 6 and Keith and Larry Rigterink. Sharon
pumped before taken to jail. The
Dog Keeper Fined
Poest, Dekker Re-elected
Klein. Sheryl Dannenberg 4 n d
the service.
theme for the school was "Adven- 7.
Edwin Wheaton, of 308 West 20th house, valued at 54.000, was covBonnie Rigterink served refresh- Case Postponed
Next Sunday the Rev. Herman To Zeeland School Board turing with Christ” and last FriSt., paid fine and costs of $9.70 ered by insurancebut the conGRAND HAVEN (Special - A when he pleaded guilty Tuesday in tents 'which included a new deep
Maassen, a former pastor here
day evening a program was pre- The Allendale Community 4-H ments. It, was decided -to have a
and now serving the North Blend- ZEELAND (Special) — Vernon sented for parents and friends in club entered a float in tfte July beach party and wiener roast at hearing on a case brought by the Municipal Court to a charge of freeze,drier and hot water heater
state fire marshal against Western
on Reformed church, will conduct Poest, whose name was the only the Reformed Church Auditorium. 4th parade in Allendale.This is one Dumont Lake on July 13.
keeping and harboring a beagle were not covered by Insurance.
Judy Nienhuis and Virginia Top Theological Seminary of Holland, hound which by loud and frequent The house was the property of a
both services.
one on the^ ballot, received 117 of Each departmentdepicted the of the three 4-H tractor clubs in
The Foundation for the new 173 votes cast to be re - elected worit of their classes in song, the the county that i$ working on a left for East Lansing on Tuesday scheduled for Monday afternoon in howling jtnd yelping did become Grand Rapids man.
church manse has been completed to the Zeeland Board of Education spoken word and by pantomime. tractor maintenance program. • morning July 10 to attend 4-H club Ottawa Circuit Court, has been a nuisance in the neighborhoodin
week on the college campus. Judy postponed indefinitely.The post- which the dog was kept. Another The largest single carrier of
and soon the rest of the structure Monday. Randall Dekker. who had Rev. Veenstra led in devotions and
will be built. ,
been appointedpreviqusly to fill dosing remarks and benediction California has more different was delegatedto represent Alle- ponement was announced aftei a complaintfrom a neighbor on a crude petroleum in North America
the. Henry A. Geerling'i position were spoken by Rev. Van Heuke- flowering plants than any other gan Company in the dress review conference of Dr. J. R. Mulder, similar charge was signed Monday is Texas. According td the 1954
or dusting to protect received 116 sticker votes to also lom. Pianists were
State. Of some 30.000 in the entire on Thursda) and Virginia was seminary president, Judge Ray- to which Wheaton pleaded not EncyclopediaAmericana Annual,
and related garden be re, - elected.
Douma and Marla Lugten. Display United States, about a sixth are chosen to represent her county in mond L Smith and Perry Maynard guilty on grounds that ttie dog stop- its current capacity is 301,000barcucumber beetles By a 141-30 margin, a half - mill of work was viewed by those in found in California. Only Texas general achievementand was sche- of the attorney general’soffice. ped howling. The case will be rels per day. The pipelineextends
begin at soon aj the seeds tax limination increase for school attendance.
and Florida boast comparable con- duled for Interviews . on Tuesday The case involves fire escapes, heard in the Municipal Court next from Port Arthur to within 12
etc., at the men s dormitory.
week.
miles of Colorado City.
and Wednesday.
purposes was also voted.
I Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Kool have centrations.
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Holland Legion Stars

Methodist Church Scene

ake

T

of

Rites

II, 1954

700 Attend Reception

31 Persons Pay

For Msgr. Westdorp

Fines in Zeeland

2nd Straight District Title
Justice

Howard’s Single

never was in trouble. Holland

many men stranded on base.
Grand Rapids made 11 hits off
the slants of Tom Aye and Merle

Run

Drives hi

Dykema.

.

Kool and Bill Tomovish led
Holland’s attack with two hits each.
Torno^sh received a strainedgroin
Joe Howard. Holland Legion All- and was forced to leave the game.
The injury may prevent him from
Star shortstop, punched his first
making the Battle Creek trip.
hit of the three-game series, a
Holland, zone finalists last year,
single to center field in the sev-. move into Battle Creek for zone
enth inning of the nightcap Satur- play July 17, 18 and 19.
day at Riverview Park, to drive
Manager Clare Van Liere will
in the winning run and give the be drillinghis lads this week to
local Stars a 3-2 win over the sharpen up hitting and work on
Grand Rapids Legion Counoil All fielding.

For Nightcap

The win gives Holland the Fifth
Districttitle and sends the local
nine irtto zone play at Battle Creek
for the second straight year.
Howard’s hit sent home pitcher
Jim Kaat, who had been safe on
an error with the run that broke
a 2-2 tie and gave Kaat his sec-

ond win over the Grand Rapids

Bond

.

:

h Queens Cup

Win

Stars.

Iceland Municipal

Westdorp, pastor of St. Francis de

-

Whisper Wins 3rd

^

Court

Sales Church, gathered at Holland Expected on July 26
Thirty-onepersons have
Civic Center Sunday afternoon for
ZEELAND (Special)
The
peered before Zeeland Justice
HUmer C. Dickman in the last two a parish reception. The occaaion 5490,000bond for the expansion of
weeks. Thoet paying fines and honored Monsignor Westdorp on the Zeeland Municipal Electric
costs for traffic violationsinclude his recent elevation to rank of
Plant will be received on July 26 at
Donald Shore, 29, Grand Rapids, Domestic Prelate as well as his
7 p.m., city superintendent Lee A.
stop light and driving with sus35th year of ordination as priest
Seat’s announced joday.
pended license S9.90 and two days
More than 700 men, women and
in Jail: Weiley Jay Bonzelaar. 17,
Sears also said that work on reroute 5, Improper turn, 57.30; L.J. children attended the event
surfacing s’reets with asphaltic
Beal and Son, Inc., Dale O. Miller,
The Rev. Edwin A. Thome, asdriver, Brooklyn, overloading four sistant pastor was master of cere- cement on the west end of tte
city has been finished and he exaxles, 5108.30; Dale Herbert Pat- monies.
tenon, 21, Grand Rapids, open Msgr. Westdorp was escorted to pressed hope that the resurfacing
container of alcohol on highway, the stage by the Rev. Hairy Wier- of three block* of McKinley St.,
516.30; Louis De Witt 19, route 1, man, of St. Augustine’s Seminary, four blocks of Centennial St and
aiding in obtaining illegal license Edward Baikey, president of the two blocks of Central Ave. would
plate, 524.30; Mrs. Sadie Alderink, Holy Name Society, John Fenlon be completed by the end of the

made

nine hits in the contest but left too

Parishoners, relatives and
friends of the Msgr. John M.

MUSKEGON

(Special)—Whisper

skippered by Hollis Baker, Jr., of

the Macatawa Bay Yacht Club,

finished third in the Milwaukee to
Muskegon Yacht race Saturdayacross Lake Michigan.
. The Whisper followed the Cooperhead, first boat to cross the
line of the entire fleet, and Gypsy
in the Division I competition.Both
of the boats are from Milwaukee.
The Whisper was the sixth boat
Line score: (1st game).
finish in the fleet under the
H to
corrected times in the four classes
Grand Rapids . 122 014 021-13 11
Copperheadwon the coveted
HoUand ........000 001 020-3
Queen’s cup and its corrected time
Batteries: Yeoman, Suttles (9)
was 9 hours 29 minutes and 10
and Sawall; Aye, Dykema (5) and seconds.
Tomovish, Altena (5).
Nancy, another Milwaukeeyacht,
Line score: (2nd game).
won the Universalclass in the
R H time of 12:47.28. Romahajo n,
Holland .......... 000 010 200-3

route 5, stop light, 58.30.
Kenneth Retter, 19. Grand RapIds, speeding, 524.30; Harold
Breen. 41, Bumips, speeding.59.30;
Aimer Vredeveld. 32. rodtu 3, Zeeland, failure,to keep clear distance, 514.30; Clarence M. Zuidewind. Grand Rapids, forcing car
off road In passing. 516.30; Elmer
R. Clarkson. 50, Grand Rapids,
speeding,
o,

R

58.30.

Donnelly, president of the Dioceweek.
san Council of Catholic Men, and
Sidewalk repair and construction
Wiliam LaBarge, Holland deanery aU over the city wiU be conUnued
president.
throughout the summer, he added.
.Cub Scouts, Boy Scouts, Campfire girls, and Blue Birds of St

Francis School formed a color Seventh Alert Sounds
guard with Boy Scouts, Robert
Hoesli and Carl Jungblut present- Saturday (or Holland
te all
ail •- male adult
ing the colors. The
Tornado warnings were posted
ohoir presented background music
Saturday night until ihortly before
during the program.
i

Robert Lee Garvelink. 19.
11 p.m. in Holland foV the seventh
Grand Rapids .. 000 200 000-2 10 Sed^f inst ^ division ^witti
Coopersville,improper passing. Father Thome welcomed the time since the destrucUvetwister
Batteries: Kaat and Altena; a time of 9:55.30 and Fleetwood,
512.30;Gerald W. Slob. 33, Grand guests and presented the early life hit HUdsonviUe April 3.
started out the seventh inning ral- Charon, Yeomans (6) and Haight,
second among overall finishers,
Rapids, speeding.J9.30; Charles of MonsignorWestdorp."Life as a
ly with a booming double and Sawall (6).
HoUand poUce, auxiUary officers
and skipperedby Nick Geib of
A. Taylor, 39, Grand Rapids, ex- Priest” was presented by Edward and Allegan County deputies manscored as catcher Jeff Altena, the
Baikey. A poem entitled"Boyhood
Chicago won Division HI with a
pired registrationplate, 54; Wayne
most improved player on the club,
ned a lookout between HoUand and
9:43.06time.
Lee Strong. 18, 487 136th St„ Dreams” was read by Thomas Saugatuck whUe Ottawa County
came through with a single, movWilliams. William 'La Barge ad
George Good and Bill Jesiek of
operatingmotor vehicle with iling Kaat to second.
dressed the group on the subject deputies began scanningthe skies
HoUand are members of the WhisMr. ond tAn. Ronald Max Doolittle
legal plate. 529.30: Preston R.
Holland made its other run in
Admitted to Holland Hospital per crew.
"What Is n Dean,” and John Fen- from the former Coast Guard tow(Joel's photo)
Jeurink, 21, Hudsonville, speedthe fifth inning. Altena singled Friday were Julie Doherty, 65
lon Donnelly concluded the re- er on Lake Michigan.
Miss Elaine Joyce Bacheller, daisies and the bridesmaidscar- ing, 59.30.
took second on a balk, went to West 14th St.; Shirley Craig, 51
marks with an address entitled Authoritiessaid that while some
daughter
of Mrs. E. J. Bacheller ried cascade bouquets of blue daisJames Curtis Meyer. 17. route
third on a catcher’s error and West 15th St.; Mr?. Dewey Misresidentsmay claim that too much
"What Is a Monsignor”.
ies.
The
flower
girl
was
attired
in
>and the late Dr. E. J. BacheUer,
3, speeding. 516.30; Gordon De
hoe, 655 Steketee; Mrs. John Gebhome on a wild pitch.
emphasis is being put on the alerts
Presentation
of
gifts
to
Monsignor
and Ronald Max Doolittle, son of a white organdy dress over olue Jonge, 30. Gordon St., Zeeland,
Grand Rapids made its two runs ben, 143 Walnut Ave.; Mrs. Henry
twisters have pither been lighted
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lee
Doolittle, spoke taffeta with blue velvet belt. She speeding. 58.30; Joanne E. Hoek- Westdorp concludedthe program
in the fourth inning combining Van Den Berg, 491 Lincoln; Walor have struck the ground during
Parish
spiritual
bouquets
were
precarried
a
basket
of
rqse
petals.
their marriage vows Saturday,
stra, 23, Grandville . speeding, sented by Mrs. Hector H. Munro each warning period.
two hits, a single and double, two ter Kunen, 678 Pine Ave.; Mrs.
The
ring
licarer
wore
a
white
June
20.
at
First
Methodist
Church.
511.30; Rudy John O’Patik, 18,
stolen bases, a walk and error John Wanzung, route 2. FennviUe; At Airpark
A setting of palms, ferns, can- jacket and black trousers and car- Grand Rapids, speeding, 524.30; president of the Altar and Rosary The alerts are put into effect only
Richard Gray, Detroit.
for the tallies.
Society and Mrs. Bernard P. Don- when the U. S.' Weather Bureau
delabra and baskets of madonna ried the rings on a heart shaped
Discharged Friday were Mrs.
Kaat, who had allowed the Grand
Two cars were totaUy wrecked lilies formed the background for pillow made of organdy and lace. Bobby Charles Cagbill, 23, route 1, nelly, Jr., co - fchairman of the posts wamfhgs of possible tornado
Zeeland, speeding, $9.30; Kenneth
Rapids nine only two hits in win- Robert Howard and baby, 382 in roll overs Saturday night at
Catholic Women’s Club. A spiritual conditions.
Miss ^Barbara Barclay of Ann
the dpuble ring rites performed at
ning the 5-0 shutout opener, was Roost Rd.; Mrs. Robert Lee and Airpark Speedway two miles south 2 p.m. by the Rev. John Hagans. Arbor, a sorority sister of the bride, DeJonge, 17, 235 Peck St., Zee- bouquet from the HoUand Deanery
land, speeding. $9.30.
touched for 10 hits in the contest. baby, 405Vi Central Ave.; Mrs. of Douglas, but no serious injuries
For her attendants the bride was organist and accompanied Robert Campos Balticrrez,18. was presented by Mrs. Robert Wyn- J.
Holland made nine safeties with Henry Ten Brink an(f baby, 385 were reported.
garden, deanery president of the
Ray
Ter
B*ek
who
sang
"Because”
chose her cousin, Miss Karen HoGrand Rapids, careless driving Diocesan Council of CathoUc WoHoward, who came back in the Elm Ave.; Mrs. Bernard Wiersma • Cars driven by little Bill Nutt man of Hesperia, as maid of honor and "The Lord’s Prayer.”
and transportatingliquor on high- men. A color televisionset and a
ninth to get another single, husky and baby, 171 East 14th St.; Mrs. and Dalo Visscher rolled over and
and two sorority sisters. Miss Assisting at a reception for 150
Jim Kool and Altena all getting George Ihrman, 345 West 21st St. according to track officials Viss- Diantha Lundin of White Plains, guests held in the church parlors way, being a minor, 550.60 and 15 purse were presented by Mrs. JoAdmitted Friday were Arend
two.
cher was reported in shock and N. Y., and Miss Suzanne Staigleder were Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. days in jail; Nelson Vander Hulst, seph W. Lang, co • chairman of
Hovenga, route 6; Glenn Pomp,
Terry Otting, Ron Komejan and
Nutt had slight burn:; and was of Royal Oak. as bridesmaids, and Branyan. uncle and aunt of the 35, 254 Colonial St., Zeeland, the Catholic Women's Club in beKlaver had the other local safeties. 149 East 15th St.
taken to Douglas Hospital. Bob Janice De Neff, cousin of the bride, who were master and mis- speeding, 55; Eugene Prys, 28. half of the parishioners.Monsignor
Dan Bos Holland rightfielder, Discharged Friday were Mrs. Stehle also roUed over but was groom, as flower girl. Ronald Van tress of ceremonies; Mrs. John 1769 Perry St., speeding, $11.30. Westdorp responded, expressing
' Rose Marie Staat, 19, route 3, his appreciation to all who assisthelped the cause in the second Gerald Bishop, 216 Aniline Ave.; not injured.
Huls served as best man and John Kempker, Jr., and Mrs. John Teugame with two outstanding catch- Eric Menken, 1618 South Shore This Saturday night a special Teasink, Jr., and Morris Witteveen sink. Jr., who served punch: Mrs. speeding.$16.30; Nate Wesley ed in the event.
es and a fine throw to the plate. Dr.; Donald I. Arends, 400 West trophy wiU be given to modified were ushers, David Homan of Hes- Morris Witteveen and Mrs. Ronuld Oliver, 47, Grand Rapids, speed- A sAcial hour followed the proGrand Rapids had evened the 21st St.; Glenn Pomp, 149 East and stock car winners by Johnny peria, cousin of the bride, was ring Van Huis who arranged the gifts ing 59.30; Ronald Horling, 18 gram with Mrs. DonneUy, Jr., Mrs.
15th St.; Mrs. Goldie Mishoe, 655
and Danny Doolittlewho was in Grand Rapids, no muffler. 56.30; W. Lang, Mrs. Wyngarden and
series with a 13-3 victory in the
Tho Blsr Kglder offset many
Steketee; Aria Ligtenberg, 45 East Hardenberg and the Benton Har- bearer. '
first game Saturday.
Given
in marriageby her broth- charge of the guest book. Friends Edward Papp, route 2. Zeeland, Mrs. Munro presiding at the punch
bor
Merchants.
10th St.; Celeste De Boe, 1558
ttevleM for your plsasuro.
Capitalizingon some timely hits,
er, C. C. Bacheller,the bride wore of the bride’s mother were wait- speeding, $9.30; Dale Schaap, 28, bowls. Mrs. Louis Hohman wd
Results: Modified Feature
Ottawa Beach Rd.; Bernard MulTho host In draught and
route
5.
no
1956
plates
on
truck.
Mrs. John Fenlon DonneUy were
resses and Mrs. J. Homan and
plus some bad fielding and meder, 100 RiverhillsDr.; Mrs. Her- Ende, Harrington.Dale Adams: a gown designed by her mother. It
$7; Ronald E. Rabbai, 20, Grand in charge of the decorations.
Mrs.
W.
De
Neff,
aunts
of
the
bottlad baara and wlnta and
tal lapses by the Holland team,
was
fashioned
of
white
embroiderbert Aalderink, route 4; Mrs. Ger- Dash — Harold Ende, Harrington,
Mrs. Hoydens and Mrs. John
the visitors coasted to victory.
ahampagnoa. Also, aand>
Visscher;First heat — Wolters,- ed organdy over skirts of tulle and bride and groom, respectively,Rapids, speeding. 58.30.
rit Schierbeek, route 5.
H u d z i k served refreshments.
Yeomans, a left hander, who was
wlchoa and tnacko. All
Admitted Sunday were Paul Jr. Resseguie, Bob Starback; Sec- taffeta, and an empire bodice with poured.
They were assisted by Mesdamcs
The newlyweds will reside at 514
helped by Suttles in the ninth, Pearson,154 West 14th St; Mrs. ond heat — R. Baker, Red Harris, an Italian neckline,long waist and
•trvtd by tralnadam ploy tea.
P. G. Singleton,Joseph Fablano,
Paul Weidenhamer, 562 Lawndale Jr. Terpstra; Consey Hamberg, full-lengthskirt, scalloped at the Lakewood followinga northern
Alr-condltlonad
and opan
John Bagladi, Goldie Almgren.
wedrfing
trin. For traveling the
bottom.
She
wore
mitts,
a
pillbox
Ct.; Mrs. Julius Brower, 66 West BiU Hutt, Meurer; Pursuit — Red
noon
until
midnight
Charles
Midlc,
C.
E.
MerUlat,
bride
chose
a
light
beige
linen
suit
headpiece matching the dress .and
Ninth St.; Mrs. Oliver Knowles, Harris. R. Baker, Dale Adams.
James Knapp, Milton Atwood, R.
126 West 18th St.; Mrs. Aldon
Stock feature — Ralph Prince, a fingertip veil. She carried a with brown accessories.
L. Boyce and E. L. Holmer*.
The
bride, a Holland High School
cascade
bouquet
of
white
daisies
Ayers, 200 West 14th St; Mrs. A1 Gapner, Howie Van Dyke; Heat
graduate, will begin her senior The Wankazoo Winter Club openDaniel Barrett, route 1.
— Dick Henry, Ron Cummins, and lilies.
Although sugar ranks as one of
Identical waltz - length gowns year at the University of Michi- ed its guest sbason Saturday with
Discharged Sunday were William Hank Stegenga;Dash — Herbert,
at home and
gan
Education
School In the fall. an informal garden party at the the world’s oldest as weU as most
of
white
organdy
embroidered
in
Van Etta, 231 East 13th St; Dr. GiUette, Villiwock.
blue were worn by the bridal at- She is affiliated with Gamma Phi home and grounds of Mr. and Mrs. necessary foods, its principalmodJ. J. Brower, route 3; Mrs. Cortendants.
Style featureswere scoop Beta. The groom, also a Holland Bob Kirchen. Capt. and Mrs. Joe em source— sugar cane— has been
flajcdisLL nelius Zeedyk, 568 HillcrestDr.;
necklines
and fitted bodices trim- High School graduate, entered W. McKenna joined in providing widely cultivatedfor less than 500
Mrs. James Dykhuis and baby,
med in blue velvet. They wore service following his freshman the elaborate barbecue refresh- years.
156 West 34th St.; Mrs. Jerold
matching blue shoes and head- year at Hillsdale College. He will ments.
Tucker and baby, route 2, Hamilpieces of blue net and velvet. enter Univeristy of Michigan in
The festive event was timed for
ton; Mrs. Clarence Boeve and
The maid of honor carried a cas- the fall. At present he is employ- the arrival of Miss Marian Forbaby. 392 West 18th St.; Mrs.
Scrappy soys:
,
cade bouquet of white and blue ed at Hart and Cooley Mfg. Co. long of Toronto, Canada, for a sumGordon Slenk and baby, route 6;
mer visit with her cousin, Mrs.
Mrs. Howard Prins and baby,
The scrap industryrepresentsabout
#
Kirchen.
YOUR HOSTS)
route
Hamilton; Mrs. Dutch Novelty is ttill out in
4,000 dealers and 200,000 people gainMany
of
the
guests,
though
oldPAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTE Roger Kuiken and baby, 19Uj West front in the IndustrialGolf League
timers at Waukazoo, came from
20th St.; Mrs. Bernard Ter Horst with 17V4 points with Transplanter
fully employed.
— Arnold Mulder other cities. Food was served outACROSS FROM POSTOFFICE
and baby, 239 Lane Ave.; Arend in second with 15% tallies.
doors until a few scattered drops
Hovenga, route 6; Mrs. Julius Chrs - Craft is third w(th 14
ZEEUND
Shortly before Michigan Week indicate what yardstick they are of rain gathered the party Into
Brower, 66 West Ninth St.; Gil- points end Baker Furnitureand
always buying
materials
bert Jaarda, route 5.
CLOSED SUNDAYS
Donnelly- Kelly are tied with 13 a state librarian asked me if I using. There are many such mea- the house for music, dancing, cards
wished tp express an opinion on sures. and which one is used and refreshments.
Hospitalbirths include a son, points each.
Among others present were Mr.
Douglas Clyde, bom Friday to
Hart and Cooley No. 3 had the Michigan' fiction writers. Her makes all the difference.
There is. most obviously,the and Mrs. Bob Crone, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Parrott. 371 low net with 142 points during last question was incubated by the fact
West 25th St.; a daughter, Lorene week's play and the low groes was that so long ago as March 4, 1939, yardstick of popularity. Michigan Bernard P. Donnelly, Mr. and Mrs.
120 Rivor
Holland,Mich.
Kay, bom Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. recorded with Transplanterwith I had done a magazine article has produced a number of highly Bob Fahrer, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
popular
novelists
and
short
story
Gerde,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Don
L.
Ladewith
the
title
"Authors
and
WolJimmie Bakker, route 2: a daugh- 163.
writers. I probably mentionedone wig, Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Loomis;
ter, Katie Ann, bom Sunday to Mr.
R. Houtman and Lee Kleis had verines" in which I seem to have
and Mrs. William Chadwick. 286 a low individual gross of 37 and said that Michigan had produced in my 1939 article,Steward Ed- Mr. and Mrs. Bill Melia, Mr. and
West 14th St.; a daughter, Laurie D. Slighter had the low individual no one/of Nobel Prize caliber or ward White, whose books I greatly Mrs. George Menken, Mr. and Mrs.
(
SPECIALIZE IN
even of Pulitzer Prize standing. enjoyed. But popularity alone Is Bill Norwood, Mr. and Mrs. Chan
Christine,born Sunday to Mr. and
net of 28.
unreliable,for the simple reason Oaches, Mr. and Mrs. Syl Paulus,
Mrs. Nelcy Pedersen,route 4; a
Frank Lievense scored an eagle The librarian wrote: "So much
daughter, Kristi Jo, bom Sunday
of what you said then seems, un- that what is popular today may Dr. and Mrs. Willis Pugh, Mr. and
2 on the first hole. *
to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Welch,
fortunately,to be pretty apropos in be unsuited to the popular taste Mrs. Jim Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
League standings through July 7:
route 2, Zeeland.
1956 - but I would like to know if of a decade or half century hence. J. Stempfly, Mr. and Mrs. Karl
Dutch Novelty ..........................17%
you do have any footnote to add That apparentlyis beginningto G. Sundquist, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Transplanter
...........
15%
The
partridge pigeon is a small
prove true of Steward Edward Timmer. Mr. and Mrs. Don Vander
to your opinion then.”
froftEOWNERS’ POLICY
Chris - Craft
14
Baan. Mr. and Mrs. Dirk Van
ground pigeon which is found in
Since Michigan Week was just White.
Baker Furniture
13
Another I must have mentioned Raalte, Mr. and Mrs. Harry F.
the warmer parts of America.
then coming up, I decided that
Donnelly Kelly
13
such a footnote would be out of (I do not have the article at hand) Wetter. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wilber,
Hart and Cooley No.
12%
order. In such a "Week” you are was Ring Gardner. He, too, was Mr. and Mrs, Junius B. Wood,
G. E. No. 2
......... 9%
Mrs. Irene Noonan, Mrs. Marion
not supposedto look even a liter- highly popular, and he was worn
344 WEST 16TH ST.
PHONE 5-6660
Lievence Agency —
9
ary
Pegasus in the mouth. But better than most. It seems likely Maish and Jimmy Maish.
MORE PROTECTION,..
Holland-Racine
8%
now that the "Week” has became that he will get a mention at least
Hart and Cooley No.
8% history there is no reason why in future historiesof American
MMOg
Child Undergoes Surgery
LOW COST...
team.

f

Dave
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Hospital Notes
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8%
7%
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Davis

...........
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rowltingfrom Or#, thoft or

the footnoteshould not be added.

literature.

If the yardstick is comparison For Brain Hemorrhage
6% ing that the comments on Michi- with the world's truly great novel- GRAND HAVEN (Special) Hart and Cooley No.
3% gan fiction in 1939 are "pretty ists, the writers who have won a Six - year - old Michael Headley,
apropos” in 1956 expresses my own permanent place in literature-say only child of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
feeling. I have long since for- Hawthorne and Melville and L. (Bud) Headley, route 1, Grand
Marcia Jeane Tub Has
gotten what I said in 1939, but I Thomas Mann and Dickens and Haven, is in criticalcondition in
Party on 12 th Birthday am sure that nothing much has Thackeray - then Michigan has of St. Mary’s Hospital in Grand Rapids following a two - hour operahappened since then in Michi- course produced no one.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. John gan fictionthat would compel a
But that is no reason for assum- tion Sunday night.
H. Tuls of 846 Harvard was the
The child had complainedof a
revision of the Judgment suggest- ing that it will not do so. Few
scene of a birthday party last
things are more unpredictablethan severe headache Saturday night
ed by the librarian'sphrase.
Monday honoringthe 12th birth- If I remember correctly,I was literary greatness. A bare-footed and collapsed the next morning.
day of their daughter, Marcia then speaking of fiction alone, not boy who will never go to college It was flrit feared he had conJeane. The rooms were decorated
of any other kind of writing. At or take a course in writing may tracted meningitis and he was takwith multicoloredcrepe paper garleast I am not confining myself be Michigan’s candidateof 20 en by ambulance to the Grand
lands and summer flowers.
Rapids hospital where it was deto fiction. It is necessary to stress years hence.
Games were played with prizes this fact because some years ago
terminedhe was sufferingfrom a
being awarded to Jean Van Hekbrain hemorrhage.
when I had contributeedan article Allegan County Children
ken, Dianna Lea Arantz, Elaine
Hie child’s parents had gone to
to another magazine on Michigan
Van Heuvelenand Nancy Tuls.
Chicago Saturday morning and
fictiona reader took the trouble Urged to Get Polio Shots
A luncheon was served by Mrs.
were reached through a public adto protest that I had not included
Tuls assistedby Mrs. Harry Hulst.
the books of Della Lutes, whose A bx-supportedpolio immuniza- dress system at a ball game there
........

Ml

policyprotoch you*

.........

G. E. No. 1 ...........................
Holland Hitch
...........

.....

L

Briefly, then, the librarian’s feel-
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FARM Aqh»

Ben Van Lente, Agent
177 College Avt. Phene 7133
end
Chester L Baumann, Agent
13S E. 35th St. Phene 6-8294

water we need
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construction.
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The guest of honor was presented

v

M-21

Authorized Representotives

work by the way I greatly admire. tion clinic for children from ages
But Della Lutes is not a fiction one through 14 will be held at
Other guests included Jody Ver
writer and hence could not be in- Saugatuck High School, Thursday.
Hoef, Donna Tuls, Nancy Boylon,
July 26, from 9 to 11 a.ra. and
cluded.
Sandra Holwerds,Ruth Van LangThe fact that Michigan has not 1 to 3 p.m.
en, Sharon Kragt, Carol Mouw,
produced top-notch fiction writers Children in the specified age
Beverly Slenk, Mary Mulder,
is not to the state’s discredit; group are eligible to attend. Second
Joyce Dekker and Janice lievense.
doses of Salk vaccine will be given
with

many

gifts.

neither has Indiana, although that
state has produced many popular chile ren if four weeks have elapsed
fictioneers. Neither has many since their first treatment. Third
Delany Has Spike
PARIS (UP)- Ron Delany, the another state. Art does not respect doses will be given those chlildren
four-minute miler from Ireland state borders and it is not influenc- havii " received the first and *ecwho runs for Villanova University, ed. by such movements as Michi- ond dose, if six or more months
was taken to a hospitaltor treat- gan Week. A great Michigan fic- havj elapsed since their last treatment after receivingtwo deep tion writer may appear tomorrow. ment.
Any pre-school child living in
spike wounds in his right heel dur- The only safe assertion that can
ing a pile-up during an 800-meter be made is that he has not yet Allegan County and any school
child attending school in Allegan
race Sunday. < Doctors said he appeared.
would recover in plenty of time to
Critics who give the impression County is eligible to attend this
represent his country’ in the Olym- in Michigan Week publicity that clinic free of charge, according to
pic games next November and De- MiiTOgan’s fiction ^writers are Dr. A. B. Mitchell,directorof the
cember.
crowding the top usually do not Allegan County Health Department

in the afternoon. During his parents’ absence, Michael was being
cared for by his grandmother, Mrs.
Nina Conant, who with a son, Jay,
lives with the Headley family.

»
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bakery specials
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384
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AVE.
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THESE HOPE: COLLEGE STUDENTS

with

Prof. Donald A. Brown at right are with a group
of 22 students in Europe this summer for travel
and study. One group will be spending a month
in Spain studying Spanish under Dr. Brown and

Ko&pikd

Ottawa County
Real Estate

Your Dog** Collar
have a half-grown puppy.
You buy a collar for him. It fits
him— perhaps. But he keeps on
Jessie M. Fouts to Arthur Aukegrowing. Did you ever stop to
man and wf. Pt. NE»4 NW»4 and
SEU NWfc 28-6-13 Twp. George- think how you would feel, at the

You

Transfers

Mrs. Robert P. Bolte

(HollandIllustrative
photo)

Admitted to Holland

Hospital

Thursday were Dr. Jacob

Olthoff,

Hillsdale:Louis Whitefleet,63 West
19th St.; Eric Menken, 1618 South
Shore Dr.; Mrs. Eloy Colon, 195
East 17th St.; Mrs. John Mrok, 9

South River Ave.: Mrs. Pedro
Arenas, 53 West Second St.;

age of twenty, if you were forced Celeste De Boe, 1558 Ottawa Beach
Melvin C. Madderom and wf. to to wear a collar or a pair of shoes Rd.
Ottawa Savings and Loan Assn.
DischargedThursday were Mrs,
that fitted you when you were ten
Pt. Lots 74, 75 Blk 6 Central Park,
Elizabeth Brewer, 146 East Seventh
years old? Well, that is the way St.; Mrs. Richard Michaels, route
Twp. Park.
Joseph Rezny and wf. to Ora W. your dog feels if you have not the 1; Mrs. Grover Davis and baby,
Richert Jr.. Lot 9 Rezny Sub. Twp. sense or the kindness to remember 240!a West Washington.Zeeland;

town.

Miss Sara-Jo Kleinheksel

Wed

to Robert P. Bolte

Dort; a daughter,Sharon Lynn,
Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs.
John Boelsma; a daughter, Norma
Linda, born Monday to Mr. and
Mrs. Jose Herrera; a son, Jerry
Lee, bom Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs.
Coric Zerrip; a daughter, Vicki,
born Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Ver Beek; a son, Allyn,
bom Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs.
George Engelsman; a son, Miguel,
born Thursday to Mr. and Mrs.
Jordan Gibbs; and a son. David
Allen, om Thursday tq Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Geurink.

TloteJi bom

Leprosy Program Given

another group will be In Vienna with Dr. Paul
Fried, l^ft to right are Joe Palmer of Midland,
Melvin De Weerd of Hudsonville,Edward Anderson of Muskegon Heights, Donald Van Lare of
Holland and Dr.
(Sentinel photo)

Brown.

Children Stage

Dress Up Day
Dress Up Day on Friday concluded the first week’s activities
at Longfellow

summer play

school.

Jaycees Knock 0([
Leading Exchange
Tlx Jaycees,-who hadn't won a
game, toppled the last of the unbeaten in C League Legion base-

Despite threatening weather, attendance for the week ranged from
125 to 200 children a day. The
older children have participatedm
archery,leather craft, ceramics,
softball, box hockey, volleyballand
badminton. The younger group en-

ball play Friday, 11-10 at the 22nd

St. diamond.
The win gives the Jaycees a 1-2

record and leaves the Exchange
\ th a 2-1 mark.
The winners made two runs in
the first inning, added four in the
joyed story time, games and a fourth, two in the fifth and three
take home project each day.
in the seventh. The Exchange
Everyone from directors to jun- pushed two in the first, one in the
ior leaders took part in Dress Up third, two in the fourth, two in
Day which brought out a variety the fifth and three in the seventh.
of costumes from ballet dancers
The winning pitcher was Willto space men. Mrs. Ernest Penna iams.
served as guest judge.
Ixague standings through
Winners included: Cutest, Susan July 6:

Emmett McFall, 1505 Ottawa At Missionary Meeting
At a small family wedding held bride, and John Angus, of Hol- Grand Haven.
how fast he has been growing.
Beach.
Perry De Lille and wf. to Earl
in the chancel of I^ope Church. land.
Every few weeks, examine your
An interesting program on the
Hospitalbirths include a son,
Mrs. Marion de Velder, soloist, W. Smead and wf. Lot 5 KluemMiss Sara - Jo Kleinheksel and
dog's
collar to see if it needs to be Michael John, born Thursday to subject of leprosy missions highRobert Paul Bolte were united in sang “The i Pledge,” Black. She pel’s Sub. Grand Haven.
Walter R. Todd et al to Donald let out a notch or so. It it presses Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Ter Horst, lighted the meeting of the Women’s
marriage on Saturday, July 7. at was accompanied by Mrs. H. J.
high noon. White stock, ivy and Masselink, organist,who also play- W. Schutt and wf. Pt. Lot 25 into his throat, or if you cannot 329 Lane Avel; a son, Steven Ross, Missionary Society of First Recandelabra decorated the altar of ed the wedding march, Purcell’s Heneveld’s Plat No. 26, Twp. Park. slide at least two of your finger- bom today to Mr. and Mrs. Ross
formed .Church Thursday afterEdmund B. Tickner to Edward tips under it. the collar needs Lamberts, 156 West 26th St.
“Trumpets Voluntary.”
the church.
Streeter; funniest, Linda Speet;
W..L *
Admitted to Zeeland Community noon in the church parlors.
White gladioli and yellow dai- J. Blotney and wf. Lot 29 Sheldon loosening.There is another angle
The double ring ceremony was
cowboy. David Steggerda; cowgirl, Exchange
1
Hospital
this
week
were:
Mrs.
to
this—
a
collar
which
is
too
loose
Homes
Add.
City
of
Grand
Haven.
sies
decorated
the
tables
at
a
wedperformed by Dr. Ray A. Eusden
Mrs. Peter Slenk, president of
Jennie Veenstra and Kathy Taylor; Optimist
of Newton, Mass., uncle of the ding breakfast served the guests Albert J. Schrotenboer and wf. to may easily be rubbed off by its Shirley Weaver, route 1; Mrs. the Women’s Federation, told of
bride. Jill Speet; gypsy. Patty Lions
Peter Vanden Brink, 108 Lincoln
bride, and Dr. Marion de Velder. in Hope Church parlors immediate- Cornelius Donze and wf. Pt. Lot 16 wearer and be lost.
Hinkle
and Linda Bos; old lady, Kiwanis
her
visit
to
the
hospital
at
CarSt.;
Gumecinda
Herrera,
38
W.
That
is
much
less
important
The bride is the daughter of Dr. ly following the ceremony. Guests Blk 11 Southwest Add. City of Holthan the danger that a too-loose Olive; Helene Steenwyk, 1740 104th villc-, La., the only hospital in the Margo Hakken and Sharon Veen- Rotary
and Mrs. J. Harvey Kleinheksel were present from Newton, Mass., land.
stra; Mexican hero, Steve Millard; Jayceeof 1606 Waukazoo Dr., and the Plainfield^ N. J., Hinsdale.111., Joe Meeuwsen to Albert J. Meeu- collar may be caught in a twig* or Ave.; Madeline Van Dort, 45 S. United States for lepers.
Music was provided by Mrs. H. little cowboy, Joanne Oosterbaan;
groom’s parents are Joseph R. Bay City, Lansing and Ferndale. sen and wf. Lot 9 Stewart's Add. in an upthrust root, or a strand of Lindy; ElizabethBaitsma, route
For their northern wedding trip, City of Holland.
barbed wire in the woods, and that 1; Mrs. Mary Fris, 68 E. 28th St.. Young who sang "How Can I Help Indian princess, Susan Texer;
Bolte, 119 132nd Ave., and Mrs.
tfuHus Dykstra,159 East 34th St. the bride chose a sheath dress of
Ross Longstreet and wf. to Wal- the dog may remain imprisoned Holland; Jean Stevens. Allendale; But Sing” and "When We See littleatIndian. Richie Femigenbe, Baby, One Day Old,
For her wedding, the bride sandalwood linen with a mandar- ter R. Todd and wf. Lots 19. 20 there until he dies of hunger and Angeline Zeerip, *10355 Gordon; Christ.” She was accompanied by Indian girl, Susie Wise; space man. Dies in Zeeland
Pauline Vander Kooi, 684 River Mrs. P. Vander Meer. The closing Jeff Speake; dancer, Lyn Zuver;
wore a street - length gown of in collar, a white knit matador Country Club Estates, Twp. Hol- thirst or of strangulation.
St., Kalamazoo; Mrs. Conchita prayer was given by Mrs. E. Wal- ink; littlestclown, Mary Kay
Linda Raterink. one-day old
imported Italian ivory silk brocade, jacket and chalk white accessories. land.
Gibbs, route 2, West Olive; Josle voord. Mrs. J. Olthoff, president Barkman; tramp. Teddy McCor- daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
shot with gold thread, and fashion- Her corsage was of green orchids. Chester Van Tongeren and wf. to
Give Dog Cool Drink
mick and Jim Hietbrink; dragon Raterink. route 1, Zeeland, died at
ed with a bateau necklineand Both the groom and the new Delwyn Paul Van Tongeren and
Do you like a cool drink of fresh Kraker, Allendale; Ida Zerrip, presided.
Hostesseswere the Mesdames lady, Merry Hakken; man from Zeeland Community Hospital Sunbracelet - length sleeves.Her fit- Mrs. Bolte have lived in Holland wf. Pt. Lot 4 Sub. of Lakeside water in warm weather? Of course route 5, Holland; Mrs. Ted Westday morning.
ted cap of brocade held a should- all their lives and are graduates Park, Twp. Park.
you do, and so does your dog. Dur- ing. route 5, Holland; Ruth Lan- D. Boter and B. Bruischartand Mars, Jeanie Flowerday.
Next week's special day will be
Surviving besides her parents
er - length veil of illusion and she of Holland High School Following
Edward L. Johnson and wf. to ing these warm summer months ning, Loyal. Okla., Jennie Oude- the Misses Lena and Reka Dyk
“On Wty?els" with children decor- are two sisters, Ann and Kathy;
carried a colonialbouquet of w!| te their wedding trip they will be at George C. Knue and wf. Pt. NW14 be sure that your pet has a pan molen, route 3, Holland; Lois ema.
ating anything that has wheels. two brothers, David and Joel;
roses with streamers of ivy and home in Great Mills, Md., where NW«4 NEU 22-8-16 Village of of fresh water available at all Gruppen, 32 E. McKinley, AntoinThere
will be street roller skat- grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
ette Ver Beek, route 1, Hamilton;
ribbon.
the groom is stationed with the U. Spring Lake.
times. Change the water once or
ing and special advanced classes Wyngarden and Mr. and Mrs. Ben
As her sister’sonly attendant, S. Navy. In September,the couple George C. Knue and wf. to John twice a day. When you are thirsty, Mrs. Jennie Engelsman, route 2, Marriage Licenses
in leather craft. The older boys Raterink of Zeeland; great grandOttawa County
Miss Karel - Mari Kleinheksel wore will move to East Lansing, where M. Harrison and wf. Pt. NW14 don't you prefer a glass of fresh Dorr; and Mrs. Theresa Geurink,
Jaime Santiago, 27, and Enre will play softball Tuesday and mothers, Mrs. John Raterink of
a street-lengthgown of lime green both will be students at Michigan NWU NE14 22-8-16 Village of water to a glass that has been route 6, Holland.
Zeeland Hospital births included quota Trevino. 19, both of Holland Thursday. There will be softball Zeeland and Mrs. Gerrit Nagelcrystalette, accented by a dropped State University.
Spring Lake.
standing in the warm sun all day?
for those under fourth grade if kerk of Allendale.
a son, Alan Jay. born Monday to
waistline,cap sleeves and bateau
A pre - nuptial shower was giv- Gerald C. Arkema and wf. to
Graveside services were held
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Weaver;
The Army had 1.461 chaplains enough boys turn out.
neckline. She wore a 'wreath of en for the bride by Mrs. Stephen Edward J. Lesar and wf. Lot 12
The Question Box
Longfellow personnel includes Monday at 11 am. at Zeeland
a daughter, Patricia,born Monday on duty as of March of this year
yellow roses and white pompons, Sanger on Thursday evening. Mem- South Park Sub. Twp. Grand
Question: Does a dog perspire
Mrs. Frances Douma, Marcia Cemetery.The Rev. Edward Tanis
and carried a colonial bouquet of bers of the wedding party and the Haven.
any place on its body besides its to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Steen- Of this total, 255 were Regular
wyk; a son, Scott Ben, born Tues- Army. The remainder were Re- Bouws and Jack Kempker. All of Faith Reformed Church officthe same flowers, with ivy arid families of the bride and groom
May E. Arendshorstto School
— C. L. B.
iated.
day to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Van serve officers.
children are invited.
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mar- DistrictCity of Holland Lot 28
ribbon streamers.
Answer: Yes. on the nose and
Attending the groom as best man vin C. Lindeman at a rehearsal SouthwestHeights Add. Holland.
through the pads of their paws.
was Timothy K. Brown of Jackson, dinner Friday evening at the CenLewis D. LaMadline and wf. to
Question : I have tried soaps and
and ushers were David B. Eusden tennial Room of the Warm Friend Scott D. Holmes and wf. Pt. Lot powders for fleas but cannot seem
of Newton, Mass., cousin of the Hotel.
89 Laug’s Plat No 1 Coopersville. to rid my dog of them. What
Bemie J. Lemmen and wf. to would you
L.K.
Dr. and Mrs. Harold Paul and Arthur Lucas and wf. Pt. NWVi
Answer: A proper flea powder
son of Chicago spent the weekend 9-8-14 Twp. Polkton.
secured from a veterinarianshould
Peter Van Dyke and wf. to rid your dog of fleas. Would sugwith their parents, ,Dr. and Mrs.
Miss Sally Boone, daughter of Henry Kuit.
Marinus Berkenpas and wf. et al that you scrub his sleeping quarMr. and Mrs. Daniel Boone of
Mrs. Gerald Smith has returnde Lot 55 Vos- Koster Sub. Twp. ters with a strong disinfectant.
Colonial Ave., attended the 57th home after spendinga few weeks Georgetown.
national convention of Sigma with relatives in Janesville,Wis
Gerrit Van Dragt and wf. to
Kappa Sorority in Colorado Springs
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Embree anl Henry Redder and wf. Lot 83. 84 Junior Yacht Club
Colo. She is a representative of children of Los Angeles. Calif., are Schillemans Add. Twp. Holland.
her chapter at Michigan State spending a month with her par- Arthur -Reenderr and wf. to Has Business Meet
University.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. George Meengs Catharine Kleve Pt. Lot 13 Blk B.
The First Junior Yacht Gub
Mr. and Mrs. John Molt** and on Lincoln St.,
Edward C. Smith’s Add. Grand business meeting of the season
daughter Vera visitedtheir daughMr. and Mrs. Mark Schran of Faven.
was held at Macatawa Bay Yacht
ter and husband,Mr. and Mrs. L. Washington, D.C., spent several
Edward Hammond Nixon and wf. Club Saturday afternoonwith a
Hoeksema, stationed witji the days with their Aunt, Miss Ann to Elden H. Nixon and wf. Pt. Lot
Army at Tacoma. Wash., and Fort Huizenga of South Centeninal St. 1 Blk 13 Bryant’s Add. Spring Lake large attendance. Paul Harms, rear
commodore, presided.
Lewis. Wash. They also visited
At a meeting of the Zeeland Albert S. Maurer and wf. to Officers in charge this year are
Yellowstone National Park.
Home Extension Group No. I held Everett C. Stevens and wf. Pt. Peter Sears, commodore; Paul
Miss Joan Pyle was in Washing- at the house of Mrs. Thomas Kraai SW!i NW!4 3-7-13 and EVa NE!4
Harms, rear commodore, and
ton. D. C. last week as a delegate on Fairview Road, the following
4-7-13 Twp. Tallmadge.
Kathy Cavanaugh, secretary-treasto the Christian Citizenship con- officers were elected for the com- Sarah A. Northouseto Wilma L. urer. Mrs. H. P. Harms is chairvocation of the Internationaling year: Chairman, Mrs. Lee McGurty et al Lot 23 Northouse man of the junior activities comSociety of ChristianEndeavors. Smitters; vice chairman, Mrs. Sub. No. 1, Twp. Georgetown.
mittee, assited by Mrs. John SpenShe is treasurer of the Golden Bernard Veneklasen, secretary Alfred E. Denton and wf. to cer, co-chairman.
Chain C. E.. Union of Ottawa Co. and treasurer,Mrs. Myrtle Carlton. Clyde James Hathaway and wf.
Events planned for the summer
and she represented First Reform- Mrs. Smitters and Mrs. Kraai are Lot 157 Sunset Heights Sub. No. are dances, with Lefty Cooper's
ed Church. She also is devotional delegates to the Home-workerscon- 2, Twp. Georgetown.
orchestra; barbecueparties, and a
superintendentfor the state of ference in East Lansing, July 17
John N. Garvelink and wf. to regatta between the Macatawa club
Michigan and she was winner of to 20.
James E. Draper and wf. Lot 58. and Saugatuck Yacht Gub. Jim
the Michigan Citizenship contest.
59 Waverly Heights Sub. Twp Field, John Beeman and Bill
More than 100 young people
Harms will make all plans for the
Holland.
from all pans of the country parJohn Van Dam et ai to Peter Van regatta.
ticipated in the convocationand
Eyk and wf. Pt. WV* NEU 26-5- The junior club's first dance was
the program which included visits
On August 1 the Drenthe school 15 Twp. Holland.
held Friday evening at MBYC.
to historic shrines and places of W1u vhave a reunion. It will be
ipiritual swificancc in the Na- he,d a(
Communi0,

C

2

tongue?

suggest?

Zeeland

,

Drenthe

|

,he

tional capital

At the regular Tuesday noon Grove (Dozcman's Grove). The
luncheon of the Zeeland Rotary picnic will begin at 3 p.m. and
Club, retiring president Henry
Lokers presentee a president'spin
to Ford Berghorst. president for
the coming year. Special guest at
the meeting was Rotary District
Governor John A. Collins of Grand
Rapids. It was decided to hold the
meetings during July and August

at the Holland County

Dog Notes

Miss Marilyn Dirhse,
July Bride-Elect,Feted

by Peter Boggs
Miss Marilyn Dirkse, July brideStopping A Dog Fight
I
have
received
several
letters elect, was guest of honor at a surto attend. Coffee will be furnished,
prise shower Friday evening given
but everyone is asked to bring asking how to stop a dog fight. If by her aunt, Mrs. Edward Tanis at
you are a novice ahd if your hands

program, sports and
other events. Everyone is invited
will feature a

their own food.

212 Central Ave. Zeeland.

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Karsten are not quick and sure, the wisest Gifts were presented and games
spent Sunday evening with Mr. answer to “How shall I stop a dog were played with duplicate prizes
fight?” is DON’T!" Don’t unless
and Mrs. Albert Brinks.
awarded to Mrs. Jarvis Dmek,
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Karsten you want to risk being badly bit- Mrs. Lloyd Koning, Mrs. Bert Kon-

Club,
atarting with the meeting of July spent Sunday evening with Mr. and ten.
Turning a hose on two fighting
17.
Mrs. Albert Brinks.
Ron Beyer, junior rotarian.and
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Geerlings dogs or throwing a pail of cold
the club’s representative at Camp and family attened the Berends water at them will usually put an
Emery, near Muskegon was also reunion Saturday which was held end to the fracas.But, oftentimes,
a guest at the meeting and told at Walker Park in Byron Center. there is no water at hand.
of his interestingexperiences Miss Beverly Iramink, daughter • If you are deft enough and
while at this camp.
of Mr. and Mrs. Len Immink had strong enough to get each fighter
The Gospel Tent Crusade which her tonsils removed last week Fri- by the scruff of the neck, tightening and twisting your Rouble grip
has been conductingmeetings a day.
so as to shut tiff the air from the
mile west of Zeeland on M-21 for
windpipe, ‘most dogs will loose
the past several weeks, held closMrs. John Van Kersen
ing aervices on Sunday when Wes
their holds, even if only momenAugur spoke on “Law and Grace” Succumbs at Age of 76
tarily. That is the split second of
at the 3 p.m. service and his eventime in which you must pull them
ing topic was “If I Had Only One
Mrs. John Van Kersen, 76, of 83 away from each other.
Sermon to Preach."
East 15di-St.,died Sunday mornNot only part them: but KEEP
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hecka ing et Pine Rest.
them parted until both have had
thorne of Ann Arbor were recent
Surviving besides the husband time to calm down. You can do
visitorsat the home of their par- are a daughter, Mrs. John Veenen- much to aid this calming process
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Katte on dall of Grand Rapids; one daugh- by your own voice while you are
Lincoln St.
ter-in-law, Mrs. A. M. Van Kersen holding them. If the owner of one
Mrs. Benjamin Boons tra has re- of Holland;one brother, Andrew of the dogs « present, make him
turned home after spending
Klomparens of Grand Rapids; one take his dog by the collar or scruff
week with her children at Camp brother-in-law,Jake Sikkema of of the neck and lead it away while
Carson, Colo.
Grand Rapuds.
you do the same with your dog.

ing and Miss Janice Dirkse.

Lunch was served from a table
decorated with candles, roses, and
sweet peas. Individual cups of ice
cream were topped with littleumbrellas.

Guests includedthe MeAdames
Purlin Tanis, Ben Tanis, Robert
Chesnell,Bert Koning, Uoyd Koning, Bernard Klinesteker, Henry
Wolters, Eugene Wolters, Wayne

Nyhuis, Robert Van Vuren, Joe
Dmek, Jarvis Dmek, Dick Van
Kampen, Dick Dirkse, Ben Reimink, Richard Dirkse and Miss
Janice Dirkse.

MINER’S CASTLE OVERLOOKING LAKE SUPERIOR

Full Color Reproductiom tunablefor framiug tent upon requeM

Discover the natural beauty of Michigan...
enjoy the natural goodness of Michigan brewed beer

Docked Here
The “Sis,", a 104-foot yacht owned by H. Leslie Atlas of Chicago,
is at Jesiek'sshipyards at Macatawa where it is to be painted. The
“Sis” arrived last weekend and
will probably be here until the end
of the week.
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Couple

SEEK ZONE TITLE —Here is the Holland
Legion All-Star baseball team that will be
playing in zone competition next Tuesday in
Battle Creek. The Legion nine, made up of boys
15 to 17 years of age, lost out in finals of zone
play last / summer. This year’s team includes
front row, left to right: Bill Tomovish, Dave

Klaver, Jim Kaat, Jim Hulit.

Tom

Wed

in

12,

1956

Zeeland Church

Aye, Jim Kool,

Alderinkand Joe Howard. Second row:
Manager Clare Van Liere, Ron Kuyers, Merle
Dykema, Tom Stoel, Jeff Altena, Bob Stoel and
Dan Bos. Terry Otting is missing from the
l^arry'

picture.

(Gus Van Den Berge Photo)

HOUSE MOVING DAY^Hollond

some cases phone and power lines were

had a field day Tuesday ai they watched a two-

allow the house to pass underneath. Traffic was

story frame'

Rookus-AlversonVows Spoken

Ml

home moved from 27 West

St. to the corner of 17th St.

16th

and ClevelandAve.

Dozens of children spent most of the dav giving
advice to the workmen who were forced to cut
down many branches of overhangingtrees. In

routed

away from '17th

lifted to

St. while the moving

operation was in progress until late in the af-

The picture looks West on 17th
between Van Raalte and Washinaton Aves.
ternoon.

St.

(Sentinelphoto)

Mf. and Mrs. Arnold Disselkoen
(Prince photo)

Lake Michigan continued its seaAn arch decorated with salal lace. A matchinghalf hat held her
sonal rise at about average rate
leaves and white mums, candela- fingertip veil and she carried a
from May to June and the June
white Bible with a white orchid
level was 580.34 feet or about two bra and ferns provided the setting corsage.
in
of the
inches above the May level, ac- for the marriage of Miss Norma
Her attendant wore a nylon chifcording to information compiled by Jean Schout and Arnold Disselkoen fon gown with draped bodice and
Emile Wesly, president and genthe Corps of Engineers, U. S. on Friday, July 6. The double ring bouffant skirt and carried a coloneral
manager of Wesley1 and Cies
Army, in Detroit.
wedding took place in Zeeland ial bouquet of pink carnations.
Even with the months slight First Reformed Church parlor with Mrs. Schout chose for the occa- paper convertingfirm at Maas- Boy Falls From Car
rise, the lake is more than a foot the Rev. John den Ouden officiat- sion a navy dress with white accestrict, the Netherlands, was busy In Front of Cruiser
below the 1955 level of 581.46 feet ing.
sories. Mrs> Disselkoen wore an
reviewing his program for the next
These levels are compiled in feet
It all happened right In front
The bride is the daughter of Mr. aqua dress with white accesories.
above mean tide at New York, and Mrs. Marvin Schout of route They had yellow rose corsages. tour of paper plants when a Sent- of a. police patrol car. '
1935 datum. Average June level for 2, Zeeland, and the groom is the
A reception for 110 guests was inel reporter met him In the lobby 'Officer Robert Van Vuren was
the entire period is 581 feet.
son of Mr. and* Mrs. Jacob Dis- held in the church fellowshiphall. of the Warm Friend Tavern Sat- cruising along Wait 17th St., about
Extreme Lake Michigan low was selkoen, 247 North Colonial, Zee- Miss Ardith De Jonge ahd Gene urday.
8 p.m. Monday when a rear door
577?87 in 1934 and extreme high land.
Bos served at the punch bowl, Miss
Wesley, a Rotarlanwho serves of the car ahead opened and out
was 583.68 in 1886. The June level
Mrs. John Boeve sang "Because” Carolyn Nykamp and Duane Kos- as chairman of the program com- tumbled 3tt*yeaiM>l<l Steven John
this year is 1.84 feet above low and "The Lord’s Prayer,”accom- sen arranged the gifts and Misses mittee of Rotary International,is onto the pavement The car wai
water datum, the plane to which panied by Tom Keizer.
Sharon and Joyce De Vries pour- in America to visit plants in which driven by hli mother, Mrs.
lake survey chart and federalnaviMiss Judith Mae §chout attend- ed.
paper is manufacturedinto boxes, Dorothea John,
gation improvement depths are re- ed her sister as maid of honor and
Van Vuren helped the mother
After a wedding trip to Niagara bags, etc. His brother, Frits, who
ferred.
Gordon Disselkoen. brother of the Falls and Canada, the newlyweds is the engineer of the family firm, take the child to Holland HospiLake Michigan rose .20 foot from groom, assistedas best man. Don- will be at home at 352 Columbia accompanies him to be more ac- tal for a checkup. The youngster
May to June this year, compared ald Schout, brother of the bride, Ave. For going away, the bride quainted with engineering proced- was released after treatmentfor
with an average rise of .24 foot for and Ted Vander Ploeg seated the wore a brown and white striped ure.
bruises and abrasions to both legs,
the entire period. The lake is ex- guests.
dress with white accessories and
"We have been received in a arms, back and a bump on the
pected to rise .13 foot from June
For her wedding the bride chose orchid corsage. The bride, a Zee- friendlyand hospitableway every- head. The accident happened just
to July. Maximums for the entire a floor-length gown of chantilly land High graduate, is employed where," Wesly said. "We are much west of HarrisonAve.
period list a fall of .26 foot and a lace and net featuringa fitted as a secretary at Holland Motor
impressed by the kindness of the
rise of .48 foot. Probably July level bodice with swoop neckline outlined Express. The groom also attendpeople we met." He believes, after
will be 580.4 feet.
in iridescentsequins.The bouffant ed Zeeland High and is employed spending only one month in the
Lake Superior and Lakes Mich- net skirt was accented by panels of at Royal Casket Co.
states, that the general Impression Polio
igan and Huron continue their seain Europe toward Americanswhose
sonal rise at about average rate
card
is asked to make reservations concern is supposedto be for the
from May to June. Lakes Erie and Holland High Class of ’36
with Althea Raffenaud, telephone mighty dollar and movte stars is
Ontario continuedtheir seasonal

Dutch Paper Manufacturer Includes

Holland

,

Tour

United States

Vaccine

Now Available

Safety Is everybody’s business
and soon It will be the big business
of Michigan’s 40,000 home demonstration women.
Adopting highway safety is a
state-wide extension club project
And the women will attend a special class to be held during Homemakers’ Conference, July 17-20, on
the Michigan State University campus, according to Mrs. Grace
Vander Kolk, Ottawa County home
demonstration agent
RepresentingOttawa County at
<

the three-day training session will
be Mrs. Ti Kraal of Zeeland. She
and delegates from every county
In Michigan have been invited to
learn how to promote the highway
safety project. According to Mrs.
Leona MacLeod, state home demonstration leader, "every delegate
to the special class should return
home with a definite plan of
action.”
The 8:45 to 10 a m. classes will
be Jointlysponsored by the MSU

not fair.
2627, before July 31.
above average rate Plans Remuon Aag. 4
Highway Traffic Safety center,
"There should be more exchange
Mr. and Mrs., John Rookus,Jr.
and are believed to have reachGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Michigan State Police and Michiwith all peoples of the world for
De Vries photo
Final plans for the 20th annied their seasonal high in June:
111
New
Zeeland
Voters
The double ring wedding cere- "Because" and "The Lord’s Praybettor understanding," Wesly said. The Health Department has been gan State Safety commission. The
versary reunion of Holland High
mony of Joyce E. Alverson and er.”
ZEELAND (fecial) - Sixty- He feels that there are plenty of allottedenough polio vaccine to Thursday session will be highSchool’s senior- class of 1936 are
John Rookus, Jr. was solemnized
The bride's mother wore a pale
six new voter registrationsMon- Americans in Europe but few Eur- give booster doses to all those chil- lighted with the talk, "Women’s
Role in Driver Licensing and
nearing completion
in the Central Avenue Christian pink linen dress, white accessories
day brought to 111 the total new opcans have the chance to come
dren who have had their second Driver Improvement,” by SecreReformed Church on Friday, June and a corsage of red roses and
The reunion will be held at the registrationsreceived by City here because they cannot afford
dose of vaccine six or s<*ven months tary of State James Hare. He will
29 by Dr. Edward Masselink.
white carnations. The groom's
American Legion club house Sat- Clerk John Holleman’soffice be- it.
at
The bride is the daughter of Mr. mother wore a pink linen suit with
There
are
some
private
and
ago, or longer. About 2,500 chil- tell how women can help with imurday, Aug. 4. at 4:30 p.m. A buf- fore the deadline Monday night.
and Mrs. Joe Alverson, 8 South white accessoriesand a corsage of
Lincoln and Washington School fet supper is scheduled at 6:30.
Holleman said there are now 1,950 official organizations and founda- dren were given their second dose provementsof local licensing.
The special safety class is just
River Ave., and the groom is the red roses and white carnations.
playgrounds had special events
tions which help exchange stu- last summer. These children were
A total of 140 reservations al- qualified voters in Zeeland.
one of the many events of the 29th
son of Mr. and Mrs. Menno DykA reception for 135 guests was Friday to climax the first week of ready have been received. All
Ic.its, scholars, experts, business- In the study group. A booster, or
annual Homemakers’ Conference
stra, 253 McKinley St., Zeeland.
held in the Fellowship hall of the play school sessions. Amateur members of the class who have not
Lake Okeechobee,in Florida,is men, but he feels that "families third dose, of vaccine has been
Escorted to the altar by her church with Mr. and Mrs. Gene shows were feat ured at each responded are asked to do so the largest fresh-water lake which should invite visitors to live among found to give considerable added when about 1,300 women will travel
to the campus to hear nationally
father, the bride wore a floor Schrotenboer of Ann Arbor acting school.
immediately.
is situated entirely within one them, and to be introduced direct- protection, and is considered neces- Imown speakers, attend their choice
length gown of chantillylace and as master and mistress of cereSandy Slag and Ann Seif were
ly
to
the
real
fascinating
Amersary.
Any member not contacted by state in the United States.
at a variety of 20 classes, attend
tulle over satin, fashioned with a monies. The program consisted of announcersfor the Washington
ican life.” This sort of relations,
'rhere are also a large number
entertainingand inspirationalprofitted bodice and a high neckline group singing,Cornelius Beukema show, which opened with group
Wesly believes, would help the of children who received but one grams and hear the business report
with Peter Pan collar and long singing "Take Time to be Holy” singing. Peggy Todd and Jill Hllyouth who will be the leaders of dose last year. These children are of the MichiganHome DemonstraIton
of Rites
tapered sleeves. The full skirt was and "Bless This House,” accom- bink sang, accompanied by Mollie
the coming generation to under- also eligiblefor a booster dose. tion council.
designed with a lace peplum over panied by Miss Marian Nienhuis, Hilbink; Ann Seif and Sandy
stand more about America.Those
This vaccine will be furnished to
Referringto the special safety
layers of tulle. A fingertip veil of and a reading and a closing pray- Slag presented an illustratedalmen of the future will one day the family physician who will ad- class, the scheduled speakers for
French illusion was secured to an er by Ben De Boer.
phabet song and S h a r o n and
decide peace and war and they ministerthe vaccine at a mini- the Wednesday session are, "The
Alencon lace cap embroidered with
Miss Judy Reed was in charge Claudia Unrah gave the "party
ought to know more about Amei^ mum charge. It is advisable to Road Ahead For Homemakers”
sequins and pearls.The bride car- of the guest book. Lois Ver Hulst dance.” Linda Oudman played
have the vaccine given as soon as will be told by Gordon Sheehe,
lean democracy.
Yankee Doodle.”
i a gold Bible with white roses and Frances Brower were in
l‘I like the people over here," possible.
director of the MSU Highway
anl streamers.
A play, "The Witch’s House,”
charge of the gifts. Gerda Boeve
he said, "but I wish that other Those children who received Traffic Safety center. Explaining
The altar was backed with dou- and Florence Becker cut the wed- was given by Peggy Todd, Linda
people Jrom different nationswould booster doses last year are not the facts about Michigan highway
ble candelabra, ferns, white calla ding cake, Mary Sanger and Ruby Veerman, Crystal Slag, Lorraine
be granted the opportunity to come eligible for a bo oster dose at accidents and future needs of enlilies and stock. The pews were Gremel poured, and serving at the Duffy, Diane Vanderham, Bill
and get a true impression of the present.
forcement will be Sgt. Charles
decorated with white bows.
punch bowl were Alice Brink am Parkes, Jim Oudman, Brenda
In case there are some children Holtman of the Michigan State
real life and democraticprin*
Bontekoe, Barbara Duey, Pat
Miss Herma Boevo, the maid of Alton Kooyers.
ciples.”
in the age group 1 to 14 who have Police. Wayne County Engineer
honor, wore a medium blue balFor a northern wedding trip, the Duffy, Ann Seif and Sandy Slag.
Wesly realizes that the United not received the vaccine, it is still Oscar Gundersonwill explain "Enlerina length gown fashioned after bride chose a beige linen suit with
Other numbers were acrobats by
States “is a very big country,” advisableto begin treatment at gineering and Improvement of
Mary Martin, piano solos by John
the bride’s. Her bouquet and head- olive green accessories.
and that Europe cannot challenge this time.
Traffic Control.” Concluding the
piece were fashioned of pink carThe bride is a graduate of Hol- Ellert and Barbara Duey, movies
The accepted method of adminl first session will be a judge telling
the American market, but Euroland High School and attends Cen- shown by Bill Parkes, song by
pean i|foods, however, are cheaper stration of the vaccine is — the how a traffic court may set the
Nancy Alverson,sister of the tral Michigan College. She is em- Joann N o r t h u 1 s and song by
because of low wages. He feels first two treatments a month pattern for safety.
bride, and Mary Dykstra, sister of ployed as co-directorof Red Cross Jeffrey Slag and Ruth Ann Hume.
that strikes in the field of industry apart, followed by a booster dose
On Thursday, followingSecretary
At Lincoln School,winners in the
the groom, assisted as flower girls. swimming this summer. The
will not lead in the long run to not before six months have of State Hare, will be Leslie SilverThey wore identical dresses of groom is a graduate of -Zeeland first division were Barbara
the welfare of both employersand elapsed. All available vaccine al- nale, driver education teacher at
blue taffeta trimmed with white High School and Hope College and Rockes, Kathy Myaard, Mary Ann
lotted to Ottawa county has been MSU, who will eigilain the new
employes.
^
lace and sashes of white ribbon. is employed at Herman MiUer in Roossien, Sheryl Kouw and Jane
"Higher wages means higher used and given to the age group driver education law and its effect.
Peters.
They carried hand-crocheted bas- Zeeland.
Gerald Shipman, Michigan State
costs of living,” the visitor said. 1 to 14.
Second division winners were
kets of white daisies and wore blue
Pre-nuptial showvs were given
Safety commission,will tell how
"Workers won’t be better off by
headpieces trimmed with white by Mrs. Marion Brink, Miss Alice Blaine Jurries and Earl Dalman,
"Women Can Do A Man-Sized
higher wages except if they can
Local Youth on Crew
canations.
Brink, Miss Herma Boeve, Mrs duet, Mary Tubergen, Patty
Safety Job Through Community
acquire it out of the net profits
The groom chose Robert De Jong Menno Dykstra, Mrs. Ed Dykstra Kalmink and Mary Kalmink, trio,
Organization.”
of the company where they are Of Floating Drydock
of Zeeland as best man. Marvin Mis Ruth Kraak, Mrs. Marve Al- Bob Nuismer, Mike Allen Fraam,
The Friday class will be devoted
employed and not from the pockets
Alverson, brother of the bride, and verson, Mrs. Austin Postmus am Laurie Hop, Jane Bouwman,
Kenneth D. Volkema, YNSN, to summary, question period and
of the consumer." He is glad that
John Over way, cousin of the Mrs. J. Alverson.The groom's Sandra Jurries, Judy Vander
the workers’ unions in Netherlands was one of the crew members to explanation of the take-home action
w
groom, served as ushers..
parents entertained the wedding Ploeg, Barbara Nienhuis, Nancy
tecognize this fact, and he is proud put into commissionthe USS programs. The women will have
Melfin Rookus, cousin of the party June 28, following the re- Kouw, Betty, Jackie and Mary
that they "had no strikesover 10 AFDI— 48, the Unit'-d States new- most of the class period to ask
Hoezee, trio, Judy Wildschut,
groom from Bay City, was the or- hearsal.
years since the second World War.” est auxiliary floating drydock. He questions ot all the previous
**
ganist. He accompanied Cornelius
The newlyweds are at home at Caryl Bell and Linda Jurries, trio,
Wesly expresses his deep appre- is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Claus
4.1
Linda Frason, Mary Van Ornmen,
Beukema of Zeeland who sang 1704 Washington St.
ciation for the effortsof Willard Volkema, 160 West 18th St He
Tommy Meyer and Bobby Burns.
C. Wichers, directorof the Nether- entered the Navy Jan. 18, and on Wedding Performed
Mr^n^Ars.Carl KemmeB
Also Debbie Van Ornmen, Diane
. iiin iniB lands Information Service and his Feb. 3 became attached to the preDe Koster, Karen Blackburn,
Fireworks in Possession
endeavors "to promote better un- commissioning detail and sent to In Coart Chambers
David Paul Jones, Julia Roossien, Hamilton Reformed Church was carnations and snapdragons.The]
School
derstanding between the United Seattle, Wash., where the drygowns
were
designed
with
scoop|
Results in $35 Fine
Gloria Blackburn and Shirley die scene of the marriage of Miss
Municipal Judge Cornelius conStates and the Netherlands.”
dock was being constructed
Terpsma, Kathy Stelle, Margaret Beverly Veen and Carl Kemme last necklines.
ducted a wedding in his court SatBefore
Wesly
leaves
for
his
counTodd ShipyardCorp.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Laurie Lugtcn was flower girl,
Wilson, Lynn Harper, Linda
urday morning uniting Jaime SanDonald Urbanskl, 21, Grand Bowen, Beth Streur, Beverly Rot- Thursday at 7 p.m. The Rev. Nor- Wendell Kemme served as best try Aug. 9, he win complete his The drydock, largest ever to be tiago of 75 East Ninth St, and
tour
of
the
United
States
as
schedbuilt,
was
commissioned
July
5
in
man Van Heukelom read the dou- man and Palmer Veen and Allen
Enrequeta Trevino whose address
Rapids, paid S35 fine and 14.30 man, Diane Rotman, Janet and
uled by the Information Service. Bremerton Shipyards, Bremerton,
ble ring rites before a background Klingenberg were ushers.®
is c-o Weller’s Nursery.
The school census of children in costs Saturday in Justice Bill Baker, Janice Dokter, Joan
Wesly is also vice president of Wash. Volkema presently is waitof palms, ferns, candelabra and
Soloist Wallace Folkert sang "O
Attending as officialwitnesses
has reached an all - time high Frederick J. Workman’s Court on Tubergen and Bonnie Kalmink and baskets of white gladioli,snapdrag- Perfect Love" and "Wedding the Paper ConvertingSociety of ing for a tug to tow the drydock to
Kathy Myaard and Barbara
were Lupita Cantu and Celestina
this year of 6,094, it was announc- a charge of possessionof fireworks
ons and carnations.
Prayer," accompanied by Miss the Netherlands, a member of the San Diego, Calif., where he will Reyes Of Holland.
Nienhuis.
board of Paper Bag Makers, and serve on board a normal tour of
The bride is the daughter of Mr. Marlene Joostberns, pianist®
ed at a meeting of the Board of in his automobile. State police
The bride wore a floor-length
made the arrest upon complaint
and Mrs. Gordon Veen of Hamilton
A
reception for 110 guests was president of Pastry Boxes, a sub- shore duty. He formerly was em- gown of white lace over satin and
EducationMonday night.
of a motorist, John Sheridan, 23rd Annual Simmons
and the groom’s parents are Mr. held at the Hub Restaurant in sidiaryof the Associationof Paper ployed by Holland Color and a fingertipveil. She was accomThis represents an increase of Coopers ville, who reported ihat
and Mrs. Claude Kemme of Hamil- Zeeland. Miss Darlene Smidt and Box Manufacturers.
Chemical Co.
panied by two attendants, one
209 over last year’s total of 5,885. passenger in the back seat of the Reunion Held at Bumips
f
ton.
Miss Phyllis Brink served punch
wearing a full-length yellow gown
Of the 209, there are 13 more 'in Urbanskl car threw a lighted fireand the other a full-lengthlavenThe 23rd annual Simmons reu- The bride selecteda nylon sheer and Miss Connie Top and Miss Wire Products Blanks
State
Park
Attracts
the 04 age group and 196 more in cracker from the rear window In
dar gown. Borth wore lace jackets.
nion was held Fourth of July at gown with a sweep train. Venice Marilyn Nyhof were in charge o?
the 6-19 group.
front of the oncoming Sheridan the old family home on the Rabbit lace outlined the scoop neck and gifts. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Veld- Bowman’s in B League
The bride and her attendants also
Large Weekend Crowds
The breakdown by ages follows: car. Sheridansaid he became
sleeves agd also trimmed the full hoff were master and mistress of
carried bouquets.
River, south of Bumips.
‘ under 1, 351; 1, 365 ; 2. 354; 3, frightened as he was afraid a tire The oldest family member pre- skirt Her fingertip veil was secur- ceremonies and WinifredNyhoff
Wire Products won its second
Holland State Park attracted
391; 4, 364 ; 5, 337 ; 6, 337; 7, 328; had blown out
sent was Mrs. Catherine Simmons ed to a cap trimmed with seed was in charge of the guest book. game of the season, Tuesday with thousands of visitors during the
The walking stick insect looks
8, 376; 9, 344; 10, 264; 11, 288;
None of the occupants of the car Green, age 77, and the youngest, pearls. Her cascade bouquet inFor a wedding trip to northern 16-0 B league Legion baseball win weekend, even though the weather so much like a twig that it is all
• '12, 291 13. 286 14, 295; 15, 250; would give the name of the perBetty Jean Simmons, 15 months cluded Amazon lilies, carnations Michigan *the bride changed to an over Bowman’s Feed at the 19th was not ideal for picnicking and but invisible against a tree.
16, 237; 17, 231 18, 205; *9, 200; son who allegedlythrew the fire*, old.
and snapdragons.
aqua and white dress with white St. diamond.
water activities.
total, 6,094.
cracker out of the car.
The winners made five runs in Attendance on Friday was 10,Attending as maid of honor was accessories.She wore a corsage oL
Mrs. Becca Foster, 87, who has
There are 1,825 in the age group
been present every year previous- Miss Cheryl Veen who was attired Amazon lilies.The couple will be the second, two in the third and 353; Saturday 15,768 and Sunday
" Wider five years old, and 4,269 in
It Is not absolutelynecessary in ly, was unable to attend because in a gown of white nylon over at home in Hamiltonafter July 14. nine in the fourth.
15,922 bringing the week's total to
the 5-19 bracket. The latter figure establishingnew seeding* of blue- of ill health. Eleven brothers and aqua netting.The bridesmaid,
Visser was the winning pitcher 89,454.Attendance ; to date this
The bride, a graduate* of Holland
compares with 3,475 in 1945 and grass to have the ground covered sisters were present
Miss Barbara Kemme, wore a High School, attended Western and struck out nine Bowman bat- season has been 597,158.
2.364 in 1900. The 1,825 in the under- with a mulch such as prairiegrass
Dinner was served and ice cream gown identical to the maid of hon- Michigaff' College. The groom, also ters.
During last week, park
fiv. group compare, with 1,179 la or straw. Wheat straw or saw dust and cake were served following or. Both had headdresses to match a Holland High School graduate, Is
Wire Products now has a 2-3 rec- issued 260 camping permits,
will work.
' ‘
the bouquets which consisted of enrolled at Hope College.
ord and Bowman V a 1*3 mark. ing that total to date * ~
:V
rise at slightly
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Wenddl Miles

provided they get their money’s
worth, and he called for constant
upgradingof standards to provide
the mechanics for high achieve-

Rural Suburban Schools Have Annual Elections

Hospital Notes

600 Registered

Admitted to Holland Hospital
year terms. Officers elected are treasurer, and Northuis and Mrs. were elected board members at
electionswhen voters went to the Monday were Valdemar Beltran,
Van Dorp, president; Clayton Van Verna Fogg, trustees.
polls Monday afternoon and eve- 50 East Seventh St, Sidney Bouma, In City
“Hollandhas always had a fine
' North HoUand
Dyke, secretary; Schiistra,treasElected Presiilent reputation
ning at Pine Creek School Voters
Two
board
members
for
threefor good schools, and
urer and Leon Faber and John Van
312 West 22nd St; Helen Wieghwe must make this even better by
A total of 600 persons flocKed
Dam, trustees. The knnual meet- year terms were elected at the also approved a three-mill increase
for school operation with a yes mink, 376 West 32nd St; Mrs. Don- to the city cleric’s office at City
improving the qualityof our teaching was held Monday evening.
annual meeting at North Holland
vote of 50. Others on the board ald Michmerhulzen,62 South U2th HaU Monday to register to vote
Of School
ing staff and reward highly sucApple
School. Re - elected was Henry
are Andrew Gutknecht, Alf Ave.; Eric Menken, 1618 South in the Aug. 7 primary.
cessful teachers. In Improvingour many cases extra millage was
Re-elected for a three-year term
Freriks who later was named secSt&nsby and Nick Dekker.
standards, we must give considera- voted for school operation,bus at Apple Avenue School, District
Deadline was Monday night and
retary and elected was James G.
Shore Dr.; Wesley Wenzel, route
Contracts Approved
Harrington
tion to gifted children, and must facilitiesand school Improvements.1, was Otto Schaap who serves as
Gty
Gerk Garence Grevengoed
Brower who Wfeame a trustee.
HarringtonSchool electors voted 1, Saugatuck;Mrs. Belle Mc- kept the office open until 8 p.m.
give some consideration'to types
president; Kenneth Deur is secreOther officers are G. Van Kampen,
Van Raalte
For Seven Teachers;
Dr. Eugene Oste^haven aa new Carthy, 379 West 20th St.
to take care of the late comers.
of diplomas that are given to senA total of 82 voters went to the tary and Herbert Vander Ploeg, president; Chester Westrate, treas- school board member In their elec- Discharged Monday were Mrs.
treasurer.Discussion throughout urer, and Jack Joogekrijg, trustee.
Despite all the clerk’s appeals for
iors on graduation day.”
Staff Almost Complete
polls at Van Raalte School, Distion Monday. It also was voted to Eloy Colon, 195 East 17th St.; Mrs. early registration, there were lines
Instead of one standard diploma,
the evening centered oq the area
Electors also voted a five mill
increase the tax rate three mills John Cammenga, 598 Graafschap Monday due to the crowd.
Wendell A. Miles, U.S. district Scott envisioned a special honors trict No. 42, Monday and re-elected school survey.
increase for operating expenses
attorney for Western Michigan, diploma, a college requirement di- Ben Van Slooten,Jr., for a threefor operation and maintenance of Rd.; Mrs. Fred Olsen, 128 Spruce A few Holland Township resiWaukazoo
and improving kitchen facilities.
year term on the board. By a vote
was elected president of the Hol- ploma, a vocational diploma and
Sixty voters turned out at the Voters also authorized the board the school This was passed by a Ave.; Shirley Craig, 51 West 15th dents dropped in but were advised, *
of 57 to 24 the electorsturned down
vote of 63-48. In an election of St.; Robert Davenport, route 1, to quickly go to the HoUand Town- »
land Boani of Education at the perhaps a general diploma. "Edupolls at the Waukazoo school
to purchase a new bus to replace
board members Ralph Maass was West Olive; Mrs. Henry Ver Hulst, ship clerk’s office to register.
annual organization meeting Mon- cation in 1985 certainly will have the proposal to increase board board election. Harvey De Vries
the old one.
salaries as follows: President,
named president; Edward 245 West 18th St.; Mrs. John Wanday night He succeeds James A. taken that direction,”he said.
was
elected for a three-year term,
5250; secretary, 5300; treasurer,
Federal
Herpolsheimer, treasurer, and zung, route 2, Fennville!Mrs.
Hallan.
One surprisingobservationhe 5235 and each trustee, 5125. The Harold Ramsey, re - elected for
Voters of Federal School district Fred Weiss, secretary.
Lena Vugteveen, route 1, Holland. East Saugatuck Boy
Alvin J. Cook was elected vice made concernedteachers’salaries.
three years and Ray Mulder was
new board re-electedthe following
re-elected
Herman
Kragt
to
a
Hospital births include a son, Injured in Collision
Noordeloos
president, succeedingMrs. John Just five years ago, teachers were
named to a two-year term to fill
officers: Gerald Den Bleyker, pre*three-year term, and Andrew
Koene Vanden Bosch and Ralph Kirk Allyn, born Monday to Mr.
K. Winter. Other officers named startingout with salariesof 52,500
out the unexpired term of Emmett
ident; Van Slooten,secretary; Earl
Vinstra to a three-year term to Essenburg were re-elected school and Mrs. Donald Oosting, 886
were Dr. Lester J. Kuyper, secre- and 52,700, reaching a maximum of
A four - year • old East SaugaD. S c h 1 p p e r, treasurer and J. McFaH who resigned. Voters also replace John Schreur who did not board members at the a n n u a 1 College Ave.; a daughter, .Barbara
tary; Mrs. Dorothy Hornbaker, 53,700. Starting next term, teachtuck boy was seriously injured
accepted
a
two-mill tax increase
Richard Van Eyck and ^ames
seek re-election.
meeting in Noordeloos school Elizabeth, bom Monday to Mr. Monday when he struck the dashtreasurer, and Edward Donivan, ers will start out with a 53,800
for general operating purposes. In
Kapenga, trustees.
Voters also carried the proposal Monday night Other members are and Mrs. Robert Steketee,62 West board of a car in which he was a
assistant treasurer, all re-elected. minimum which is higher than the
an
election held Monday night M
Montello Park
Knipe was named president; Ray to increase the tax limitation1.85 Ivan Kragt, Henry De Ridder and 12th St.; a son. Robert AUyn, bom passenger after a coUisionwith anmaximuip of five years ago.
Harold De Pree with 76 votes
mills for one year for school oper- John Weener.
today to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kort- other car on US-31 two mUes east
Scott also pointed to the soon-to- and Andrew Kammeraad with 68 Mulder, secretary; Harold
ation by a vote of 29-2.
man, 683 Whitman Ave.; a daugh- of Holland.
Beechwood
be-released report resulting from were elected to three-year terms Ramsey, treasurer, and Mrs. Ruth
A discussion of the area school Beechwood school electors who ter, Carolyn Diann, born today to Wesley Wenzel, son of Leon WenVan
Haitsma
and
Harvey
De
the area school study and said the by voters at Montello Park School.
study now being conducted took
voted at the polls In an election Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Merritt, 440 zel, route 1, East Saugatuck, was
board must assume the leadership T. Fred wick Coleman with 48 and Vries, trustees.
place. Explanation of the high
taken to HoUand Hospital
pspi
where
West 22nd St.
Lakewood
for interpretingthis report to the Bernard Shashaguay with 69 votes
held June 11 named George
authoritiessaid the boy received
Lakewood School, now known as school problems faced by the area
people, as well as planning for the were* elected for two-year terms
was given. The district now awaits Heeringaand Donald Prins as new
a possibleskull
^
necessary high school facilities and Melvin Groteler with a total Park township District34, re-elect- the final report of the study beFine Paid
He was riding in a car driven
board
members.
They
also voted
needed in a fe^v short years.
of 67 was named to a one-year ed John S. Percival to a three- fore making a decision. Opinions
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
by Clifton McCoy. 19, route 1,
a five-mill increase for special opThe meeting adjourned at 9:45 term. Rayman Sprick received
Terry Ver Hulst. 19, of 234 W*st East Saugatuck, which struck the
year term and Kenneth D. expressed by those present pointed
p.m. President Miles presided and total of 42 votes. In the proposal to
Northuis also for three years. toward annexation to the city's erating and a one mill for trans- 22nd St., Holland, paid 513 fine rear of a car driven by Richard
also gave the invocation. Absent increase salaries of the board of
Arthur Pittard, former president, school system. Other 'board mem- portation replacement Officers of and 52 costs in the Grand Haven Biemstein, 45, Pittsburgh, Pa.
were Mrs. Winter, Bernard Arend- educationthe vote passed by 61
did not choose to run. Officers bers are Raymond Kootstra, Jack the school board are Harvey De Municipal Court Monday for passshorst and Alvin Cook.
to 25. New salaries are president, elected for the year are Percival, Nfeboer, Carroll W. Norlin.
Vree, president; Walter Scheibach, ing on a yellow line. State Pqlice.
The longest muscle in the body
5125; secretary,5200; treasurer, president;Mrs. Marie Nienhuis,
secretaiy; Fred Bocks, treasurer, made the arrest in Spring Lake is the sartorius,which runs from
•Pine Creek
5175; and each trustee 550.
the upper hip to the knee.
A1 Nienhuis and Stan Steketee and Heeringa and Prins, trustees. township June 24.
secretary;James K. Hayward.
New officers are Shashaguay,
president; Coleman, secretary; De
Free, treasurer and Groteler and
Rural and suburban school districts held annual election* Monday, several meeting in the evening while others went to the polls
in their respective schools during
the afternoon and evening. Board
members were elected and in

ment

Board

Monday

Avenue

,
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*

fracture.

-

Vandals

Damage

Several

Homes,

Kammeraad.trustees.

Biddings

in

Maplewood
At Maplewood School Wayne
Harrington and Henry V a n d e r
Plow were re-electedto three-year
terms and William De Haan elected for two years. Polls were open

City

Wendell A. Miles
Holland police today expressed
In other business,the board approved contracts for seven new concern over the rising number of
teachers. Natalie G. Bosman of cases involving malicious destrucHolland, a graduate of Hope Col- tion of property.
Within the past 72 hours a halflege and Western Michigan College
with 10 year teaching experience, dozen builldings have been damaged by thrown rocks, BB gun pelwill teach English in the high
lets and 22 caliber bullets.
school. Arthur S. Johnson of UniMonday night WashingtonSchool
versity Gty, Mo., a graduate of
had
several windows broken by
Northern Illinois State Teachers
rocks or peppered by the air rifle

,

--Days

The ‘Good Old Summertime” Directory
‘

'

until 8 p.m. Electors also voted to

continue the three mills for operating expenses. At an election,the

Vacation

board named De Haan as president; Vander Plow, secretary; Don
Johnson,treasurer,and Chester
Bouwmann and Harrington, trustees.

Waveriy
Gordon Dams was named for a
three - year term and John
College, will teach high school biopellets.
Bronkema for one year at the anlogy. He is married and has two
At least 15 windows in the Dunn nual meeting at Waverly school,
children. He has had 1*4 years
Manufacturingbuilding were Ottawa district 45, Monday eveteaching experience.
smashed by rocks. Baker Furni- ning. Bronkema will fill the unexCecelia M. Witty of Gary, Ind., ture Co. suffered at least a dozen
pired term of Lester Walker who
a graduate of Purdue University, broken windows. The front doors moved from the district It also
will teach junior high home econoof the Museum were pierced by a was voted to raise salaries of the
mics. She is married and has two .22 bullet.
board of educationfrom a total
children and has had no previous
A home near East 14th St. and of 5170 to 5300. Officers will be
FOR QUALITY
teaching experience. Alexander Fairbanks Ave. received hundreds elected at a meeting tonight. Other
Merwin of Oxford, Mich., a grad- of dollars in destruction.Vandals board members are Leonard
uate. of Central Michigan College, entered the unoccupiedhome and
Fought, Louis Van Dyke and
will teach seventh grade instru- ripped wallpaper,smashed light William Fockler.
mental music on a half-time basis, fixtures and damaged other parts
Lakevlew
teaching the ofcer half in Grand of the structure.
Gerrit Vanden Bos was re-electHaven. He is a brother of BannisAn 11-year-oldyouth was appre- ed treasurer of Lakeview School
ter Mer]win,Grand Haven band hended by detectivesand admitted board at the annual meeting Mondirector. He is married and has firing a .22 caliber bullet through day night He will serve a threethree children.
the home of J. H. Van Zoeren, 205 year term. Other officersare Don
Ndvie Jonker of Orange (Sty, West 15th St
Williams, president and Joe
No one was home at the time Wiersma, secretary.
1$., who was graduatedtins year
from Hope College, will teach when the bullet ripped through the
New Gronlnfea
'So msy to stop — So easy to shop'
early elementary vocal music. She front door, a partitionand lodged
Voters at New Groningen School
' 513 W. 17th
has had no previous teaching ex- in a far wall.
No. 36 elected Wallace Schiistra
Late
Monday
detectives
appreperience. Carl L. Selover of New
and Richard Van Drop for threeBrunswick, N.J., a graduate of hended three boys inside the old
Hope College in 1950, will teach Van Raalte home on East Ninth
THREE
seventh grade at Thomas Jeffer- St as they were busy breaking
WAYS
son school He is married and windows and tearing up the inhas two children and has had six side of the house.
The
annual Colonial Mission Fest,
Two of the youths were 12 years
LOW PRICES
years’ teachingexperience.
under the sponsorship of the Misold
and
the
other
was
13
years
EVERY DAY
Robert A. Van Dyke of Grand.
sion Syndicate, will be held at
Rapids, a graduate of Hope Col- old. All three were turned over to Zeeland Gty Park, on Wednesday,
J&O GREEN STAMPS
lege in 1951, will teach seventh Probate Court
July 25. There wiU be two sessions,
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff re
grade at Washington. He is married
DOUBLE STAMPS
minded parents they are responsi- an afternoon program at 2:30
and has two children and has had
EVERY V/EDNESDAY
o’clock
and
the
evening
program
ble for damage their children do
two years of teaching experience.
at 7:15. Special music wiU be furup to 5300 worth.
The recommendationswere made
Juvenile agent Avery Baker cit- nished by the AU-Church Ladies
Jobbers Oetlet
by the teachers committee which ed a case in Grand Haven where Chorus, directed by Mrs. L.
also clarifieda sick leave policy
Meengs.
There
wiU
also
be
a
short
Rim
at Sixth
the parents of one boy paid a 5160
stating that when a teacher severs
chUdren’sprogram. The Rev.
bill for damage to the front of
employment for one or more years restaurant
Harvey Staal, recently returned
voluntarilyor by request, accumumissionary of Arabia, will be
lated sick leave terminates.
among the speakers in the afterSupt Walter W. Scott announced Boy Somewhat Improved
noon. Dr. Tena Holkeboer, wiU be
that with the seven new teachers,
the main speaker at the evening
and
all positionsare filled for the com- Bat Still on Critical List
program. Dr. Holkeboer is a naing year with one or two exceptive of HoUand, Mich., a graduate
GRAND HAVEN (Special
tions. He . also read letters from
The
condition of six-year-old of Hope College in 1920. Since
Mrs. Carol Gargano seeking a reConvenient location
Michael Headley who underwent that time she has spent many
Plenty of Parking . Space
lease of contract after her husband
years of missionary work in Qiina
surgery for a brain hemorrhage
accepted a new radio positionwith
and in the recent years among the
Sunday night was reported somethe staff of WCLO at Janesville,
Chinese in different parts of the
what improved today although the
Wis., and from Ruth Blekkink anworld. Other missionaries, on furchild is still on the critical list in
nouncing her decision to retire.
lough at the present time, wiU be
River Ave.
The board approved appoint- St. Mary’s Hospital in Grand present. There will be a canteen
and Lokewaod Blvd.
Rapids.
ment of a special committee to
in charge of missionaryorganizaThe bay, only child of Mr. and
MEMBER
SPARTAN
STORES
cooperate in a city annexation
tions of the Reformed Church. In
Mrs. Gilbert Headley, route
study with permissionto spend
case of rain, the Fest will be held
Grand Haven, collapsed Sunday
up to 5250. The subject was introat First Reformed Church.
morning after complaining of
duced by Hallan who said he had
At a meeting of the Board of
BAR-B-Q
headache. At first it was feared he
been approachedby Mayor Robert
Directors of the Zeeland Chamber
had meningitis, but his case was of Commerce held last week, it
Visscher to have the Board of Edudiagnosed later as a brain hemorwas decided not to have the ancation cooperate in the annexation
Lunches — Fountoln Service
rhage.
nual Farmers Picnic, which has
Meats, Groceries, Vegetables
study to be guided by Michigan
It was thought further surgery
been held the previous 15 years. 1116 Ottewe Beech Rd., Holland
State University personnel.
would be scheduled, but so far
The president, Roger Prince Phene
TreasurerDorothy Hornbaker
Wa Deliver
has not been necessary. The said, there were too many oh*’
presented her monthly financialreparents who had gone to Chicago
stacles to overcome to be ready for
port which this month incorporates
for the weekend were paged at the
the August date on which the pictotals of the fiscal year ending June
ball grounds. The child was being
nic has always been held. It has
30. Balance on hand on that date
cared for by his grandmother in been suggestedthat a community
lists 5113,724.32, but she explained
their absence
653 MICHIGAN AVE.
celebration,such as a Home Comthat some 599,000 already has been
ing, could be staged in the down(1 Block South of Hospital)
earmarked for the July and August
town area, as was held several
teachers’ payrolls which technical- Graveside Services
ONLY THE BEST
years ago, but this is still being
ly come under the 1955-56 year.
investigated.Members of the comIN FRESH MEATS
The general buildingand site Held for Ash Baby
mittee are August Kasten, chairfund has a balance of 564,095.13;
AND PRODUCE
Steven Robert Ash, infant son man, and John Bosch and Marvin
the high school building and site
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Robert Johnson.
BarbecuedChicken,Spare Ribs,
fund, 5279.299.19;the 1953 school
Ash, 644 West 21st St., died this
At the Sunday morning service
Horn and Pork Roost
bond building and site fund, 568.morning shortly after birth at Hol- in Second Reformed Church, Dr.
629.61. There also is a balance of
land Hospital.
Jacob Prins, minister of Evangel- Open Every Day 8 o.m. to 6 p.m.
5172,418.03 in the debt service fund.
Than, and FrL Until 9 p.m.
Surviving besides the parents ism of the Reformed Church
, Bills for the month of June totalare the grandparents, Mr. and in America was guest preacher.
ed 570,862.76, of which the payroll
Mrs. John H. Teusink and Mr. His sermon topic was, "A Wonamounted to 562,067.27.Detailed
and Mrs. Charles Ash, all of Hol- derful Presentation”.Dak Ver
copies of the budget adopted June
land.
Meer of the Forest Grove Re25 also were distributed.
Gravesiderites were held at 2 formed Church was guest soloist
Supt Scott took occasion to rep.m. today at Pilgrim Home Ceme- In the evening Dr. Prins had for
view accomplishmentsof the past
tery with the Rev. Vincent Ucatesf his sermon, “A RevealingQuesfive yews, pointing out that it is
,

WHERE TO GO - WHERE TO EAT - WHERE TO SHOP - WHAT TO DO
Food

GIFU
206

AUTO TOPS

Phone 9533

River

INTERIOR TRIM
BOAT UPHOLSTERY

HARDWARE
Tennis Supplies

TEERMAN’S

St.

19 W. 8th

PHONE 9385

WEST SIDE

FOOD llARKET

SAVE

Zeeland

Am

QUALITY MEATS

6R0CERIES

NABER'S

MEYER'S
A SUPER MARKET

5800

IGA Food Basket

FOX'S
17

W

1*11

AUTO TOP and

tion.”

Improvements;new and improved Zeeland, and Eloise Elenbaas, 18,
services auch as a larger music Zeeland; Donald Brinks, 21, route
program, introduction of foreign 3, Zeeland, and Viola Mae Johnlanguages on the elementary level, son, 18, route 1, Hamilton;Freda guidance program, the area erick K. Curtis, 21, Spring Lake,
school study and the curricular and Jeanne Anderson, 21, Grand
study.
Haven; Russell Gene Gordon, 23,
He believes people generally are Coopefsville,and Phyllis Ann
willing to pay a lot foe. education Horton, 18, Grand Rapids,

‘

.

Word was received here
of the death

Uyeno, 50,

of

STUDIO

&

7 Waal 8th

Holland

and Cameras
DEVELOPING and PRINTING
Wa Giva S&H Groan Stamps

in Chicago, III July 6.

a son, Kenneth
and a daughter, Elsie. Funeral

Survivors include

services wiU be held at 2 p.m. today at the Graceland Chapel, Chicago. Mrs. Uyei#
Uyery is a former Holland resident

MAPLEWOOD

Restaurants

3 HOUR SERVICE
No Extra Charge
148 L 32nd St. Phone 2408

Photo Finishing
Quality

—

Fast Service

DU SAAR PHOTO
and GIFT SHOP
Mi from

Warm

tDt r..,

......

-----

Friend

Tavern

«0

STANDARD SERVICE
Atlas Tires and Battries

16th and

River

G.E. Electrical Appliances

Phone 9121

WE NEVER CLOSE

Bakery

.

DELICIOUS
PASTRIES
Try Our
Mary Ana at tha
Hammand Organ nitely.

Bottled Gas Service

AIR CONDITIONED

DUTCH MILL

O

We

Drugs

-

Phone 4811

Boat Covers

HOLLAND AWNING CO.

Drugs

FRENCH PASTRY
SHOPPE

St.

CompleteLine of
Canvas, Metal and
Fiberglass Awnings

PHONE 2511

Fancy Cakes for Parties

All Appliances

Essenburg Electric Co.
50 Wert 8th

HOME MADE

204 L 8th

St.

Phone 2043

Cosmetics

VISIT OUR FOUNTAIN
Air Conditioned

Phone 2542

58 East 8th St.

On

All Types of Electric Wiring

Downtown Service

Family Style Dinner*

St.

Eert 8th

%

Pharmacy

Bunte’s
54

Peoples Slate Bank
A Convenientand Friendly
place to do your banking.

Phone 4714
Deposits insured to $10,000

Salads

Drive-Ins

specialize in

Drugs and Cosmetics

Family Style Dinners

SMORGASBORD
SUNDAY — 5 to 8

BAG
P.M.

In Gracious
Surroundings
at

ROAD SERVICE

BREAD and ROLLS

ENJOY

Eott 8th Sheet

Greasing— Washing — Polishing

Service

5 Wart 8th

YOUR WALGREEN AGENCY

DRIVE IN

Model Drug Store

DELICIOUSLYGOOD
RICHARDSON ROOT BEER

We

On

Stamps

Bulk or Bottled
HIES LP GAS CO.
Phone 6-8833

Phona 4707

PRESCRIPTIONS— DRUGS
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Pack up the Family
and drive over to

Florists

FLORISTS

S&H

Rim

Cleveland Ave. between
Dutch Boy and Shoo Factory

Street

SHADY LAWN

give

Corner 8th A

RUSS'
EAST LIMITS HO LUND
All Steak Horn burgs

•

VAN WIEREN’S

CAMERA SUPPLIES
Wade Drug Co.
13th A

Maple

Phone 9564

LIVE BAIT
FISH and TACKLE

HARDWARE
OPEN 5 AM. to 9 P.M.
OTTAWA BEACH ROAD

Malteds

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Miscellaneous

— Florist* Telegraph
Delivery Association
281 E. 16th
Phone 2652
Member

KEN RUSSELL

St.

Refrigeration

Let Your
Ice

Cream

MILLS ICE CREAM

Loco! Newspaper

Go With You

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Cone*, Packages Hand Pocked
and Carry Out

SMC*—

j

at Vacation

Time

HOLLAND
CHAMBER OF

You don't have to miss out on the

hometown news when you are
vacationing. We'll reserve

them

Tourist

—

LAKE MICHIDAN

When

you

return, the newsboy- will deliver

TEMPERATURE

a week. Or you can

Service What

Ave.

We

Sell

Phone 7902

VACUUM CLEANER
HEADQUARTERS

Information
Good

Headquarters
as

Information on
Wholesale

CIVIC

select

ion of National Brands

new and used vacuum cleaner*.
Service on ell makes.
366 E.
Phene 2700
Across from Russ' Drive In

8th

- Retail

and Manufacturing

CENTER

Pint at 8th

383 Aatamabilas
PHONE 2379

Froa Parking—

them at the regular home delivery

We

228 Pine

Traveler

at your
at our office for you.

Chrysler Airtemp
Air Conditioning

COMMERCE

as well

Phono 2740

rate of 30c

KODAKS

MAIN AUTO SUPPLY

MEENG’S

DRY CLEANERS

—

Portraits

today

Mr*. Katherine

OutboardMotor*
Authorized

PHOTO SUPPLY

St.

SCOTT ATWATER

161 Central

SALES and SERVICE

HERFST

officiating.

only on a long-range view that an
Next Sunday, Dr. Simon Blocker
orjanization such as a board of
of HoUand will be guest preacher
education often can evaluate what Marriage Licenses
at Second Reformed Church.
it is trying to do. He pointed to
Roger Kleis, 23, and Marjorie
the erectionof two new elementary Van Ry, 22, both of Holland;
ichools,new additionsand general Jonathan Blauwkamp, 20, route 1, Former Resident Dies

BOOK STORE
48 EAST 8TH STREET

OPTICIANS

EIGHTH ST HOLLAND

Summer

— Books

JEWELERS

Photo Supply

'

Dry Cleaning

Phone 6-6221

Films

BRINK’S

Upholstery Service
MICHIGANS LEADING JEWELERS SINCE

Miscellaneous

‘

Racket Stringing

VEGETARLES

1

Service

Auto

AUTO GLASS SERVICE

SUPERIOR

HOUSEWARES,

MEATS

.

Goods

Sporting

Gifts

GROCERIES

"1-

5^^

THE BOYS’ SHOP
Complete Clothing Needs
For Boys —

Phene

2

to

4560

20

Yeors

19 E. 8th

FRED'S

